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A B S T R A C T
1The D^'state of the deuteron was taken into account m  the 
distorted-wave Born approximation theory of deuteron stripping reactions„
An approximation was used for the radial part of the D-wave in momentum 
space and the local energy approximation for finite range effects in 
the S-state part of the reaction scattering amplitude was extended to the 
D-state part. The angular dependence of the D-wave is accounted for 
exactly in the formalism of the distorted-wave theoryB
The resulting calculations at deuteron energies below 20 MeV 
show that the D-state effect in the differential cross-section is 
strongly dependent on I and j and its magnitude increases with £„ The 
j-dependence of the effect improves significantly the theoretical fit 
to the small angle 3-dependence observed in £ = 3 angular distributions,,
This is particularly noticeable when configuration mixing effects are
5~ T” • • . 'relatively small m  both the'—  and the —  transitions® The j-dependence
of the effect is also in qualitative agreement with the small angle 
j-dependence observed in Id transitions® However the inclusion of the 
D-state does not improve the agreement with the large angle j-dependence 
in £ = 1 angular distributions®
Using a surface reaction model it is shown that the magnitude 
of the D-state effect, relative to the S-state, in the angular distribution 
increases with the Q-value of the reaction and decreases with an increase 
in the target nucleus mass and the reaction energy® It is proved that 
in the absence of spin-dependent distortion the proton polarization 
is more sensitive than the deuteron efficiency vector to those j-dependent 
effects, introduced by the D-state, which do not obey the simple sign 
rule valid for the S-state contribution®
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INTRODUCTION
In deuteron stripping reactions a deuteron in collision 
with an atomic nucleus loses either its proton or its neutron to the 
target, the other nucleon remaining free. These reactions have 
proved to he particularly useful in nuclear spectroscopy. For 
instance the measurement of the proton differential cross-section in 
a (d,p) reaction is often enough to determine the orbital angular 
momentum transferred to the product nucleus using the plane wave 
Born approximation (PWBA) theory first proposed by Butler (Bu5l)*.
This information gives in addition the parity change in the reaction 
and provides restrictions for the spin of the final state of the 
product nucleus. In particular when the target has spin zero the 
spin of the residual nucleus is determined to within one unit.
However, the PWBA theory of deuteron stripping has serious deficiencies 
as for instance the inability to predict accurately the magnitude of 
the differential cross-section and is no longer considered to be a 
reliable approximation (Sa6Ua). The distorted wave Born approximation 
(DWBA) theory (Ho53, To5^9 Hu58, Sa60a, G06O, To6l, Jo62, Au63a, Sa61+ and 
Le6U are only some of the main references concerning the theory) gives a 
much more satisfactory theoretical description of the reaction and can 
provide useful information about the nuclear structure of the nuclei 
involved in the collision process. The present work concerns the study 
of a certain feature of the internal structure of the deuteron and its 
effect on the measurable quantities of the (d,p) reaction in the context 
of the DWBA theory. The deuteron ground state wavefunction is the super-
* References are specified by the first letters of the first author’s 
last name and the year of publication.
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3 3position of a state and a D1 state, the presence of the D-wave being
due to the non-central force terms in the two-nucleon interaction V „np
For many purposes it is a good approximation to consider the deuteron 
wavefunction as a pure S-state because the probability associated with 
the D-state part of the total wavefunction is small (less than 1 0%).
Dalitz (Da53) took account of both states in the Butler theory of 
deuteron stripping and found that the inclusion of the D-state was not 
likely to introduce significant changes in the predicted proton angular 
distribution corresponding to a pure S-state wavefunction„ However, 
it should be emphasized that this conclusion is the outcome of the PWBA 
theory of stripping which is known to correspond to a considerable over­
simplification of the reaction mechanism0 Johnson (J067) reconsidered 
the D-state effect in (d,p) and (p,d) reactions from the point of view of 
the DWBA theory* In particular he pointed out that the small D-state 
probability does not necessarily imply that the effect is negligible 
because the reaction scattering amplitude depends linearly on the S and 
D-waves and in momentum space the radial part of the D-wave is quite large
in comparison with the S-wave for sufficiently high momentum0 Ref* (J067)
contains also a qualitative discussion of the D-state effect based on the 
importance of the contributions from coherent terms in the S and D-state 
wavefunctions in the formal DWBA expressions for the various measurable 
quantities of the reaction0 In particular this analysis emphasized the 
need to perform a numerical evaluation of the D-state effect by means of 
a. DWBA calculation,, The main objective of the present work was to carry 
out this calculation and therefore determine the quantitative effect of 
the D-state in the context of the DWBA theory of deuteron stripping*
This theory is very frequently used in the form of the "zero-
range approximation" which corresponds to the replacement of the V 
interaction by a 6-function potential in the reaction scattering amplitude0 
This procedure leads to a considerable simplification in the computation of
-  8 -
the scattering amplitude hut its use makes it impossible to include 
explicitly the D-state part of the deuteron wavefunction in the calculation.
On the other hand an exact DWBA finite range calculation involves a very 
long computing time and therefore is not suitable at present for a systematic 
study of a certain aspect of the reaction. In 196H Buttle and Goldfarb 
(Bu61+) and Bencze and Zimanyi (Be6H) proposed an approximation for the 
calculation of finite range effects in the DWBA theory of (d,p) reactions.
Their method which is usually called the local energy approximation (LEA)
(Di65) consists basically in a Taylor expansion of the momentum space 
representative of the product of the V potential by the S-state part of 
the deuteron wavefunction in powers of the square of the momentum at p = 0.
The contribution of the first two terms of this expansion to the reaction 
scattering amplitude involves an almost negligible increase in the 
complexity of the zero-range calculation and, of course, takes account, to 
a certain extent, of the internal structure of the deuteron. Moreover 
exact DWBA finite range calculations (Di659 Au61+) for various direct 
reactions have shown that this approximation is better than the zero-range 
approximation and is quite reliable when the momentum transfer is relatively 
small as for instance in deuteron stripping. Perey and Saxon (Pe6U) and 
Ivash (lv61+) proposed an alternative formulation of the LEA where the point 
of expansion in momentum space is not necessarily zero momentum. However 
this more general procedure introduces considerable practical difficulties 
into the calculation (Sm67). In the present work the theory of refs. (Bu610 
and (Be6U) is extended to the D-state part of the deuteron wavefunction. In
analogy with the finite range treatment of the S-state part we only retain
2 . .
terms up to p m  the momentum expansion mentioned above. However the angular
dependence of' the D-wave is taken into account exactly in the DWBA theory.
We emphasize that some of the conclusions of the present work concerning the 
D-state effect in (d,p) and (p,d) reactions are subject to the limitations of 
the DWBA theory and moreover to the plausibility of the approximations referring 
specifically to the inclusion of the D-state in the formalism of the theory.
Particular attention is given to the effect of the D-state in 
the angular distribution although there are also references concerning the 
effect on polarization quantities. The subject of the first chapter is 
the DWBA theory of (d9p) reactions and the approximations which it assumes. 
In Chapters 293 and  ^we consider the inclusion of the D-state into the 
formalism of this theory and various related problems. Finally Chapter 5 
contains the result of DWBA calculations and a discussion of the D-state 
effect in the proton differential cross-section. Each Chapter is preceded 
by a small introduction describing its plan.
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Chapter 1
Theory of deuteron stripping reactions
Chapter 1 is a brief introduction to the DWBA theory of (d,p) 
reactions. In the first section there is a short description of the formal 
theory of the collision process where the importance of the transition matrix 
T of the reaction is emphasized. The subject is also considered from the 
point of view of the many-body theory and in connection with this approach 
the compound nucleus and direct reaction models of nuclear reactions are 
succinctly described. Restricting our attention to direct reaction theories 
we then discuss the main approximations involved in the derivation of the 
DWBA scattering amplitude and refer to some of the recent studies which aim 
at improving this theoretical description of the reaction process. Finally 
we consider the problem of calculating the reaction form factor in the DWBA 
theory and the exact equation satisfied by this function.
1.1. The (d,p) reaction
It is appropriate to introduce the discussion of the various 
approximations implicit in the DWBA theory of deuteron stripping by a brief 
description of the formal theory of the reaction. The (d,p) reaction can 
be represented schematically by 
A + d -* B + p
where A and B stand for the target and product nuclei. We represent the
initial state wavefunction of the scattering event by,
X ; = ^  (*) G ?  Cf) ,
where it is the initial deuteron momentum in the centre of mass system of 
deuteron plus target r^ is the vector extending from the centre of mass of
g •the target nucleus to that of the deuteron and r is the displacement between
an| £LCt
the neutron and proton in the deuteron. The functions <$> and G designate
si A
• •
respectively the deuteron and target nucleus internal wavefunctions and £
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is an abbreviated notation for the set of internal coordinates of nucleus 
A. Representing by r^ the displacement between nucleus A and the neutron 
in the deuteron we obtain ,
= ^  ■ ...(1.1)
X C!L a  2 - -f- ,
^  ...(1.2)
where y = r^ is the vector extending from the centre of mass
of nucleus. B to the outgoing proton, M and are respectively the masses of 
the nucleon and nucleus A. With a similar notation the final state wave­
function can be represented as, .
^ rr
. . 2 bB
where K_ is the piomentum of the final free proton, x an(3- G- represent
£ s2
respectively fhe internal wavefunctions of the proton and residual nucleus.
In the above wavefunctions s^, a, s^ an<l are respectively the magnitude
of the spins of the deuteron, target nucleus, proton and residual nucleus.
Their components along the z-axis of the reference system are designated
by the corresponding Greek letters. We shall be using frequently a notation
in which the subscripts 1 and 2 are associated respectively with the entrance
and exit channels of the reaction.
The total Hamiltonian of the system is given by,
H = H a + H + T + V + V =
A d 1 n p
„ + To + V + vHg 2 p np y
where H., H. and are the Hamiltonians of nuclei A, d and B, T and T
A d B 1 2
are the kinetic energy operators in the entrance and exit channels and V
np
is the neutron-proton free interaction. The potentials and V are 
respectively the interactions of the neutron and proton with the target 
nucleus. With the notation described by the above equations we can now 
write down the Schrodinger equations satisfied by the initial and final states
- 12 -
where, o
K -2
h =  t .  - (1*6)1
for i = 1,2. The constants B , B and B are" the binding energies of nucleia d a
A, d and B,' y and y^ are reduced masses in the deuteron and proton 
channels. Energy conservation requires, of course, that
El - BA - Bd = E2 - EE = E  ...(1.7)'
B = Q + B, ...(1.8)n d
where E, B^ and Q are respectively the total energy, the separation energy 
and the Q-value of the reaction. Representing by + ^ the wavefunction which 
describes the entire scattering event we know that
+ ^ = E<|/ + ^. ...(1.9)
The superscript ( + ) reminds that the asymptotic behaviour of i/ + ^in the
proton channel for large r is a radially outgoing wave. It is important
3?
to realize that in principle all the information concerning the nuclear 
reaction initiated by the collision of the incident deuteron beam with the 
target nuclei is contained m  the exact wavefunction iJj . For instance 
the transitiop matrix T for the various open channels is determined by the 
asymptotic behaviour of + ^ in the appropriate region of configuration space 
of the system. In particular we obtain the (d,p) scattering amplitude by ; 
allowing r^ to tend to infinity;
U / ^  ■= _  < U  5 ^ 2 .  £* j T  / s,, ^  ^  >
=« -27pfe2-
X A i r s  ...d.10)
A  &  S■f
where <| T| > represents the matrix elements of the transition matrix T ^or 
the proton channel. The various measurable quantities in the (d,p) reaction 
can be easily obtained as a function of these matrix elements. Therefore one
for the transition matrix T.
It is useful to describe the spin states of the particles in 
the incident beam and the target nuclei by a density matrix p^. The outgoing 
protons and the residual nuclei in the (d,p) reaction will then be described 
by a spin density matrix p^ , given by (Go6H),
r p,- t t
f; ~ —  — ” *
'u "bz (T f , < T ...(1.11)
where T is the matrix defined in eq. (1.10). The density matrix is a very 
useful concept because it gives us directly the mean value of any physical 
quantity over the ensemble of beam and target particles. For instance the 
proton differential cross-section in the (d9p) reaction and for the normal­
ization adoped in eq. (1.10) is given by,
h .  = ^  1 2  ( T p ;  T f )  .
iksz. Kf (Airyti2~^)~ ...♦•( 1.12)
When the incident beam and target nuclei are unpolarized
A
a- *
I £  ki ...(1.13)
A
where 1 represents the unit matrixtin spin space. Thus we obtain
^  A  A t G
Aj?_ K j  (.2rrAAz y~ a  . . ...(l.iU)
where the quantity a is defined as,
6 = I k  ( T  T ...(1.15)
In the above equations and throughout the present work we denote by x the
1
statistical factor (2x+l)2. The polarisation of the outgoing protons is 
defined as
f -1 * (n ^ >
A
where s is the proton intrinsic spin operator. In Appendix (l.l) we obtain 
explicit expressions for the vector P as a function of the elements of the 
matrix T and consider briefly the case of a polarized deuteron incident beam.
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l,2o Nuclear reaction theories
A very important aspect of nuclear reactions is that eq. (1=9) 
represents in general a very complicated many-body problem and therefore 
we do not attempt to obtain directly an exact solution partly because of 
the immense technical difficulties involved. The principal aim of the 
theory is to set up a model of the reaction in order to help us understand 
the physics of the collision process. Then we can derive definite 
predictions from this model which can be compared with experiment. The 
two most sucessful and extensively explored models of nuclear reactions 
are the compound nucleus and the direct reaction models. Each of them 
is believed to describe a physical mechanism which corresponds to a certain 
typical and distinct experimental evidence observed in nuclear reactions.
In the compound nucleus reaction mode the projectile and the 
target nucleus are assumed to form a complicated localized intermediate 
state - the compound nucleus - which involves the excitation of the motion 
of many nucleons in the target. In the direct reaction process the exit 
channel is reached essentially in one step without the formation of such 
intermediate states. Here few degrees of freedeom of the system are 
excited by the collision. With respect to time the two processes are 
also markedly different. The compound nucleus states have a long life 
compared with the time involved in connecting two channels by means of the 
direct reaction process. They are characterized in the energy spectra by 
very sharp resonances which conform with the Breit-Wigner resonance formula. 
High energy states of the residual nucleus are mainly populated by the compound 
nucleus process since they involve the excitation of many degrees of freedom 
of the system. In contrast the low lying states of the product nucleus are 
■ favoured by a direct reaction process and tend to be excited by incident 
partial waves of relatively high angular momentum which are shielded by the 
associated centrifugal barrier from too rapid transition into compound nucleus 
states (Au 63).
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The usual DWBA theory is one of the simplest theoretical 
formulations of a direct reaction and also one of the most widely used 
theories for the analysis of such reactions0 Hence when this theory is 
used one must he careful to consider only those transitions which stand a 
chance of being acceptable examples of a direct reaction process. Normally 
it is possible to decide from experiment when we have a case for which a 
direct reaction theory should work well. However competition may also 
exist between various reaction mechanisms and this makes the problem much 
more difficulte It should be pointed out that there are intermediate 
situations between the extreme cases of compound nucleus and direct reaction 
processes which call for a more specific theoretical treatment. We do not 
propose to consider them.here.
One of the most reliable methods of learning from experiment the 
extent to which a certain reaction is a direct reaction process is to study 
the collision as a function of the bombarding energy. The direct reaction 
part of the scattering amplitude is expected to vary slowly and smoothly with 
the incident energy since rapid energy variations are usually associated with 
multi-particle excitations. Certain typical diffraction patterns in the 
angular distributions can also be taken as characteristic of a dominant direct 
reaction mechanism and are in fact well reproduced by the existing direct 
reaction theories. The contribution of the compound nucleus reaction mode 
to any one exit channel is expected to decrease as the bombarding energy is 
raised because of the rapid increase in the number of exit channels. This 
happens9 in particular, to the few exit channels of the direct reaction process 
which are characterized by a good overlap with the entrance channel. As the 
number of nucleons in the target decreases the compound nucleus reaction 
mechanism because of its many-body nature tends to become more difficult to 
differentiate and recognize. In general, therefore, it is less reliable to 
use direct reaction theories for the study of nuclear reactions on light' 
nuclei.
_  16 -
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1*3. The DWBA theory of (d,p) reactions
After this very brief.reference to nuclear reaction models we 
consider now the application of the DWBA theory to the (d9p) reaction taken 
as an example of a direct reaction process* The elements of the transition 
matrix T corresponding to the (d9p) channel are given by
T = < x* I V + V | + ^ . (1.17)f p pn
where ip is the exact wavefunction appearing in eq* (1*9) ° This function
can be written as 9
/  + ' = r 1 + G ^  (V + V ) 1 X-
P n j 1 ...(1.18)
( + )
where G is the Greenes function operator for the complete system corres­
ponding to an outgoing wave boundary condition and is formally given by,
G( + ) = (E - H + ie)_1 _ (1>19)
H being the total Hamiltonian of the system* Up to now we have not paid
attention to the fact that the particles in our system obey Fermi-Dirac
statistics* This requires that the various quantities in the theory should
be antisymmetrized in the neutron and proton coordinates* We can assume that
the nuclear internal wavefunctions G^ and G^ are appropriately symmetrized.
(+)Even so ijj and T as given by eqs* (l*l8) and (l»17) do not have the required 
symmetry properties since they assume the neutron and proton in the incident 
deuteron to be distinguishable from their identical particles in the target.
If we represent by TSn a scattering amplitude antisymmetrized in the neutron
coordinates it can be proved that
To = v ¥ T T  T *..(1*20)sn
where N is the-.number of neutrons in the target and T is given by eq* (1.17)
(assuming that the functions G. and G_. are properly antisymmetrized). The
a a
quantity TSn is usually called the direct scattering amplitude in the (d9p) 
reaction* The antisymmetrization in the proton coordinates involves ’’exchange” 
scattering amplitudes T which are obtained from T by interchanging the free
6X o
proton with one of the Z target protons in the final state wavefunction. The
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fully symmetrized scattering amplitude Tg is tnen given oy kuooh)9
To = Tq - /W + 1 Z T . ...(1.21)s sn ex.
The deuteron stripping reaction is very frequently imagined as the capture
of the neutron (in the (d9p) process) from the deuteron into a hound state
with the target while the proton continues as a free particle. However this
model which may describe the direct amplitude is incompatible with the exchange
terms on the right-hand side of eq. (1.21). Most of the deuteron stripping
theories, as for instance the DWBA theory, derive from this model of the
reaction process.and make the assumption that the exchange terms in eq. (l,2l)
are small. In the present work we will consider only the direct scattering
amplitude TSn and assume that Ts = Ts_^.
Returning to eq. (1.17).it is possible to eliminate the.explicit
appearance of the potential V on the right-hand side by means of the Goldberger-
B
Watson transformation (Go6 )^ which gives,
T = < <J>^ |V | + . ...(1.22)r f i np1 r
where the function
4'^ _) = t 1 + (E - H + Vnp - i £ r V ] x f ...(1.23)
describes the scattering of a free proton from the target nucleons in the 
residual nucleus. Eq. (1.22) provides the basis for the DWBA description 
of the (d,p) reaction. One immediate conclusion deriving from this equation 
is that the contributions to the right-hand side from the regions of config­
uration space where r is small are particularly important in determining the
scattering amplitude because V is a short range interaction. The main
/ \ / \
problem is how to approximate the wavefunctions <J> and ip- . The difficulties
. ■ ( - ) ■involved can be made clearer by using a proton wavefunction ^ generated by
3?
a one body potential depending only on the coordinate r ,
( \ n iK .r
ip = [ 1 + (E - T - V - ie) V 1 e 2 p . ...(l.2U)p 2 2 p p i
-  18 -
I V + v  - V 
p B 1 np p p
(spin coordinates being omitted for simplicity in the notation). Clearly
one can attempt to choose V in such a way that there is considerable cancel-
P
lation between V and V in the above matrix element but this cancellation 
P P
can never be complete• For instance the potential V unlike V has off-
P P
diagonal matrix elements which allow the target nucleus to be excited. In 
the DWBA theory is chosen as the proton optical model potential describing 
elastic scattering from the residual nucleus. With this choice we are 
accepting the optical model theory (Fe5^, H063) as being able to describe in 
a certain manner the elastic scattering amplitude and besides we are saying 
that the resulting wavefunction which obviously reflects this particular 
description should be used in eq. (l.25). It is therefore important to 
recall that the optical model corresponds to a direct reaction treatment of 
elastic scattering and also that it can be considered as an extension of 
the shell model theory into continuum eigenergies so far as nucleon-nucleus 
scattering is concerned. More specifically the scattering amplitude predicted 
by the optical model is believed to reproduce a certain ’’average” of the exact 
amplitude over energy (Br6U). The complex part of the optical potential V°^ 
describes in an indiscriminate manner the loss of incident flux into all the 
other open channels besides elastic scattering. Using this potential and 
assuming that
< ^Opt(-) | y _ yOpt| ]p( + )> X Q  ...(1.2 6)
P B 1 p p 1
we obtain
T % <  Tpopt^  Gb I V | tp( + ^ > . ,..(1,27)p B 1 np 1
„ ( +  )Still one has the outstanding problem of how to approximate ip • The
( + }
discussion is perhaps made easier by expanding ip in energy eigenstates o£ 
the target nucleus Hamiltonian
</+) = l 0“ (I) (rd,r) ...(1 .28)
where n denotes all quantum numbers needed to specify the states of the target
that the term with n = 0 in the above equation provides the largest overlap 
with the exit channel on the right-hand side of eq. (1.27) ve may neglect 
the contributions from n ^ 0 and therefore write
T = <*°Pt(") G |V | G° *o(+)> . ...(1.29)
p B 1 np1 A
Now the integration over the internal coordinates of the target nucleus 
involves only two nuclear states and generates the function 
->■ x \ o/->
F (r ) = AB n a  G* d # Pn) G^(e) ...(1.30)
which is usually called the form factor of the reaction. In fact the 
potential left in eq. (1.29), unlike , is unable to excite the target
nucleus. Levin (Le66) considered target excitation effects in the context
of the DWBA theory and found that their contribution to the scattering ampli-
\
tude tended to be relatively small. In eq. (1.29) all the information on
nuclear structure and the angular momentum selection rules of the reaction are
contained in the function F. .
AJj
Asymptotically the wavefunction provides the exact cross-
sections for all the reaction processes in which the target nucleus is initially 
and finally in its ground state. Hence it describes deuteron elastic scattering, 
deuteron break-up and other transitions where the target nucleus remains in its 
ground state. Howqver we are neglecting in + ^ all the other reaction channels 
and in particular the contributions to the (d,p) channel in which the final 
state wavefunction of the system is Therefore the (d,p) cross-section
should be relatively small compared with tie elastic scattering cross-section 
for the approximation to be reliable. Finally we obtain the DWBA (d,p) 
scattering amplitude when + ^ is approximated by a deuteron optical model 
wavefunction conditioned to reproduce the observed deuteron elastic scattering
cross-section. Representing this optical model wavefunction by and
( - )"■ • ^  the proton wavefunction in eq. (1.27) by ^  ^ "we obtain
- ‘i - w
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where the spin dependence of the function was further specified. In
( + )
the wavefunction ibT^ the deuteron internal motion is assumed to be
Ki°i
unperturbed by the scattering. One can only expect this wavefunction to 
approximate reasonably well the exact wavefunction in the region
outside the nuclear volume where the identity of the loosely bound structure 
of the deuteron is likely to be maintained to a certain extent. Inside the 
nucleus the approximation becomes much more unsatisfactory. This theoretical 
deficiency is connected with ambiguities in the determination of the potential 
parameters required to fit the deuteron elastic scattering data (Dr63). The
predicted DWBA angular distribution for the (d,p) reaction can be quite 
sensitive to these ambiguities in spite of the fact that they tend to affect 
the behaviour of the deuteron wavefunction mainly inside the nucleus and the 
most important contributions to the stripping reaction come from the nuclear
surface (at least for relatively small deuteron incident energies) (Le6^).
(+) . . .The wavefunction does not take into account explicitly the effects
Ki°i
due to deuteron break-up but various authors have already considered this
problem in the calculation of the deuteron elastic scattering cross-section
(Ak579 J065, Br59)° These studies are closely connected with the various
three-body model approaches to the (d,p) reaction where one attempts to
( + }
improve the approximation used for the wavefunction of the entire
scattering event (Gr66, D066, Ba6Ua,3a6$The usual DWBA is also extended by
the coupled channels theory in which the entrance channel is directly coupled
• . . (+)with some of the open exit channels m  the approximation for ip . Other
standard direct reaction theories that should be mentioned are the adiabatic 
theory and the diffraction model. In the latter theory one uses very simple 
scattering wavefunctions which presume large absorption in both the entrance 
and exit channels. For instance, in the (d,p) reaction, Greider (Gr6U) was 
able to give a qualitative explanation for the large angle j-dependence 
observed in the angular distributions of Z ~ 1 transitions (Le6i|a) using 
essentially a diffraction model for the scattering. The adiabatic model has
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of Clement (Cl62) concerning the "deuteron polarizability" in elastic scattering. 
The vitality of the direct reaction theory of (d,p) scattering is manifest in 
the recent appearance of other theoretical approaches to the calculation of 
the scattering amplitude such, as those of Pearson and Coz (Pe66a, Pe66b, Pe66c) 
and Butler et ale (Bu 6T, Ma6T, Cl66)0 It is not the purpose of the present
work to review or discuss these various theories. Returning to the DWBA it 
is apparent from eq. (l.3l) that one still has to cope with the very important 
problem of finding a suitable approximation for the function F^. This is 
the subject of the next section.
1,.^ . The reaction form factor.
The expansion of the form factor in eigenstates of the total angular 
momentum transfer j gives
where n stands for the spin coordinates of the neutron and (aaj||b$) represents
a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient according to the notation specified in
Appendix (l.l). Substituting this equation into eqs. (l.3l) and (1.15) it
is straightforward to prove that each value of j contributes incoherently to
the reaction cross-section. In particular when the target nucleus has spin
zero there is only one term in the expansion since b = j. We can expand
<f>. into "shell model" orbitals (normalized to unit probability) which
are energy eigenstates of a certain single particle potential well. The
orbital angular momentum Ji can take the values Z = j ;+ \ and for a certain
value of j is determined by the parity change in the reaction tt^ = (-1)^ .
For a stripping reaction on a closed shell target nucleus involving negligible
rearrangement in the closed shell we expect that <j>. corresponds very closely
J t
to the wavefunction of the nearest single particle shell model state. The 
function cb. is usuallv interpreted as the product of one of the' functions
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AY-r-1.
where S is the spectroscopic factor for the transition (Ma6o) and N is the
_i
number of neutrons in the target« The factor (N+l)“2 cancels the factor 
appearing in eq. (1.20) and therefore we expect S to be close to one for a 
reaction on a closed shell nucleus where this core is left almost unperturbed 
by the scattering. In this particularly simple situation some of the 
approximations made earlier in the derivation of the DWBA scattering ampli­
tude 9 as for instance the neglect of the term in eq. (1.25), become
more easily justifiable. In fact the DWBA theory of deuteron stripping is in 
general more reliable when the nuclear states involved in the reaction are 
well described by the nuclear shell model. The connection between the validity 
of the direct reaction theory and the shell model already mentioned for the 
optical model of elastic scattering persists throughout the DWBA approach to 
stripping reactions.
DWBA calculations show that the shape and the magnitude of the 
angular distribution in the (d,p) reaction are very sensitive respectively to
the shape and the magnitude of the function cf> „ in the nuclear surface region
J ^
of the target nucleus. This selective sensitivity is clearly consistent with 
the use of eq. (1 .33) as a means of obtaining nuclear structure information 
through the spectroscopic factor S. A value of S smaller than one is 
interpreted as measuring the degree to which the transition can be considered 
as corresponding to a certain single particle state. Here however we are 
presuming that we know how to calculate reliably the shape of the function 
E^36j£* The usual me-thod of calculation is the ”well-depth” or ’’separation 
energy” prescription where the function is generated as an energy
iLjo J c,
eigenfunction of a Woods-Saxon well with a depth adjusted so that the energy
eigenvalue equals the observed separation energy B^. In fact we know that
the shape of the form factor in the asymptotic region of large r, outside the
nucleus, is entirely determined by the value of B^ and £. The radial part
goes as h^(i3r) where 3 = (2y B )2 and h ^  is a spherical Hankel function 36 n n 36
(Ab65). Most of the DWBA analyses of stripping and pick-up reactions
have been made using this procedure. However this method of calculation
of the form factor can only be acceptable from a strict theoretical point
of view when we already expect the spectroscopic factor to be close to one,
If the neutron is captured into an unfilled shell the residual interactions
between the nucleons in this shell give rise to configuration mixing effects
which clearly cannot be incorporated explicitly in the form factor obtained
from the well-depth prescription. Hence when these effects are large one
is bound to malps a detailed nuclear structure study of the form factor. The
need for such studies is emphasized by recent cases in which the angular
distributions predicted by the ’’well-depth” method differ considerably from
the experimental data (Sh6U, Sh.65). Austern (Au6Ua), Pinkston and Satchler
(Pi65) and Berggren (Be65) provided a theoretical description of the problem
and obtained an exact equation which is satisfied by the reaction form factor.
In order to arrive at this equation we write the Hamiltonian H_. in the following£
form,
N + Z
H = H + T + y V . ...(1.3U)B A n . L _ mi = 0
where 'represents the interaction between the captured neutron and the ith
nucleon in the target (N+Z is the number of nucleons in the nucleus A) and T
n
is the kinetic energy operator for the relative motion between the captured
particle and the centre of mass of the target. From this equation one obtains 
V . f  , A - \ *
_ t  ) cy
n/x M  / r j ^  i1 / b  /?-2
p 1Ti (VW 1\ ) =  4 r-2L  9  ^ ^  I j  *)
/ j ^  ' fb* 9 V> \/ (9 A * ( j i )
>s j b r  O g ,  L "  > 'YL-i .^.(1.35)
J  A
where \  stands for the internal coordinates of nucleus A as in the preceding 
equations. If we now expand the wavefunction of nucleus B in energy eigenstates 
of the nucleus A the above equation takes the form of a set of coupled equations 
for the functions of r^ resulting from this expansion. Clearly the problem of 
calculating becomes simpler when there is a ’’weak coupling” between these
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equations so that we only have to consider a one-body SchrUdinger equation. 
Under these conditions the separation energy method of calculation of the form 
factor becomes a more plausible approximation. We expect that they arise 
when configuration mixing effects are small. Recently various authors 
performed calculations of the reaction form factor on the basis of eq. (1.35) 
which improve the separation energy procedure. Such are the calculations of 
Huby and Hutton (Hu 66), Prakash and Austern (Pr67) and Rost (Ro67a) to which 
we will refer again in Chapter 5° In the present work the reaction form 
factor is generated in a Woods-Saxon well according to the separation energy 
prescription and therefore our calculations are subject to the limitations 
to which we briefly referred.
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Chapter 2
The internal structure of the deuteron in the theory of stripping.
In the preceding chapter ve introduced the DWBA theory of (d,p) 
reactions and discussed briefly some of the outstanding approximations 
which it assumes. In the present chapter we include the D-state of the 
deuteron into the formal theory of stripping. In so doing we are able 
to derive information concerning the angular momentum structure of the 
D-state part of the reaction scattering amplitude and compare it with 
the well known S-state part. We then obtain an expression for the 
proton angular distribution in the absence of spin-dependent distortion 
which presents a possible-mechanism for j-dependent effects. Finally 
we discuss the D-state effect in the angular distribution in the plane 
wave Born approximation.
2.1. The deuteron ground state
The neutron-proton potential V appears in the DWBA scattering
°i np?i . .amplitude m  the product V <pa where <J> is the deuteron internalnp b.^
wavefunction. This function is an admixture of states with orbital
angular momentum 0 and 2 and may be written as (B£52), 
a
<j) (r) = I u (r) Y g, (r,n,p), ...(2.1)
S1 L=0,2 LS1S1
where
a a*
YLS'S = I (LASja| |sia1 ) Y^(r)xs'l'(n >p)> ...(2.2)
1 1 A a ' 1
r is the displacement between the neutron and proton and n 9p stand for
the neutron and proton internal coordinates. In eq. (2.1) and
are respectively the S- and D-wave radial components of the deuteron wave-
•function and/^/ represents the triplet spin wavefunction of the neutron- 
1
proton system. We have, of course, that = 1 and the components
of these spins are represented respectively by and a^.
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We can take advantage of the form in which the deuteron wave­
function appears in the scattering amplitude by using the SchrSdinger 
equation satisfied by this function which may be written as.,
V-r <f£ W  - ( I  W  -
Z  ,  ^ 069(2.3)
X  VTL U ) Y  .
L = 0 , 2 -
where the radial functions v^ (J06T) are given by
u- + ^ . A a ) .
L  L m  vA/l2- ■ a m .  ^  ...(2.1*)
Thus the functions v^ can be obtained without the use of an explicit 
form for the potential ^ <> However it is obviously necessary to know
the radial functions and p^. Various authors have derived phenomen­
ological wavefunctions for the deuteron which fit the low energy 
experimental data of the neutron-proton system» In the next chapter 
we present briefly some of these functions. Here we are concerned with 
the angular momentum coupling in the deuteron ground state in connection 
with the (d,p) reaction scattering amplitude. With this aim we consider 
once more the wavefunction defined by eq. (2.2). The triplet spin wave­
function in this equation is given by
x J sV - ’ m o -  2 ,
s (
a2 °3where x and x are, respectively, the proton and neutron spin wave- 
a2 °3
functions and = S3 = \ 0 Throughout this work the numbers 1, 2 and 3 
used as subscripts or superscripts are frequently associated, respectively, 
with the deuteron, proton and neutron in the incident beam of the reaction. 
Substituting eq. (2.5) into eq0 (2.2) we obtain for L = 2,
\ ^2. '"A / Z3
' _ 'y> ^2-A Sy 6^) (S^S^ S3S3 | s< ) I2 ^ - s2 ss ,
z s i's i ...(2.6)
— 0 Q
where we have dropped the arguments r, n and p from the wavefunctions in
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A N G U L A R  M O M E N T U M  C O U P L I N G  
I N T H E  D E U T E R O N  D - S T A T E
S j = 1
_ A _
S j = 1
P R O T O N  N E U T R O N
O R B I T A L  A N G U L A R
S =  — 
2 2
_ 1 
3 2
' A
S =
AT
s r 1
F I G .  2.1
order to simplify the notation0 It is clear from this equation that I0^
S.
-*2 -+2 ->2 2is an angular momentum eigenfunction of the operators S^, L 9 ,
^  and Slzo We are in fact coupling three angular momenta°9 the spin 
of the neutron, the spin of the proton and the orbital angular momentum 
of the relative motion between the neutron and proton0
Q1
Alternatively we can expand Y s m  the eigenfunctions of another
^slsl
representation in which the six diagonal angular momenta operators are
O g o o
those mentioned above except for S£ which is replaced by S = +.Lo
The new expansion corresponding to a different intermediate coupling
3
may contain two eigenfunctions belonging to the eigenvalues S =•—
5 5 .and S = —  o Ibwever the eigenfunction with S = —  cannot exist m  the
expansion since S must be coupled with the proton intrinsic spin to
al . •
produce a total angular momentum S^ = 10 So ^2s9s 1S itself an
_^ 2 I I ^ 2
eigenfunction of S belonging to the eigenvalue S(S+l)li with S = — 0.
°1 . -*,2 
Of course9 by the same argument, ^ s ’s 13 a~*'so an eigenft'unc‘fclon of S’
where Sf = S^ + L and S® = — ° Because of this property the relevant
elements of the unitary transformation connecting the three possible
representations between themselves have modulus equal to h  As a
corroboration of this fact we may prove that
(3
Substituting this identity into eq0 (206) we obtain
Y 6 ' ' y
'zsfs, ~ '—r  _ ^' A G * ,  G y ,  G>
In the next sections we show that this expansion is important in the deri­
vation of certain properties of the scattering amplitude concerning the 
deuteron D-state0 The diagram in Figo (2ol) illustrates the two angular
momentum couplings corresponding to eq0 (202) and eq0 (208)0
xX :2o8)
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The angular momentum transfer between the target nucleus and 
the residual nucleus is completely determined by the overlap integral 
between the nuclear states involved which in turn determines the angular 
momentum selection rules of the reaction. These, therefore, are not 
related with the internal motion in the incident deuterons. The 
inclusion of the D-state into the theory does not change the predicted 
selection rules.
Besides this there is the angular momentum transferred between 
the centre of mass motion of the deuteron and the motion of the outgoing 
proton relative to the residual nucleus. This transfer of angular 
momentum depends on the neutron angular momentum and also on the relative 
motion in the neutron-proton system. Hence it derives a contribution 
from the D-state of the deuteron.
The structure of the coupling between the angular momenta involved 
becomes clearer in the reaction scattering amplitude. We use the general 
expression for this amplitude in the DWBA theory obtained by Satchler (Sa6k) 
which consists of an expansion into terms corresponding to the transfer 
to the target nucleus of a definite angular momentum J which is the sum
of an orbital angular momentum t 1 and a spin g defined by the equations,
! = 3 - i  ...(2.9)
3 = 1 - 3  ...(2.10)
1 ■ 2
t ' = o-S ■'% ...(2.11)
where we have used the notation of the preceding sections. Eg. (2.10)
shows that S is the difference between the spins, of the incoming and 
outgoing projectiles. The angular momentum j is, on the other hand,
equal to the sum of the orbital angular momentum I of the captured neutron 
and its spin S^. Now we have that,
S = S + S_ + L ...(2.12)
1 2 3
where L is the orbital angular momentum of internal motion in the deuteron.
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Using eq_0 (2.12) we find that. the vector S introduced in eqP (2«10)
C O  o o ois equal to + LP Hence it is the same vector S defined m  section 
(2»l)o For the deuteron S-state the above relations show that S =
and V  = L  In the D-state component of the deuteron wavefunction
3 o „
S = ~  as it was proved in the last section0 Thus m  contrast with
the S-state the D-state contribution to the reaction matrix element
contains terms for which V  ^ Z 0 The allowed values of Z 1 are determined
3by the triangular relation A(j ,— *£*) corresponding to equation (2.11).
0 9 0 
Since j = I + S3 we obtain from the above equations another triangular
relation which V  must satisfy, namely A(£f,2,£)P Given Z the allowed
values of Z 1 are not the same for the two possible values which j might
have. In the present work it is shown that this property has important
consequences for the D-state effect. Explicitly when Z> 2 then for
j -Z - 2 and j = Z + \ the allowed values of are respectively, Z - 2,
Z - 1, Z 9Z + 1 and £ - 1, Z 9 Z+ 1 9 Z + 2* Therefore the values Z - 1,
Z and Z + 1 are common to both values of j in contrast with Z - 2 and Z+ 2.
When Z = 0, &f can only have the value 2» Finally when Z = 1 and j = j,
3£f has the values 1, 2 and for Z = 1 and j = —  Z* has the values 1, 2, 3..
2o3o The scattering amplitude
With this information about the angular momentum coupling in the 
reaction we now consider the explicit expression of the scattering amplitude 
The aim is to analyse the matrix element
(-) (+)
V  ...(2.13)
introduced in Chapter 1. Here the neutron form factor may be expanded 
as,
y ?  fo) = Z  1 j p-; ;7 w  R j£ a o  Y ,
1i > 6 3  ...(2.11,)
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wnere a .. represents its raaiai dependence0 For simplicity we exclude 
J z
in this chapter spin-dependent distortion from the deuteron and proton 
optical model potentials. In the absence of these forces the corresponding 
scattering wavefunctions factorize in the following ways
Yzl &>*>- v* «*)<%<*) ■
Representing the matrix element (2013) by the abbreviated symbolic 
notation < a2 £ °p> and- using eqs0 (2olU)9 (2.15) and (2»l6) we obtain
& Y >  =  2 - Y A  %  ij
S z / u s3 j k 2_ a U  ’" r r s ,  , ^
By integrating over the neutron and proton spin coordinates involved in
the matrix elements on the right-hand side of the above equation we obtain
^ ^  /(£ A S3 63  I j  A  ^  I s,  6 y _)
£3
x f r e i ^ ' s l s ' t ' X X s l X s J X s l  X s \ > = -
Z  Y A s )  , ...(2.18)
for L = 0 and 20 Finally substituting eq0 (2ol8) into eq0 (20ll) we find 
that
< ^ > s ^ > =  21 s3 (S3 I j
L= o.z
/A A  (S3
(2.19)
where (J06T)
£>_a Y j /  I Y l  X -  ^  / > ' •••(2.20)
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The use of the quantities B separates clearly the contributions fromIfA
the S and D states of the deuteron to the scattering amplitude„ Besides
they have the important property of transforming under rotations of the
X A z xcoordinate axes as Y * x YT 0 In particular B transforms underZ L * oo
Xrotations as the spherical harmonic Y If instead of using eq0 (2.6)X/
CT1
for the expansion of Y s we use eq0 (208) the D-state term on the
1S1
right-hand side of eqQ (2ol7) involves a summation over the neutron 
spin magnetic quantum number cr^  which can be transformed as follows 
(Appendix l„l);
g) ( s s g 3 2 /\ \ \ g ) - =
jl. A
where the coefficients a . * are given by
J6j.Sc
f  -'V Jl-hl'. , .
8eo(2»22)
From this result and also from eq0 (2o8) we conclude that the D-state 
term on the right-hand side of eq0 (2ol7) is equal to
Z  \ a * )  ( Z
r u  r  r-
x  U S  00o(2923)
where 9
r  ( £ > £ ) =  Y  (-)+ A  ( 2 - X  2 A  U -
J J Y  : X a  a  o o o (2 o 21+)
Besides the S-state term on the right-hand side of eq0 (2ol7) is given 
Z  ( ^ S 3 6 3 | j ? ) ( % 6 3 S 2 g 2 | S 3 j 5  0 ? ^ ^ .   ^ }
s v \
Clearly the quantum number ft9 in eq0 (2o23) corresponds to the angular 
momentum vector introduced already in eq0 (2oll)o It is noticeable 
that the eqQ (2o23) has the same structural form as eq0 (2o25) with Z
1 oreplaced by I* and B 5 by S =■- « The analogy between both equations 
extends also to the quantities which transform under rotations like
y\  as it is apparent from their definition in eq0 (2o2^)» It is 
£
now natural to recombine eq0 (2<>23) and eq« (2<>25) into one single 
formula for the matrix element (2ol3)o Introducing the definitions9
n  \ (
^ < ^ 0  —  ^ £ £ 1  & a o  ( ^ >  > ...(2.26)
C - % x x x  C ^ i > ^ z )  —  > ...(2.27)
/% t .   J o o .  ( 2o28)
2
we obtain
z j
(2.29)
a ‘S £ j £ '  ( M ' s t s l A ' m )
y\f ££ ^  V   ^ ^
x ( s 6 S 2 e 2 |Sf6 () C , s ^ ^ / C /C', 'i::0 . ‘..(2.30)
This is9 of course, Satchlerfs expansion of the scattering amplitude 
(Sa6i+) to which we referred in section (2o2). The allowed values of S 
in the summation of eq, (2o30) are determined by the triangular relation 
A(S9 S2, S^ ), hence they are \ and ~  . Moreover we proved that S must 
also satisfy the triangular condition A(S9 L9 S^) which implies that each 
value of S corresponds only to one value of L0 Therefore we have a one 
to one correspondence between the values of L and So This may not be 
true of other reactions o
It is straightforward to generalize eq8 (2o30) to an arbitrary 
stripping reaction« In fact we may write in an abbreviated notation9
<jsV  "P s  1 >  =  2 1  ( H  ( s 2. > %  j , !— > £) j) ^  k ")
X'XLsa 
X ( f X s & l ;  > ) ( s s s a t s,  I s , © , ) ,
j o o o \ 2 O Si /
where all the angular momentum quantum numbers stand for the analogous 
quantities which they represent in the (d9p) reaction we have been
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considering„ The quantities C in eq0 (2.31) are not further analysed..
Let us consider the application of the above general formula to a specific
3 3case. We choose the reactions (He 9d) and (He 9p)e For sake of
3argument we make the assumption that the ground state wavefunction of He
is the superposition of an S- and a D-state for the relative motion
between the proton and the deuteron ground state.,, Using the triangular
3
conditions which determine S we find that in the (He 9d) reaction the
allowed values of S are \ and —  and besides that they bear a one to one
o 3correspondence with the values of L0 However in the (He 9p) reaction 
S can only take the value 1 and both the S- and D-states contribute to 
this value of the spin So Thus there is no one to one correspondence 
between the values of S and L in this case.
2o^o The differential cross-section
Since we already have an expression for the scattering amplitude 
it is now natural to consider the proton differential cross-section in 
the (d9p) reaction alongside the preceding angular momentum analysis0 
It was shown in the first chapter that the angular distribution resulting 
from an unpolarized deuteron incident beam is proportional to a(0) which 
is given as a function of the matrix elements < > by
S(b)=(2-) 21 , ( j
V j  / •••(2.32}
where
cos 9  —  Kj. fc2 /  i<A -)
and 0 is the reaction scattering angle in the barycentric frame of reference. 
Substituting eq„ (2.30) into eq, (2o32) and using the orthogonality relations 
of the C-coefficients twice we obtain
•f' \ 2  fX S,ly)£/\ ( V °  ■ Z6(9). (s,u) jjrj I ■ (s 33)
This relation shows that the S- and D-states of.the deuteron contribute
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incoherently to the proton angular distribution when spin orbit forces 
are not included in the deuteron and proton channels• This result was 
first proved by Johnson (Jo6t)0 As a corollary we find that the D-state 
contribution to the cross-section is positive definite. The inclusion 
of spin-dependent distortion introduces coherent contributions from the 
S- and D-states to a(0) (Jo6t)® We expect that the coherent D-state 
contributions are larger, in general, than the incoherent contributions 
since they involve the small D-state component of the deuteron wavefunction 
linearlyo The relative magnitude of the coherent and incoherent terms 
can only be determined by means of the numerical evaluation of the matrix 
elements < >® The DWBA calculations reported in the present work
show that important features of the D-state effect are present even when 
only central distortion is used in the deuteron and.proton optical potentials» 
This result gives particular relevance to the present analysis„
Again we can generalize eq® (2o33) to an arbitrary stripping 
reaction using eq® (2®3l)® We obtain.
where the variables S' and were dropped from the quantities C in 
order to simplify the notation,. We notice that coherent .terms from states 
with different orbital angular momentum can arise only when they are compatible 
with the same value of S0 They do not appear when there is a one to one 
correspondence between the values of S and L0 In particular, for the 
examples of section 2®3, we find that coherent terms exist for the (He ,p) 
reaction but not for the (He^,d) reaction®
Returning to the (d,p) reaction it is useful to analyse further 
the right-hand side of eq® (2®33)° Using once more the definitions (2®26) 
to (2®29) and also eq® (2®22) we obtain,
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From W-coefficients tables (R063) we get
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hence
-21 ^
j
z
(2o36)
U - , /  =  ^ +  Zi c-)
+ z •2.
z A 2-
i ( U 4 )  + & - Z Z Z )
(2.37)
It is useful to investigate the dependence of the coefficients b
£j£?
on
the quantum numbers £, j and £9. For a given £, b ^  decreases
with £f and b nnxl.» increases with Jl?. Hence for £>0 the larger value 
Jo J6+ 2 Jo
of b , is for £* = £ +2 when j = £+§ and this value of £9 is not allowedJojJo
for j = £-g*as mentioned in section 2 02o On the other hand the larger
value of b„.,,s when j = £-§ is for £* = £-2 and this value of £9 is not 
£j£ . °
allowed for j = £*§. Moreover for £9 fixed, b ^  decreases with £ 
and increases with £c In the following sections we show thatX/ X/T° 2 ^
this behaviour has considerable importance in connection with the j-dependence
of the D-state effect in the angular distribution. The dependence of the
coefficients b „ v on its arguments is clearly seen in Fig. (2.2) where Joj Jo
they are plotted for 0 < £ < 6.
From eq. (2.30) which gives the reaction scattering amplitude it 
is also possible to derive formal expressions for the proton polarization 
and for the efficiency vector, analogous to eq. (2.33). This analysis 
is developed in another chapter.
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2.5. j-dependence in the angular distribution
For a certain deuteron incident energy consider the transitions 
induced by a (d9p) reaction into two final states of the same nucleus 
characterized by the same value of £ but different j; that is j = £-g
and j = it+g. The reaction form factors 'would not be the same because
of the difference in the•Q-value and mainly because they could probably 
correspond to quite different transitions when described in a nuclear 
structure model. It is however a usual practice (as referred to in -
Chapter l) to, calculate the form factors by means of a prescription
that is unable to contain detailed nuclear' structure information about 
the transition. This is the case when the form factor is taken as an 
eigenstate of a Wood-Saxon potential belonging to the energy eigenvalue 
that gives the correct Q-value of the reaction. The calculation may 
be improved by the addition of a spin-orbit term to the Wood-Saxon 
potential. This provides another dependence of the form factor on the 
quantum number j. The quantities defined in ecp. (2.26) and
(2.2T) depend on j only through the reaction form factor;.
If the target nucleus has spin zero then b = j. Considering
now the proton angular distribution as given by eq. (2.35) there is a
. . . . C2j-dependence arising from the statistical factor j . When only the
S-state is included this multiplicative factor gives rise to a much
stronger j-dependence than the one provided by the. form factor calculated
in the way described. In other words the standard DWBA angular distributions
for j = 1 - 1  and j = £+g are almost proportional when only the S-state i§
included and in the absence of spin^dependent distortion which is a condition
for the validity of eq. (2.35). The j-dependence provided by the statistical 
A2factor j is well known and trivial in the sense that it does not depend on
the reaction scattering angle. The j-dppendence provided by the quantities
C f f is weak in the oversimplified methods of calculation of the form 
03636 A
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factor (this is the reason why we have not included the subscript j m  tne 
definition of the quantities C). However even with all the limitations 
imposed on the theory in the preceding analysis the inclusion of the D-state 
may introduce a j-dependence through the presence of the coefficients 
This is obviously a preliminary conclusion since the D-state 
effect.depends on the value taken by the quantities C , |0 At this 
point it is noticeable that the D-state provides a possible mechanism 
for j-dependent effects in the angular distribution0 This is encouraging 
since, as it is well known, there is now ample experimental evidence for 
j-dependence in (d,p) and (p9d) reactions for relatively small deuteron incident 
energies.
To be specific let us consider £ = 3. Then the possible values 
of £* are 1, 2, 3 and It for j = f and 2, 3, * and 5 for j = \  . Therefore
7 o '  5the angular distribution contains C but not CL . o For the —2 3pA dlA 2
distribution it is the other way roundo If £ or E
X X
turns out to be sufficiently large a j-dependence is introduced into the 
predicted angular distribution. However it is essential that these 
contributions are not both comparatively large since, as already remarked,, 
the D-state can only increase the cross-section in the absence of spin- 
dependent distortion.
It is straightforward to obtain an alternative expression for 
the D-state contribution to the angular distribution in eq. (2.35) "which 
is particularly relevant in connection with j-dependent.effects. Using 
eq. (2.2^) and the relations which connect the C- and W-coefficients 
(Appendix l.l) the summation over X * in the square bracket on the right- 
hand side of eq. (2.35) gives the result,
X  IC,,,., C S X ) 11
A
Z (- r ^  1 ' t ...(2.38)
1*0
where we have introduced the quantities,
x (z a z - a » I 3 ^  ...<=•»>
.A y 2 A
In particular for g = 0 we obtain,
2.
which proves that T is always a positive quantity,, Now it is desirable
to write the coefficients b „ , in the following form, using W-coefficients
36 J  36
Tables (Ro£$),
L .  =  (-)'l +  £  2 . 1  \hl [ H 2 L 2 L  - o l ' )
J xj —  I /
t ( feo  J  ( J + j )  Z C~) \a/ ( M Z 2 - ;
The remaining summation over in eq. (2.35) can be performed by using 
the orthogonality property of the W-coefficients„ We obtain,
Z. t , j c „ „ r =  i t  -r.,, nr i ^xrr1 ~ ^  Jo 
r y  J
C-jy  ^  4 0  £ ( # + * )
f  L 3  • H  b . (2.1*2)
Q 0
where the arguments K. and K were dropped from the notation. It is
1
clear from eq. (2o39) that the quantities T^q and T ^  depend on j only 
through the reaction form factor. Therefore, in eq. (2.U2) the D-state 
contribution to the differential cross-section is split in two terms such 
that one, containing T , depends very strongly on j through the factor-i . 8,1
— ~ v-" ■'—  while the other has a very weak dependence on this quantum
j
numbero Because these two terms have opposite signs for one.value of 
j and the same sign for the other, it may happen that they almost cancel 
each other for one of them at certain scattering angles. This behaviour 
would obviously introduce a strong j-dependence into the angular 
distribution.
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2o68 The plane wave Born approximation
Until now we left aside the problem of calculating the quantities
I XB ^  which contain the detailed dynamics of the reaction and are certainly 
essential for the prediction of the measurable quantities of the reaction.
We now consider this matter and begin with the plane wave Born approximation 
(PWBA) where the initial and final state wavefunctions in the reaction are 
assumed to be plane wavese Essentially this means that we are neglecting
the elastic scattering in the incident and exit channels0 In this
IX 
LAapproximation the matrix element B ^  defined in eq, (2o20) is given by.
where the functions ^(q.) and C^(K) are defined as9
p -f- oO
C?) = 4 -rr J R:( (A) J?
R
CXO
j (  ...(2.UU)
CL(k) = tfwu L J j L CkjC> , L=°>'z-..A2.k3)
°
w  T* K/ T * v A
1  -  K, Y  ten 7 A  - —  —  !<Z ' 0 -v 2- 7 Z  " /\ -f-. a ...(2.>6)
and j are the spherical Bessel functions of.the first kind (Ab65)o In
X/
the PWBA theory of Butler for stripping reactions (Bu519 Bu59) it is assumed 
that the direct reaction process occurs mainly outside the surface of the 
target nucleus and consequently a reasonable approximation to the transition 
amplitude can be obtained by excluding in the integration of eq« (201+1+) the 
contributions from the nuclear interior at a lower cutoff radius R0 In the 
treatment of Bhatia et al. (Bh52) the integral in eq„ (2ol+l+) is approximated by
the value of the integrand at some radius near the nuclear surface0
<n
The fact that the quantities B ^ depend on the magnetic quantum 
numbers X and A as spherical harmonics is of crucial importance for the 
D-state effect in the PWBA theories„ From the following symmetry relation
1+2 -
satisnea Dy a spnencax narmonics
\ / —  m .  
yn V  x . ?X \ /
/C
and also from symmetry properties of the C-coefficients it is straightforward 
to prove that
Z. <-/ a - x n i n < j > ) Y } Y , y * ‘ ° -
XX
for all odd values of g. If we now substitute eq. (2.£3) into eq® (2.39)
& - - - ( 2 .VT)
the above eq® (2 ®UT) shows that in the PWBA theory
 ^A  ~  °  7 ...(2.U8)
As a consequence of this result the explicit j-dependence of the D-state 
effect in the angular distribution^ which is apparent in eq0 (2 X 2 ) 9 is no 
longer present in this approximation® Combining eqs. (20£8)9 (2.^2), (2®£o) 
and (2.35) we obtain the following expression for the proton angular 
distribution£
3 f t  f  T  < I ft"
6(9> L~o,Z  r L A  1 . . .(2 .1,9 )
X A
The summation over magnetic quantum numbers can be performed using eq® (2.^3) 
and the spherical harmonics addition theorem (R063) with the final result 
that
G C e )= -1- £ C* («) + C 2 ( K ) B p B) •
X
®oo(2o50)
the inclusion of the deuteron D-state into the plane wave theory was 
considered first by Dalitz (Da53). He obtained eq® (2®50) which suggests 
that the D-state effect does not play any important role in the (d9p) 
reaction. For instance the D-state effect in the proton angular distrib­
ution is9 in this theory, independent of the neutron quantum numbers I and 
j® The predicted Ji dependence in the differential cross-section9 which is 
so useful in nuclear spectroscopy is entirely contained in the function B^®
k3 -
1'iuxc wc x'cxufcLi-^ oxio,l, any approximation maae in oraer to
ZX
calculate for which a relation analogous to eq. (2.^7) holds, leads 
necessarily to eq. (2.^9)» It is shown in the following chapters that 
in the DWBA theory the quantities T ^  defined in eq. (2o39) are not 
identically zero.
2.7® Introduction to PWBA calculations
o o O
Using coordinates r and r , respectively, the displacement of 
the proton and target nucleus from the neutron,the matrix element defined
in eq. (2.20) can he written as
J  I s ,  L  X j*  _ J  L I /^t
(2.51)
(+) (-)In the DWBA theory the wavefunctions iJj and \p are distorted waves
' . %  . %generated from optical model potentials which are chosen so as to give a fit 
to the observed elastic scattering in the entrance and exit channels.
Unlike plane waves these functions do not factorise into two functions of
o 0 0
the coordinates r and.r • Consequently, as it stands, the integral on the 
right-hemd side of eq. (2.51) is six-dimensional and this leads to heavy 
computational disadvantages. One way of reducing this number of dimensions 
to three is to use the zero-range approximation which is justifiable on the 
grounds of the short-range character of the two-nucleon interaction. The 
assumption made is that,
VnP ( * * )  C '  r) =- ^S,' (■*> fO >
' ' ...(2.52)
o <5where 6(r) is the Dirac 6-function and B is a normalization constant. It
o
is obvious that the D-state of the deuteron is necessarily neglected in the
zero-range approximation. In other words, it is essential to account for
the fact that the interaction V is finite-range in the DWBA formalism if
np
the D-state is to be included in the calculation. Austern et. al (Au61+)
kk -
developed a theory of finite-range distorted wave calculations in which
the six-dimensional integration in eq. (2.5l) is actually performed.
Their general method consists in a multipole expansion of the product of
the neutron form factor by Vnp O s into spherical harmonics of the angles
of the channel displacements and r . The radial coefficients of thisd p
expansion are f,non-localt! kernels which are evaluated by numerical 
integration. Finally there is a double radial integration over these 
kernels. * This method of calculation is quite general and therefore it 
may be applied to both the S- and D-states of the deuteron in the DWBA 
theory of (d,p) reactions (Au610. However this is not the procedure 
followed in the present work.
For the deuteron S-state the approximate treatment of finite 
range effects proposed by Buttle and Goldfarb (Bu 61+) and Bencze and 
Zimanyi (Be6*0 is known to be a good approximation to the exact finite 
range calculations mentioned above (Di65) with the advantage that it 
retains most of the simplicity of the zero-range calculation. In the 
following chapters this finite-range theory is made applicable to the 
deuteron D-state. This leads to the possibility of performing a 
DWBA numerical calculation which includes both the S- and D-states of 
the deuteron.
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Chapter 3
The S- and D-states of the deuteron and the local energy approximation
Our principal aim in Chapter 2 was to take account of the
internal structure of the deuteron in the formal (d,p) scattering amplitude.
The main emphasis was on the angular momentum coupling implied by the presence
of the D-state. Here we go more deeply into the subject of the present work.
We begin by a study of the internal wavefunction of the deuteron giving
particular attention to those aspects which are relevant to the DWBA
theory. Returning to the scattering amplitude we obtain an expression 
. . ZX
for the quantities B ^  which is useful in connection with finite-range
effects. We then derive the formal local energy approximation (LEA)
and discuss thoroughly the approximations to the S- and D-wave radial
components in momentum space. The analogy between the equations
corresponding to the S- and D-states is kept as far as possible
throughout the chapter. Finally after an important simplification in
the LEA expressions we discuss the basic operators which remain in them
without performing a partial wave expansion of the quantities B ^ .LA
3.1. The D-state of the deuteron ground state
In 1939 Kellogg et al. (Ke39» Kei*0) obtained experimental
evidence for the existence of a deuteron quadrupole moment. This implies
that the charge distribution does not have spherical symmetry and therefore
3the deuteron ground state is not a pure state. Moreover the nuclear
force cannot be a purely central force because the magnitude of the
orbital angular momentum is not a constant of the internal motion. If,
on the other hand, parity is to be a good quantum number the deuteron must 
3
be partly a D^ state in order to have a total spin of one.
- U6 -
It can be proved (B152) that there is only one velocity 
independent two-nucleon potential leading to a non-central force which 
conserves energy, momentum, total angular momentum, parity and charge.
Such potential written in the form
9 fis called the tensor operator and are the usual Pauli spin matrices
for the neutron and proton). With the addition of the two-nucleon central
forces the V interaction can be written as, np 9
V4 p =  +  %  (r^  ^  +  ^ y i p  ’ ...(3.2)
where and represent the radial dependence of the three terms on
y  _ y
the right-hand side of eq. (3.2) (The operator an »ap does not concern us 
directly in the deuteron ground state since it has eigenvalue one for triplet 
states).
* 2
Since S ' does not commute with L it mixes states with different np
orbital angular momentum. For instance it is straightforward to prove 
(B152) that ,
I 04 A ' 2  4 f
S  V s ' ' J *  Y *  -  a  Y 0J
where and ^211 are ^unc‘ti°ns defined in eq. (2.1 ) in order to
obtain an expression for the deuteron internal wavefunction.
We notice that the inclusion of the D-state in the deuteron
wavefunction is equivalent, from the theoretical point of view, to the
inclusion of the tensor force term in the V interaction. Thisnp
equivalence is particularly apparent in the DWBA (d?p) scattering 
amplitude where the V interaction appears in the form of the product
IT
Let us now consider some experimental data about the deuteron 
ground state. The overall normalization of the wavefunction is given by
{- o O
/ I M o  M 2  ( n ) r-  j  ?
O
where
(3.3)
CxO -
P s = y  M o C ^ x Y A n .  , ...(3.it)
O  o O
fj} =  J  7 ...(3.5)
O  . '
are, respectively, the S- and D-states probabilities. The deuteron
2quadrupole moment Q = 0.28 fm is very small (more than one order of 
magnitude) when compared with the mean square distance between the two 
nucleons. This clearly implies that the D-state probability is 
considerably small. The value of may be estimated from the deuteron
magnetic moment y^, the photodisintegration of the deuteron and the
reverse reaction and also by other methods. However we do not yet have 
a reliable method for a precise determination of Pp(Mo63)° Acceptable 
values can range from b% to 10%. Another important feature of the 
deuteron is its loosely bound structure with a radius of the order of the 
inverse of the wave number a = 0.2136 fm ^ which corresponds to the
binding energy = 2.23 MeV. (This radius is comparable with those of
nuclei with as many as 20 nucleons).
In spite of our present ignorance about the precise value of 
Pp we do know the asymptotic behaviour of the radial components of the 
wavefunction for large r, outside the range of the nuclear forces. In 
this region of r we have
- 0 ( 1 z
M- oQO -  a4 ~
^  ...(3.6)
-oiTL
'MzC'O =  A/2 ( 4  +  ^  +  -3
(PO
(3.7)
lt8 -
or
j (4 )
. A A ^ ^ C - R ) —  f\Jjjt cK
...(3.8)
where are the spherical Hankel functions (Shl+9,Ab65) and N N are two
0 2
normalization constants. If these constants are written as ,
Nq = N cos e j
N2 = N sin e ? ...(3.9)
effective range theory (Bi52,Hu57) provides for N the value,
"  = / t ? l?cx ...(3.10)
where p is the deuteron effective range. The parameter e in eqs. (3.9)
determines the asymptotic ratio between y^ and y^ (B152).
If we neglect the presence of the D-state and assume the
asymptotic form of the S-wave to be valid over all space we obtain from
the normalization condition of eq. (3.3) that
—  O C R .
M 0 U ~ )  •= ^
^  ...(3.11)
With this S-state radial wavefunction it is possible to obtain a rough 
estimate for the value of N^. First we remark that by neglecting the 
incoherent D-state contribution to the quadrupole moment its value is given 
Toy (B152),
-f- 0 0
Q =  J  . / M 0 U )  U )  s i *  e U .  ,
{ 6 0  J  ...(3.12)
v o
Again assuming the asymptotic forms of eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) to be valid over 
all space and by substituting them in eq. (3.12) we obtain
Q -
No A/z
f g - c< 3 ...(3.13)
and therefore,
2  ...(3.ll+)
-  1+9
doutside the range of the forces is completely determined by the value of Q.
In contrast it can be shown that the main contribution to the value of 
comes from inside the range of the nuclear forces, whereby it is particularly 
sensitive to the characteristics of the tensor force. Furthermore eg. (3.1*0 
proves that the functions and ]i^9 as defined in eg. (2.1), have the same 
sign.
3.2. The deuteron wavefunction in momentum space
Having reviewed briefly some of the outstanding features of the
deuteron ground state we move on to the specific problem of taking account
of the deuteron internal structure in the evaluation of the DWBA scattering
amplitude. Here we anticipate a result, which will be proved and thoroughly
discussed in the following sections, name^that the use of the local energy
CT1
approximation (LEA) reguires the knowledge of the function D given by,
si
A
Since the kinetic energy operator T is hermitian we can write 
/>
...(3.15)
; i t
JL t /ft*
/ T s i ...(3.16)
°1 .
Therefore the function D is given by
S1
e g ) = - ~~ (^ tt) ’ ( & )  ’
'  I s, ...(3.17)
where
i l / '  ( g )  -  (2TT)~ 2  j j L  ^  ( f ) * '  ( X )  ,
5/ ^ I 1 ...(3.18)
is the deuteron ground state wavefunction in momentum space. (in this
chapter the momentum space representative of a function <|>(r) is freguently
denoted by ip(K)) • Eg. (3.1?) is important because it shows that we only
• al
need to know this momentum space wavefunction in order to obtain . It 
is proved in Appendix (3.1) that eg. (3.17) is still valid when the V
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i a f  '*> Y  Y  (Z), (3
i i L - o . i .  ‘ L a s ,, ...u.iy;
e •  e (3.20)
interaction is assumed to contain an infinite repulsive core. Using the 
Rayleigh expansion of a plane wave it is straightforward to prove that,
l K ) ,
, 2 .  1  A S a
where
-L c?o
C*0 = J  AAl  (n) j L (Kn ' ) j i z- Aji , L =  O, Z .
lihe functions yr and are, respectively, the S- and D-vave radial
components of the deuteron wavefunction in momentum space.
Let us now introduce some further notation concerning the 
deuteron by defining the functions,
d). A (*) = ^ 7  (■*■) Y ;  fr) >J L A  ' L  1 L. ,,.(3.21)
for L = 0,2, where v^ are the radial functions already introduced in 
eg. (2.U). We denote the momentum space representative of the functions
♦la
* J x * * - *  ( p  ( X ) * e ,  1  = 0 ,2 .
7 J 1 ...(3.22)
The usefulness of these functions for our purpose results from the fact
. althat they are related with through the eguation,
cso = ZL ( ^ s ;  6; is, <s4) Oy a) x % .
'J L ^ O } Z  y J L A  5, ...(3.23)
A 6^
Therefore we obtain from egs. (3.17) and (3.'19)>
w  -  w £ (* * +  Ri)
for L = 0,2. Furthermore the functions CL introduced in section 2.6 can 
be identified as ?
^ P w > L  = ° > z  • _
Returning to the functions/!^ we may assume as a first 
approximation that yQ is.given by eqa (3.1l). Using eq. (3.20) we obtain
P/ \ \I2<X
M o  (k )
C * o  o o (3o27) 
and therefore
• ...(3.281
Since we are mainly concerned with the wavefunction y^ (and y^) for low 
momentum (which corresponds to relatively small values of E^ in a (d,p) 
reaction) it is useful to introduce the constant ,
D P.-~ v I Tf 2 [1/ Cfc) = _47ri- Am GO
I U  M  n
y— A  ! >h -2.
K _ ? °  ' fc_50 ...(3.29)
that specifies the behaviour,of y^ as K tends to zero. Denoting by B° 
the constant Bq that corresponds to the wavefunction of eq. (3.27) we 
obtain,
•?
-  .
° /W| 0 . Q (3.30)
We notice that the wavefunction of eq. (3.1l) corresponds to the zero- 
range approximation in the (d,p) scattering amplitude. . Besides the constant 
B° in eq. (2.52) is given by eq. (3.29)® Tbe zero-range approximation can 
be improved by using = N (N given by eq. (3.10)) whereby,
e/ - e>° N
°  ...(3.31)
A better approximation for the deuteron S-state wavefunction which derives
from a,finite-range interaction is provided by the Hulthen wavefunction?
- >XfL ~  |3> rt
M 0 (a) =  N h  L L  --  -=L-±— ------------- ,
XL. ... (3 0 32)
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where 3 = nr, n and N are two constants. By neglecting the D-state the 
normalization condition gives
N, ( f i
H  ( p> —  <x ) ^
and hence,
..(3.33)
M-r, ( K )  = V H  ( M --
'3.
o i  \  2 -
P  («*••+ k s )(jY1+
and
BooO V ji .
For 3 = 7a (Di65-Bu6*0 we obtain for B the valueo
O
Q  =  y  2 2 2  6 > ,
(3.34)
(3.35)
(3.36)
which is larger than eq. (3.30) and slightly smaller than the value provided 
hy eq. (3.31).
Turning now to the D-state we consider first the contribution
to from region of configuration space outside a sphere of radius
R greater than the range of the nuclear forces (see eq. (3»20)). Since
the asymptotic form of eq. (3.8) is valid for r > R we write,
/) +  °°
(K ) ^  A 4  ( L c A T l )  A z  ( S ^  j z ^ d z
K
(3.37)
This integral can be transformed with the use of the differential equations 
satisfied by the Bessel functions an(^  <*2’
(k)
A / z  oc 
oM'-h k 2-
f L W  ( \fLn  C'ietsi) •>
-j- DO
where in the Wronskian the derivatives are taken with respect to r.
(3.38)
Wow
2 *+ • • for small values of K, r ^(kr) goes as r , hence the contributions to the
integral of eq. (3.27) from large r are enhanced. On this basis and as
a first approximation we let R tend to zero and as a result yp is given by,
p .2. Q. V <*• K  
M - >  =  --------------
-f- K 2" *.*(3*1+0)
and
& : i t q x . . . . ( 3 . k l )
In analogy -with the procedure followed for the S-state we introduce a
constant B to parametrize the ratio = y^/y^ for low momentum defined 
2 2 0
as
E>2 — J i ™  (k.
k-*.> 0  .**(3*1+2)
From eqs. (3°27) and (3*1+0) we obtain (Jo66)
=  fif Q  =  o . 3 ^  ^ .
(3.1+3)
This result shows that the behaviour of for low momentum is mainly
determined by the deuteron quadrupole moment* This was in fact to be
expected since eq* (3°1*0 proved that the asymptotic form of y^ for large
r was entirely fixed by the value of Q, within the approximations used*
2From eq* (3*1+1) it is also apparent that the function goes as K for
zjz O
small K in contrast with which tends to a constant's K tends to zero* 
This conclusion can also be obtained directly from the asymptotic expansions 
of the integrands in eq* (3*20)*
3*3* Phenomenological deuteron wavefunctions
Several authors have obtained deuteron wavefunctions which include 
the S- and D-states and produce a fit to the relevant experimental data 
available* These phenomenological wavefunctions should provide reliable 
predictions for -J-n this section we consider some of them*
Yamaguchi et al* (Ya5l+,Ya5l+a) deduced the deuteron ground state 
wavefunction from a non-local and separable V potential in momentum space, 
Their wavefunction is, therefore, obtained directly in momentum space which
- 5k -
j.b pax-uiuuj.ttx-x^  appx-upr-Laue ior our purpose* it is given by, 
P A ! y  ^
C ^ 2h - k ^)([3 - +  K z ) ...(311+)
u i
C«‘ t f ) ( l ‘+  fc*)* •■•<3 51
where,
 _6_
A/r  =  <x_ "
•* t z
*  s y ( ^ ^ y ) s J (3.1+6)
The values of the parameters, 3,y and *t(a= 0*2316 fm”1 is the deuteron wave 
number) are obtained by fitting the low-energy neutron-proton data. For 
P^ = k% they are
/3 = 5 7  7 5 4 o< y =  6 . 7  7  j * , ± =  4.784
> *..(3*1+7)
It is apparent from eq. (3*1+1+) that the S-wave radial component in config­
uration space is a Hulthen wavefunction with parameter 3 (see eq. (3.32))* 
The values of and B^ for the Yamaguchi wavefunction can be immediately 
deduced from eqs. (3.1+1+) and (3.1+5)* They are,'
= N  ^  5° = 1 z4s' B°,
P>^ ° ...(3.1+8)
5  =  t j £  =  o .  5 ^  i ™ 2- .
“  y 4  ' ■ 1 ...(3.1+9)
We notice that the value 1/2 Q predicted for B^ is not very far, in spite of 
the crudeness of the approximations involved, from the much more reliable 
value given here. Other phenomenological deuteron wavefunctions predict 
for B^ a value which is very close to the one of eq. (3*1+9)* The value of
Bq in the above equations is larger by about 2% when compared with B^ as
given by eq* (3*36) corresponding to a pure S-state.
In the deuteron wavefunction the probability of finding the two 
particles with relative momentum between p and p+dp can be larger for the 
D-state than for the S-state, when the momentum is sufficiently large.
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We consider another phenomenological deuteron wavefunction 
which is not derived in the way Yamaguchi does. Hulthen and Sugawara 
(Hu57) assume for yQ and y^ (in configuration space) the following 
functional forms;
-ixn
}X0 (ri) = N  <3 c
J Z
A
P> (oC JZ.. 7CCr)
M n  (>) -  / V  €  —
«JL
JC
V (cxsi - 2. (3.50)
C
X A H ( '1<xn.
-  V t *  n
JC
3 <x Y  JZ
(cKJl)2-’ \
JZ
...(3«5l)
where N and e are the same constants of eqs. (3.9). It is clear that these
two functions converge to the correct asymptotic forms as r tends to infinity.
The constant xc is introduced in order to allow for the presence of a hard
core in which case y_ and y_ are both zero for r < x (x is the core radius).u d c c
Thus we are left with the parameters e, 3V and y. These are determined by
fitting the wavefunctions to all triplet low energy data concerning the 
neutron-proton system. A table for the calculated values of e, 3’ and y 
corresponding to different values of xc9j?(deuteron effective range) and 
is provided by the same authors (Hu57)» For xc = 0, y^ is again the
usual Hulthen wavefunction and therefore,
M-o(k) =  N  cos 6 ( a A
(3.52)
where 6 = (S’ + l)«and the constant B. is given by,
o< 2.
/3Z
B
a
a ...(3.53)
For a hard core the integration over r in eq. (3.20) has a lower limit
x ^ 0 and y^ is then given by,
fc> /' /Z \ ~~ °^>cc
IVco s  £ (4 -  JL
K  - p d
cos (k*c) - s m  (k x c) —  --------- -
j. ^  ()3+=<)-
X
5 6
P>__________
0*N- ( c ^ C ^ T  K a ) (3.51*)
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The extra terms that appear in eq. (3.55) (as compared with eq. (3.53)) are
such that the inclusion of a hard core, with the corresponding adjustment in
the value of 3, leaves almost unchanged. In fact for P^ = 5%,
p = 1.701+ fm”1 and for xc = 0 and xc = O.561 fm, BQ has, respectively, the
values 1.237 B° and 1„222B° (decrease of less than 2%). However as K o o
increases there are significant differences between the wavefunction with
and without a hard core. For instance when K is about 2 fnf1 the
wavefunction given by eq. (3.5^) becomes negative in contrast with y^ given
by eq. (3.52) which is always positive. The variation of the D-state
probability has a very small effect indeed on the S-state radial function
for the Hulthen and Sugawara wavefunctions. Going from P^ = 3% to P^ = 5%
involves a change of less than 1% in B^. The effect of a change in P^
and xc may be seen more explicitly in Fig. (3.1) where the product
(a2 + K2)yP/N is plotted for xc = 0 and O.561 fm and for P^ equal to 3%*,
—1kl and 5%° It is apparent that up to about K = 1 fm” the differences 
between the various curves is negligible and that only for higher values 
of K does one find significant changes mainly due to the presence of a 
hard core.
For the D-state the function y^ corresponding to y^ given by 
eq. (3.51) is easily obtained by means of a computer program. This 
program performs the integration over r that appears in eq. (3.20) for any 
chosen set of parameters. The resulting function y^ shows a maximum in 
the interval 1 < K < 3 fm”1. This is in contrast with y^ which decreases
monotonically from the maximum at K = 0 until at least K = 3 fm 1. In
Fig. (3o2) the results of the calculations are plotted in the form of the 
product (a^ + K^)y^/N for - 0 and O .561 fm and for P^ = 3%$ k% and 5%°
Again we find that the various curves are very close to each other from
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zero momentum up to K = l fm . The effect of a variation in the value
/ -1 of Pp is only felt beyond that region of K (for instance9 at K = 2 fm 9
a change in P^ from b% to 5% involves an increase in the wavefunction of 
the order of 1 5%). The value of in these wavefunctions is. not very 
sensitive to a variation of either xc or P^. This may be seen in Figo (3.3) 
where the ratio hP is plotted for the cases presented in Fig. (3d) and also 
for the Yamaguchi wavefunctions• The fact that there, is such a good agree­
ment between the Yamaguchi and the Hulthen and Sugawara wavefunctions for 
the same.value of P^fnamely k % 9 and for low momentum is a strong indication 
that the results are quite reliable in this region of K„
More recently McGee ( M c 6 6 )  obtained a deuteron ground state 
wavefunction consistent with the Hamada-Johnston potential (Ha629 Pa6H).
The radial functions and y^ used by this author have the form of a 
sum of Hankel functions and this leads to a simple analytic expression 
for Pq and y^ • We have plotted in Figs. (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) the 
wavefunctions y^ and y^ that result from the fitting of y^ and y^ to 
the Hamada-Johnston function. They correspond to a = 0.2338 fm \
p
p = 1.7^9 Q = 0.282 fm and P^ = 7$. The values of and B^ can 
easily be extracted from the analytic expressions of \P and \ P * They
are,
0 r~> . a 2-
...(3.56)
6 C = 4. a £>‘7 £>“ , 0 . ^ 5  f
A comparison with the values of Bq and B^ predicted by the Yamaguchi 
wavefunction shows that B^ differs by about 2% and B^ by less than 10#.
This is a further proof that the wavefunctions y^ and y^ provided by 
different sources tend to agree quite well for low momentum. As already 
remarked we expect this to happen since the region of low momentum 
contributes mainly in configuration space to the asymptotic region of 
large r where the wavefunction is known. The details of the wavefunction 
for values of r well inside the nuclear force range do not reveal themselves
- 6l
in momentum space for values of K near enough zero.
In a (d9p) reaction and for a deuteron incident energy of 
10 MeV9 assuming that = K^9 the values of K given by eq. (2.1+6) go 
roughly from 0.5 fm"*" to 1.5 fm ^ as the reaction scattering angle 
increases from 0° to l80°o For this incident energy even the PWBA9 
which is known to overestimate large momentum finite-range effects 
(Au61+ ) 9 would predict an angular distribution completely insensitive 
to the details of the deuteron wavefunction inside the nuclear force 
rangeo
3.1+. The scattering amplitude expressed in momentum space wavefunctions
We now return9 once more, to the problem of evaluating the 
matrix elements defined in eq. (2.20). Spin-orbit forces will 
again be excluded from the deuteron and proton optical potentials in order 
to achieve simplicity in the notation.. They are taken into account in 
Chapter ko It will prove useful to adopt here the following symbolic 
notation for the four functions in the integrand on the right-hand side 
of eq0 (2o20);
^ K z ^  ? ...(3.57)
Y  Y j  f i n ) R j f  U n )  —  ( j) 3 ( ^ n )  > ...(3.58)
~  ...(3.59)
The functions <f>T . were already introduced in section 3.2. Besides the above 
LA
notation where the numbers 192 and 3 are made to correspond respectively to 
the deuteron, proton and neutron is the same as that used in Chapter 2.
Eq. (2o20) can now be rewritten as9
By a Fourier transformation we obtain the momentum space representatives 
of the above functions, namely,
^  (it,) - fa «  • ...(3.fe)
(3.63)
l/X<’Ysy= (■27r) ,
J o  ^ 7 o e o ( 3 o 61+ )
Applying the inverse Fourier transformation to all the four functions on 
the right-hand side of eq. (3»6l) we obtain, r? \
= (aiT) y ~ /
.o?n . (<?. -  / k 2 -  £ , ) . , . , 1 *ref,, 1 ,i/i 
X  je- * v ' y/* )  (K3 ) Y la(k)‘ ...(3.66)
B (9 0
The integrations over dr and dr^ can be performed with the use of the identity,
^ /< * J L  
JL J J t  .
...(3.67)
Finally be integrating over &? and dK we obtain,
-  h i K  ' U a * ( f )  % A  ( * )  ■ ...(3.68,
where
^  g - Y i ccj K4 - Y kz , ...(3.69)
K  = ¥  -  K'z
^  ...(3.70)
All the functions on the right-hand side of eq. (3.68) are in momentum space 
and the integration is over the momenta conjugate to the channel displacements
"V ->■ . o ° »
r^ and r • Clearly this equation is not of practical use m  the
iX .calculation of B with the DWBA theory since the distorted waves and the 
LA
form factor are generated in configuration space. However it is instructive 
to have it in mind when discussing finite range effects in the various
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appi'UAxxuaoj-^ ib ou one seaooenxig ampiituae.
Let us first consider the PWBA. In this theory the functions
<f) and <}) are assumed to he plane waves characterized,, respectively, by 
1 2 • ->0 ~ ->*0 e
the asymptotic momenta and * The corresponding wavefunctions in 
momentum space ape the following 6-functions,
3
^(£) = (2F)'2- $  ( & -  % ) •
. • (3-T3)
...(3.72)
When substituting these equations into eq0 (3.68) the integration over
dK^ and dK^ is immediate and we obtain eqD (2.1+3), namely,
e£- ^
-Vo “>"0 ->o • o •where q = K_ - K is the momentum transfer m  the reaction and 
. 1 2
->0 -^ o / “VO
K = K^/2 - K^c However when and <J> are distorted waves ;the corresponding
functions ^ and iJj cease to be 6-functions and therefore ib^ and tl>_ will
1 3 ^La
X - ) _ y-Q _ y
contribute to BT . for values of K different from KL and for values of KLLA 1 1 2
© ->0 o ©different from K^« In general one can expect the distortion to spread the 
momentum distribution of the scattering wavefunctions towards low momentum 
as well as high momentum (Au61+). The region of configuration space inside 
the nucleus, in particular,is very likely to give rise to high momentum 
components because there the wavefunctions have a smaller local wavelength 
than outside the nucleus in the asymptotic region of large r,
We have seen that the D-state of the deuteron is necessarily 
neglected in the DWBA zero-range approximation. As regards the S-state
the function ^ is approximated by its value at K = 0 which is determined
by eq. (3.29). Therefore the quantities are given by,
..(3.7*0
Clearly we are free to choose the best value for Bq but the dependence of
-  6 *+ -
ip  ^on jv nas Deen ±osu in unis approximation. bince \p^ nas a maximum 
at K = 0 we conclude that the inclusion of finite range effects in the 
S-state contribution will in general have the tendency to decrease the 
magnitude of the zero-range differential cross-section. This is confirmed 
by finite range calculations using the DWBA theory (Dr6ij-)° In the plane 
wave Butler theory the inclusion of the S-state finite range correction 
for medium energy stripping reactions leaves the shape of the angular 
distribution almost unchanged but reduces the magnitude of the cross-section 
at the peak by about 20% (Au61|9 Lu57 )«
3°5» The local energy approximation
The integration over dr on the right-hand side of eq. (3.66)
can be written as
J Z j z L.A
( Z )  -e
..(3.75)
Using ea. (3.67) and also the 6-function relation
4(J?) ,
!/
we conclude that ,
. 7-5 —5
x /c
'dJc.jz y L  A ( < ) *
. —j X /k .
h / L  Z
JZ
r
L A
J<L
r-»
j l
r-»
k. XL
(3.76)
(3.77)
The eigenvalue equation
z fez..JZ
JL
l a
( Z i j z
• 7?a K . rt
(3.78)
where
—^ 
K
•-=>
D
=  - X  V
A
,
(3.79)
defines the operator t|»T.(K) (p is the momentum operator and V is the gradient
LA
operator). When the functions ^t a (k ) are expressible as a power series in
LA
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the Cartesian components of the vector K the corresponding operators
^LA are completely determined by this expansion. From eqs. (3.77) and
(3.78) and since the functions ij . have even parity we deduce that 
-5- . LJi / r? /
, - i g . j l u /  ftf\ K z ').^
!<&- e. j l /v  > • ...(3.80)
The substitution of this equation into eq. (3.66) and the transformation of 
the wavefunctions \p^9 i[> ' and into configuration space gives t
0) = ^Tf) “ / A/J. A  fc JL.
L A  J
(Ar
,8l)
A
• a
Recalling that p is the momentum operator conjugate to the vector r the
operation with K can be written as,
. v 1
L/\ ‘
L A  V -2- +  J < 2 )  4*4 (  §  +  J L * )  ^ 4. ^  +  ^ ’.(3.82)
where /\
k- =  =  _  X  V  ,  n =  4,2- ,
n  ^  ...(3.83)
and an operator with a certain subscript acts only on the function with the
same subscript. Since the operators and do not depend on r the
integration over dr and 6K in eq. (3.8l) gives,
These equations are exact in the sense that no approximations were involved
in deriving them from eq. (3.6l). They form the basis of the LEA first
proposed by Buttle and Goldfarb (Bu61*) and independently by Beneze and
Zimanyi (Be61*). The evaluation of B ^  as given by eq. (3.8U) requires the
LA
use of a power series expansion for the functions in the components of
-  6 6  -
tne vector K. Besides,only because of the practical difficulties involved 
in the calculation of the contribution from each term in this series to the 
scattering amplitude,only a few terms can be maintained. In other words 
we need to approximate the functions It is now clear that eq. (3. 7I+)
is particularly appropriate for the discussion of such approximations.
For the S-state, having in mind that distortion tends to introduce 
both high and low momentum components into ip^  and \p  ^we should ask for 
the approximation to be more reliable where is larger. Therefore
we should favour the region of low momentum. The usual first order
approximation for ( B u 6 ^ ,  Be61+) is,
‘  b=y: (" - ~ r )  > _ (3.S5)
which is equivalent to retaining only the first two terms of the Taylor 
expansion at K = 0 of i|; as given by a Hulthen type wavefunction with 
parameter 3. In fact the Taylor series corresponding to eq. (3.3^+) is,
2 ^  X ^ >1
(*■)>„>)- b0y ; z  c-Y (J|)
•H — o  x ' 88 8 (3*86)
We notice thatan increase in the asymptotic momentum K° enlarges the
o o ->*0 o 0 0range of variation of K as a function of the reaction scattering angle 
which means that values of the argument of far apart will be contrib­
uting to the integral in eq. (3.68). Hence we expect the approximation 
to become worse as the deuteron incident energy increases. In general 
all that tends to spread significantly the momentum distribution of the 
functions cf>^ and <}> is also likely to worsen the LEA described by 
eq. (3.85).
Turning now to the D-state we recall that the function \p ^ depends on
o 0 0 
the direction of the vector K unlike \p which has spherical symmetry. This
00
difference is responsible for the greater complexity of the D-state contrib­
ution to the (d,p) scattering amplitude. The approximation to ip^^ which is
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where BQ and B a r e  the constants defined, respectively, in eqs. (3.29) 
and (3*1+2). We emphasize that the angular dependence of ip ^ is taken into 
account exactly on the right-hand side of eq. (3.87). The only approximation 
involved regards the function C a n d  corresponds to retaining only the first
term of its Taylor expansion at K = 0. Thus in "both the S- and D-state
. . . 2
approximations the terms of higher order than K are neglected. The
question then arises whether, for low momentum, the accuracy of the 
approximation to.C is comparable with the accuracy of the approximation to
O  O  T\
C o In Fig* (3.1+) we have plotted the product (a + K )y^/N for L = 0,2 
2
against K for the Hulthen and Sugawara deuteron wavefunctions. In this
graph the approximations mentioned are represented by straight lines which
is helpful for their discussion. It is noticeable that the degree to tiiich
2the functions can be approximated by a linear function of K is about 
the same for the S-state as for the D-state. In other words there is not 
aYdiscrepancy between the magnitude of the second derivative of the 
S-curve and the D-curve in Fig. (3.1+) for small values of K. Therefore 
for low momentum the accuracy of the two approximations is very similar 
indeed. We know that for the S-state eq. (3.85) provides a reliable 
approximation to the exact finite range effect in the DWBA theory (Di65), 
Mi66). Thus it is plausible to expect that the D-state approximation 
of eq. (3.87) is also reliable in particular for low energy (d,p) reactions. 
This should apply for deuteron incident energies of about 10 MeVor below 
that value. However it may well be that eq. (3.87) gives reasonable 
results even for higher incident energies. All questions concerning the 
ultimate reliability of the approximation described by eq. (3.87) in the 
context of the DWBA can only be settled by performing an exact finite 
range calculation with the inclusion of the.D-state using the theory of 
Austern et al. (Au61+).
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3.6. Expansion of the LEA matrix elements
By substituting eqs. (3.85) and (3.87) into eq. (3.810 we
obtain
M
b ?, -  -  b „ b 2 / w y ,  % • ) ,
3 A  ° 2 7 '■'Z.
A
e
where the vector K has been redefined as 
a . a
B « - ^ +  i ? z -
V _
r as r and y^vK) = K Y2K) is a solid spherical harmonic (Ed60)
(3.89)
(3.90)
In this and the following sections we expand the right-hand side of eqs. 
(3.88) and (3.89) without making any other approximations concerning the 
deuteron internal structure. We begin by analysing the operator Yg(4).
The coupling rule for two spherical harmonics with the same argument can 
be written as,
v Th) - 1  u>», YTfe-
(f ' 1.1,0e p U o ) X ^ - ~ '  U, 4 '  ...13.91)
For = 1 and £ = 2, multiplying both sides of the above equation
2by K , we obtain,
(f (ew_fell_ 21 On infeA)ffe)fT?l.
2- 3(/fCMO |ao) ^ .0.(3.92)
The solid harmonic y^ which appears in this equation satisfies the
relation
- ...,3.93)
/ \ ^where r (m = -1, 0, +1) are the spherical components of the vector r.
This equation can be applied to the vector operator V which has the
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following spnerical components,
V = A_ f A - x Ay —  A t I j »
' \2. ^ ^
V  - A
A h  / A  + j  Av  _ H i . -£i- -f x \ . ...(3.9U)
v -h  " vTz'.V^^ <*y y
In fact we may write, /
where K is the vector operator of eq. (3.79). Finally eq. (3.92) shows 
that
^ Z  U O )  yy,j->Y,z  * * ...(3.96)
It is now useful to introduce the operator Tg(v) defined as,
T ^ ( 7 ) - Z  C » , < n l i A )  _
0^1, yn ^  
which enables us to write,
4 A {£?) =  — — —---- ~  'I A ( v)
' A  ' ijyrr (-/choI-so) 2 . ^  ...(3.98)
A
It is apparent from eqs. (3.93) and (3.95) that y^(K) for m = -1, 0, +1
A
are the components of an irreducible tensor. Hence y^(i) for 
A  = -2, -1, 0, +1, +2 are the components of a real irreducible tensor operator 
of rank two. With this introductory information concerning the operator
A
X'ffi we now return to eqs. (3.88) and (3.89).
The expansion of the operators which are present on the right- 
hand side of eqs. (3.88) and (3.89) in terms of the components of and
A
may be written as
i i A  j | / A  . A  A  . ^  a  .
(*<• ...(3.1„,
where , .
O  ( S  > ^ 2.) ~  —  F—  7  I T  A* 0  /*Hi "I 12, A^)
V 2  V <> V  (AO 40 U o )  V 4 >
 ^ '2L
(3.101)
More generally we can write
(cc 4 K] +  c 2 k’j - c/ K\ ■+ c l  K z + acA
y; &  ^  » <  ! # * ) + * 5  y; (?,)
A r * 2 C 2 0 2 (6^ , >
A
(3.102)
.(3.103)
where and Cg are constants. We notice that both the operators K
A
and ^2 (^ ) give rise to two different types of terms in the above 
expansions. There are terms which only involve the product of the
components of either or Kg and besides terms containing products of
the components of the vector operator it^  by the components of the vector 
operator £ . It is well known that the contribution from the first type 
of terms to the S-state integral of eq. (3.88) is relatively easy to 
evaluate directly. As regards the other terms we show in the next section
that it is possible to simplify the calculation by taking advantage of the
fact that our specific purpose is to evaluate the integral in eq. (3.88) 
and not the integrand. Similar remarks apply to the D-state contribution.
3.7 Simplification of the LEA scattering amplitude based on the hermiticity 
of the operator K .
It is useful to maintain the analogy between the S—  and 
D-state expansions on the right-hand side of eqs. (3.99) and (3.100) when 
calculating the corresponding matrix elements. Our purpose now is to deal
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with tne "cross terms" m  these equations. We begin by introducing an
K ’
operator K 1 such that p* = —  is the conjugate momentum to the vector
-ft
r. The definitions of the operators K ^  Kg and K f enables us to write,
' ( h o t t e r * )  « ( %  +  ( f> * ( r t ) .
...(3.10k)
Since the neutron form factor $ ^ tends exponentially to zero as r tends 
to infinity it is straightforward to prove the validity of the equations,
■ fA*  m  o**)]*
J& (f>4 cz)<f>*(tt)[ K' OO] ,
fa (f, at)
...(3.105)
* ...(3.106)
where the domain of integration is all space. The demonstration is
4-
immediate after remarking that the Cartesian components of ^ K1 are hermitean
. • . . A -operators m  the above integrals due to the boundary conditions of 9^ 
infinity. If however a certain region in space is excluded from the domain 
of integration, extra terms appear in eqs. (3.105) and (3.106). They 
correspond to surface integrals in the boundaries of the excluded region.
Let K^ = l Le an operator which acts only on the function 9  ^ . With
this definition and using eqs. (3.102), (3.103), (3.10U), (3.105) and (3.106) 
we obtain,
a  ( Z )  4>, =■if Jet $ * -  £ * -  Y '  K  * )  a) ( p ' ( m t )
Ck( S. A) <f><*) <pf<- ys) 4>?r(z) =
/
/
..(3.10T)
A _
2 Y
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The first of these equations could have been proved by the direct application 
of Green?s theorem and the second by the repeated use of partial integration 
on the Cartesian components of the vector t1. Finally eqs. (3.99), (3.100), 
(3.107) and (3.108) applied to the right-hand side of eqs. (3.88) and (3.89) 
give
= X° A ?  ft “ j? &  Xs)]
x(j),00 cfQnt) 00,
n  P  r  a  \  ...(3.109)
A  - 6- B> A  h  y, ^  * » « £  frA>) ^  3* &
. . . ( 3.110)
< z - Y \  ■
where
a*= -j- c-z - y )
d  -z -  ,
I
Z
\ ...(3.111)
2 Y
Thus it is possible to avoid the explicity evaluation of the operation with 
4 4 4 4-
Kx.K2 and 0 ‘(K^Kg) on the distorted waves in the calculation of the
matrix elements . The coefficients an and a_ have opposite signs andJ-i/V X 2
therefore it is conceivable that the corresponding terms on the right-hand 
side of eq. (3.110) may have a tendency to cancel each other. This 
possibility is considered in the next chapter.
IX
In order to proceed with the calculation of B^^ we need to know
42 A 4
the result of the operation of K and y ^(K) on an arbitrary wavefunction. 
Before turning to this subject we intend to generalize the above eqs. (3.109) 
and (3.110).
. . 2
Let us consider the two following polynomials m  K ;
„ ( V O  =  Z  *
-  Ik -
o
x  - O
J  ~ o
where Cq  ^and C  ^are numerical coefficients and n is a positive integer. 
These polynomials are chosen as" an approximation to the functions C
o
n 2 . . 2
and within a certain closed interval in K . They could be, for
p
instance, the truncated expansion of the functions C and C /K in a
o 2
complete orthonormal system of polynomials in such interval. Since the 
.
Cartesian components of the vectors K^, K^, and K constitute a system 
of commuting operators and besides ‘tends to zero exponentially as r
tends to infinity it is straightforward to prove after some reasoning 
that,
? 7  (?) $  W ( f c * (  Y 2 ) ( p i X f* ) =
J *  p »"
W  P “ ‘ ” ( y *  (§ • ;<f>4 (?) (y? ) -
py (z»,■ sy t_
A "  J  ...(3.113)
Eqs. (3.109) and (3.110) were derived from a transformation whi,ch is a 
particular case of the above equations corresponding to n = 1. Higher 
values of n lead to higher order approximations to the quantities
U A
.These were not taken into account in the present calculations. The 
contribution to the (d,p) angular distribution from n = 2 terms in the LEA 
S-state part of the scattering amplitude appears to be generally smaller 
than the corresponding first order LEA finite range correction (Sm67).
o ^3.8 The operators K and
The optical model wavefunctions <j)^ and <j> ■ in the DWBA 
theory are conveniently generated in the form of a partial wave expansion.
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The terms of this expansion are eigenfunctions of the magnitude and component 
along a certain axis of the orbital angular momentum. In the next chapter 
we perform a partial wave expansion of the quantities B?"' . We then need
La
t A A
basically to know the result of the operation with K and^(i) on a state 
|(J)^ > with the following wavefunction in configuration space,
T  X  ...(3.1H0
A
->2 .Since the operator K satisfies the equations
A 2 I J A z  _
K  =  — L  . -----  ■ -7 -r ^  =  - V  .
^  T t A j ?  ...(3.115)
A A
. ->2
where L is the orbital angular momentum operator, it commutes with L and
A
L^. We now make use of the fact that the Schrodinger equations satisfied 
by the distorted waves cj^  and imply that each term in their partial 
wave expansions obeys an equation of the form
...(3.116)
where the radial function A may depend on other quantum numbers. For 
a wavefunction (f)^1 which satisfies such an equation the above matrix 
element may be written as,
..(3.117)
We remark that the form factor ^  also satisfies an equation with the 
form of eq. (3.116).
 ^4 4-2
Let us now consider the operator y^(K)» Unlike K this
A2
operator does not commute with either t or L^. This is due to the
A
fact that y^(K) is an irreducible tensor of rank two (as proved in 
section (3.6)). The application of the Wigner-Eckart theorem to this 
operator gives,
where 1£ m > represents a state with sharp angular momentum and
A
<v 11 y2 (K) || ji> is the reduced matrix element of the operator (Ro57). 
It is clear from this equation that the operator is not diagonal in 
either £ or m. The quantum number £f is explicitly bound only by the 
triangular condition A(£f,£,2), In the Appendix (3.2) we prove that
A
the result of the operation with ^(K) on a state with a«wavefunction 
given by eq. (3.11^ -) can be written as
< ^ ) y t/'(^)|(J>r>= Z  ( S m Z A  U ' m ' )
- a  / y v i  ^  ^  -Yt, >
...(3.119)
A
whereO for £ ’ = £-2,£ and £ +2 represents the following radial
£ f£
operators, j2 ^  A  7 -  4
+   --------;----1-  z ~  *
A  f L  +  . (3120)
The two C-coefficients on the right-hand side of eq. (3.119) allow only 
values of & f which have the same pitPity of £ and satisfy the triangular 
condition A (& 1 ,& ,2) already explicit in eq. (3.118).
3.9 The radial operators o
£ »£
It is useful to investigate further the operators . The
A
kinetic energy bears a very simple relation with the operator 0 9 namely,
££
v>r«)Y7«- [ d j / W ]  Y j " or).
...(3.121)
This property suggests that we rewrite eqs. (3.120) in the single expression,
O f f  +  ^e 'J-2 1^/
...(3.122)
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Returning to the operator 0 ^  we find that the spherical Bessel functions 
j (p), n0(p)» k ^ ( p )  and h ^ ( p) (Ab65) are particular solutions of theXf X/ X/
differential equation,
A
(3.125)
where p= Kr and K is a constant. Let any of the four functions .i , n ,
£ £
h ^  and "be represented symbolically by Jr . With this notation
the recurrence relations obeyed by ^  for different values of £ may be 
written as (Ab65),
i i - Y V  * ( u S O  “ ~  ' :
 ^h-, - V+o {Ua (f) - (*■<) (I (f)
(3.126)
(3.127)
where the derivative on the last equation is taken with respect to p.
From these two equations we find that,
A* = -r (f) » ...(3.128)
y-y-ijy . . ( 3 . 1 2 S )
A  +  •
These equations justify the notation adopted for the operators A~ defined
X/
A
in eqs. (3.12^). More information about the operators 0 t can be obtained
H/
through the relations,
C f ) f / ( ? )  -  » ...(3.130)
^ U A O - h ( o -  U , ( o - . „.(3.131)
which are satisfied-by the solutions of eq. (3.125). Using eqs. (3.122), 
(3-128), (3.129), (3.130) and (3.131) we obtain,
♦
A Y i r O  +
(3.132)
A
for £* = £-2,£ and £+2. Hence the operation with 0 f on f (p) produces
£ £ £ •
the function f^t(p) multiplied by the product of a phase factor times the 
constant K . When the functions f^(p) are not solutions of eq. (3.125) 
then, obviously, they do not satisfy eq. (3.132). This happens for both 
the radial parts of the partial waves originated in <j>^ and $ and for the 
function R0. which is the radial part of the neutron form factor. Never- 
theless these radial functions do satisfy asymptotically, as r tends to 
infinity and as r tends to zero, equations which are similar to eq. (3.125). 
In the next chapter this property is explored in detail. Here, before 
leaving the subject, we consider briefly the application of eq. (3.132) to 
the functions j^(Kr) and h^^(i3r) where K and 3 are positive constants.
For j p we obtain
r . . t  '-Jt \C T T  ( A  A ----—  J
...(3.133)
As regards the function h 9  we begin by remarking that we can write,
I a )  4 (1  — 4 )tT — f in .
where g (fir) is a polynomial of degree £ + 1 in the variable l/3r without 
£
an independent term given by,
a ,  s  4:
p ^ r 0 ( ^ ) ! n ! z n ' - (3-135)
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This equation shows that for 3r > 0
3 t  W  ^  -13.136)
for all finite values of the argument. Eq. (3.132) can now be rewritten 
for the functions h[^ as , 0 \
A |W/. N 4-rr
0 ^ 1 t j  -Y p> =
l U ) f - „ \ p z ...0.137)k ,  6<yO A -----   •
_ *  ‘ J  % ( ? * )
Hence the modulus of the resulting function increases rapidly with £f for 
a fixed value of 3r in particular for high values of £.
8o -
Chapter k
Partial wave expansion of the DWBA scattering amplitude
In Chapter 3 the local energy approximation was formally extended
so as to enable the inclusion of the D-state in a DWBA calculation The 
basic operators introduced by the LEA and their matrix elements between 
states of sharp angular momentum were also discussed,, Here we perform a 
partial wave expansion of the distorted waves and using the main results
of Chapter 3 we obtain an explicit expression for the scattering amplitude
suitable for the elaboration of a DWBA (d9p) code which may account for 
both deuteron internal states0 The formalism developed assumes the 
presence of £® s forces m  the optical model potentials for the. entrance 
and exit channels® The D-state part of the scattering amplitude is 
written as a sum of three terms each corresponding to the contribution
A A A
arising from the operators and introduced m  the preceding
chapter® This decomposition and the structure of its terms is taken 
as the starting point for a preliminary qualitative discussion of the effect 
of the D-state® In the absence of spin-dependent distortion the contrib­
ution from the neutron term to the differential cross-section has the 
form of a sum of angular distributions typically characterised by the 
orbital angular momentum & 1® From this property we are able to predict 
certain features of the effect of the D-state in the angular distribution 
which are particularly plausible for surface type reactions®
^ol. Spin-orbit forces in the optical model potentials
(+)In the DWBA theory the scattering wavefunctions and
(-) . .
 ^ describing the relative motion m  the entrance and exit channels
K2°2 . . are generated by an optical potential which is expected to reproduce the
observed elastic scattering in that channel® This phenomenological
potential includes a central part and also a spin-orbit term when the
projectile has spin. Thus we write
V(*) = V CM  + Vso ( * )  ,
S ...(U.p
so ->*
where V is the radial dependence of the spin-orbit term, £ is the orbital
angular momentum of relative motion and s’ the spin of the projectile both in
units of We can generalize this potential, for example, by allowing it
to couple the spins of the projectile and target nucleus. In particular
when the incident particle has spin one other terms can be added to the
right-hand side -of eq. (U.l) which are scalar products of second rank
tensors constructed from the vectors p, r and s'. Satchler (Sa60) has
studied in detail this type of force and shown that in the deuteron they
can, for instance, be generated by the D-state using a simple model for
the deuteron-nucleus optical potential and assuming a nucleon-nucleus £.s
force. Clearly when such a force is assumed to derive from the presence of
the D-state it depends also on the model used to calculate the deuteron
optical potential from the nucleon-nucleus potential.
It is opportune to recall that in the present calculations only
the tensor force part of the V interaction in the (d,p) transition matrix * np
was taken into account. There are certainly other conceivable ways of
allowing the tensor forces to intervene in the theory of the reaction.
However even in the deuteron optical model very little is known about the
(Ra63963a)
details of such forcesV*/ These tensor forces in the deuteron channel could 
nevertheless be important in (d,p) reactions especially in connection with 
polarization phenomena as suggested by the preliminary calculations of 
Hobson (R067). ,
The Schrbdinger equations satisfied by the distorted waves
[ ~ n > +  E 3 . ] 4 /C^ )(j  C ^ r ) = ° ?  ...(u.3)
A A ^
where and T2 are the kinetic energy operators for the centre of mass
motion in the deuteron and proton channels, and V a r e  optical potentials
with the form of the right-hand side of eq, (k*l) and H is the deuteron
np
internal Hamiltonian, In these SchrSdinger equations the magnitude and 
component along a certain axis of the total angular momentum tf =£+"s are 
constants of the motion. However the components of I and s are not when 
spin-orbit forces are included. In general we can write
=  r u m' < 4 ^ 4  “ T7 1 *46464 T  s4 ...(U.U)
1 0
where, as before, <j)Gl is the deuteron internal wavefunction and, x ^ is the
S1 s'2
proton spin wavefunction. The subscripts cr^  and a ^ in the distorted waves
describe their asymptotic behaviour outside the range of the nuclear
potentials. In the absence of spin-dependent distortion the matrices
(+) (+)ij and ip in spin space are proportional to the unit matrix in
V l Gl ^2° 2° 2
that space,
/ \ / \
The wave functions ibTr and 1brr can also be expanded as the
i°i V 2
scalar product of irreducible tensor operators using the tensors T^(s)
introduced in Appendix 1,1. Johnson (J067) has shown that these expansions
are particularly useful for a discussion of the D-state effect in connection
with spin-dependent distortion in the optical potentials. For instance they
provide expressions for the tensors p, v (s ) and e, „ (s ) in which we can
2 2 1 1
separate the terms involving the D-state wavefunction linearly (coherent 
terms) from the terms quadratic in the D-state wavefunction (incoherent 
terms). These expressions therefore enable us to systematize the way in 
which the S- and D-states can contribute coherently to the various experi-
S
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mental quantities concerning the reaction.
ko2o The distorted waves in the deuteron and proton channels
• • ( +  )We now consider the calculation of the functions^ and
Ki
{ — ) • <■ °from given phenomenological optical potentials. The distorted
2 °2
waves with boundary conditions corresponding to the superscripts (+) 
which were specified in chapter 1 are related by the equation,
Si
where T is the time reversal operator (G06I+). Therefore the operation
A
with T on both sides of eq. (^.5) gives,
r) % s * ( p )
• fcz &T. f  I ^  • o • (^  • 7)
It is now useful to introduce some further notation concerning the 
distorted waves. We represent the orbital angular momentum for the
relative motion between the deuteron and the target nucleus by and the
~y 0 c
total angular momentum by ^  + s^ , Then the expansion of the distorted
wave in the eigenstates of a representation for which the magnitude of
l01 -*
the vectors s^, and and the component of along the z-axis are diagonal 
is given by,
(7?) - 2. ’< s, ^  I Y* ! %  A  s- «♦>
' * * 6 4 6 4  f - Z .
"V
where the following notation was used (Go6^); ,
X (Jt)u wm  y n  & [  X 1 Jc
x(iVsi3/|TM)(/>« se l T M ) ,  ...(it.9)
Representing the orbital angular momentum for the relative motion between the 
outgoing proton and the residual nucleus by &2 and the total angular
J -.y. t
2 ~ &2 + s2 we may follow the same procedure used above m  the
_ 8U -
• (-)*expansion of the distorted wave ip g- G ■
we find that,
c-)*
Using eqs. (U.5), (1|07) and (U.8)
f i e ,  e i a ) =  < *  4  ^  IY5 1 - ?■ A  W
>*2. v? f
z  F I  ~  o o  •
S. —  (5- 
X (-) *
v - K1 l
Furthermore it follows from equation (U.2) that the radial functions F 
satisfy the differential equations,
«lZ*+ Zm ** J * Yu00-6?
...(It.11)
where
Since s^ = 1, can have the values - 1, Z ■ and £ ^  + 1 for a given
value of £^ Similarly, for the proton wavefunction, it is straightforward
to prove that the radial functions F satisfy the differential equations,
1 2  2
—  (— iL.l_
^ y ^ Z  \A/lZ Jt d j V 2
where
..(u.iu)
For £ 2 fixed, can have the values - \ and £ 2 + i» In this chapter 
it is more convenient to work with the radial functions x„ T T/- and X T T/
V l Kl  ^2 2 2
defined as,
. (U-.15)
(4.16)
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According to the normalization adopted for the distorted waves in chapter 1 
the asymptotic form of the functions x as r tends to infinity is given by,
where and are, respectively, the regular and irregular Coulomb wave-
functions (Ab65)9cr^ the Coulomb phase shifts and 6 the nuclear phase shifts
defined in the usual way. We maintain here the notation of the preceding
chapters where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer respectively to the deuteron and
proton. With the boundary conditions described by eqs. (U.17) and (U.18)
and given the optical model potentials which generate the elastic scattering
we can evaluate numerically the functions x0 T v- and X„ T v "by solving the
1 1 1  2 2 2
differential equations (U.ll) and (U.13). In chapter 5 we specify and 
discuss the radial dependence of the optical potentials used in the 
calculation.
^.3. Partial wave expansion and the application of the LEA
Leaving aside these brief remarks on the distorted waves we can 
now use eqs. (^.8) and (U.10) in order to perform a partial wave expansion 
of the matrix elements < a £ a^> defined in chapter 2. Taking into account 
first eqs. (U«U) and (U.5) we obtain,
By analogy with the procedure followed in chapter 2, where spin-dependent 
distortion was excluded, we may begin by integrating over the neutron and
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pi-uuuu spxn—uuui’u.xiia-L,fcib oxi oxio ri giro-nana siae or eq® (,4®iy;0 This 
integration gives,
< s * * o  =  2 .  3 M  z ) ( L A s * s / ' i W )
nx (sae' s3g3 is<s''; 0?L A 5^(5 z & { 5
.®(U ®20)
with summations over L,A,A,a|s.a^ ,a^  and a", where,
< , * ;  -  < H C A *  R «  I Y 1 V l
•A , , ,f+)
Clearly when spin-orbit forces are suppressed the quantities defined by this
IXequation are in fact equal to the quantities introduced in chapter 2®
It is useful to carry further the analogy with the treatment adopted in that 
chapter® With this aim we introduce the definitions
C  ~ & FV^
J t r ° o o 6 i<?/e*<54 » ...(4.22)
C l  = /L C~) (J-X 2.A U-iV)
A X
...(4.23)
D -2A<5<e>;G i 6 '  ,
which generalize, respectively, eqs® (2.26) and (2®27)® Thus we can rewrite 
eq® (ij-®20) as
<6* * O  = 2  S j j f '  U ' X  s e J j * X S<S S2 G* 1
^  G j G j  (5z <Z'z , ...(4.24)
with summation over s, a, V  , Af, c^ , and cr^, where aS£j are coefficients 
defined in eq® (2.22)® In the absence of spin-orbit forces the dependence 
of eqs. (U.22) and (U.23) on the quantum numbers a'^ , anda 9cr^ -is simply 
given bv the product 6 . 6  . and hence eq® (1+.21+) becomes identical
ai al a 2 a2
with eq® (2®30).
Returning to eq. (U®2l) and using eqs. (^.8) and (H.10) we
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obtain,
A  G* 6 \  ~  C -  84 ° 4 1 ^  M d ( ^ ' m * S z G *j 'T i M 0
X  ( 4  ™ z  S a - 4  ! -4  N 2) (-)**■" & 2  ( W *
. 2_4* Aj — J y  — \ / y ^ A *  _» \ / ^ Z ^
x* Y, (*)Y, (**)
A a Z
x ) r L A ^ A ^ T z Y 2 ^ ' z £ X  ’
with summation over j!2 >J2»m1,in^ ,M1,m2,m^ and M , where,
...(4.25)
w  /* r  ^\ Jt r-s / .v> ^>1 *
t2Jz K2 X
A
^ W Y  ^  7 •••^•29)
* ) /  0 ? ) - =  R i » ( n ) Y « P 0  ...(4.30)
3 ' ^  ' i
(The functions an(i ((^ had already been introduced in eqs. (3.58) and 
(3.59)). We now have the opportunity to begin applying the results and 
discussion developed in sections (3.10 to (3.9) of chapter 3° In order to 
do this we only have to remark that the integral in eq. (1+.26) is essentially 
the same as the integral in eq. (3®6l). The derivation which led to the 
proof of eq. (3.810 enables us to write,
Z
A ,S
where the operators and K , defined as in chapter 3, act only on the 
functions bearing the same subscripts. In chapter 3 we also discussed at
length the approximations to he used for the functions®,. . They are
T  L A
described by eqs. (3085) and (3.87). Substituting these equations into 
eq. (U.31) we can transform the resulting integrals in the same way as the 
right-hand side of eqs. (3.88) and (3.89) was transformed as to give, 
respectively, eqs. (3.109) and (3.110). Therefore we can write,
‘  0 - %)
J™ * . . . JL-wi . 1 IX *.
X ™  %jprt) <ps f*),
‘  ^  B . B *  C S C )
.(It.33)
where the constants and a are the same as in eqs. (3.109) and
A
(3.110) and ft is the operator which acts only on the function <j)^  .
hoko S-statepart of the scattering amplitude
Given eqs. (A.32) and (U.33) the objective is to extract from the 
integrals the dependence on the magnetic quantum numbers m^, m^jA and A.
If this is achieved in a convenient manner it becomes easy to sum over the 
projection quantum numbers in eq. (1*.25)°
In order to proceed we refer again to Chapter 3 where the matrix
A  *->2 A -»■
elements of the operators K and y(K).relevant to our purpose were evaluated
m fand discussed. The Schrodinger equations satisfied by the functionscj) 1 ,
1J1
cb ^  -h • + + ’<Po x and 4>0 can be written as,
4 2J2 3
...(lt.31*)
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E — Yff T Ca)
, A z J z  _j
*yv\
/ , t 2
< X )
3 ;on
' T 1-
X  + Yjy <*)
Cit.35)
(U.36)
where V . is the potential used to generate the neutron form factor and B is 
*0 n
the reaction separation energy (Eq, (U.36) is the eigenvalue equation used to 
generate the.reaction form factor). Substituting the above equations into 
the right-hand side of eq, (U.32) we find that the angular integrations can be
performed directly with the use of the identity;
/ A  A
A .  A
  —
\|«ir x .
..(4.37)
Hence we obtain,
F B o y
1oXXXA y
x ( f < O j 2 z O l  0 -y 0  0 -, ...(4.38)
X  'Ki J ? x
where,
F"
T J < T z tzt — J  Aji A 0 0 X  c a ) X  ( w R ,  (yi)(i ,Q )q\iA j z s j  M k  r j X  j i "
I
In the derivation of the above equations we made use of the equation of energy 
conservation and also of the relations,
~ aA - y ^ z  a z * y ^ 3 a 3CX —
M
(k.kl)
where M is the nucleon mass, Eqs, (U,39) and (U,l+0) were first obtained 
by Buttle and Goldfarb ( B u 6 U ) ,  Bencze and Zimanyi (Be6U) and have been used 
since then by several authors in the study of (d,p) reactions. As already
90
mentioned in Chapter 3 Dickens et al. (Di65) found that this approximation 
is quite reliable by comparison with ' a full DWBA finite range calculation., 
The LEA to finite range effects is always a better approximation to the full 
range DWBA calculation than the zero-range approximation. More recently
-^cp crQ
Mines (Mi66) arrived at the same conclusion for the reaction Cr >(d9p) Cr 
using various deuteron optical potentials. The function A defined in 
eq. (UoUo) is usually called the finite range correction factor and is 
conveniently interpreted as a multiplicative factor to be applied to the
neutron form factor. As written in eq. (U.Uo) this correction factor
. . .  -> . .
accounts for the possibility of including £.s forces m  the optical model
potentials. In other words the function A may depend on the quantum 
numbers £-^ 9 J^9 - il and J^. In former LEA calculations this dependence 
was not included. Although we find that it has a quite negligible 
effect in the angular distribution it is convenient to take it into account 
when including spin-orbit effects in the D-state contribution as we will 
see in the next section. Returning to eq. (U.39) we remark that the 
function A depends exclusively on the deuteron and proton optical model 
potentials and on the binding potential V .. One striking feature is 
that the potentials are present in such a way that A has a tendency to 
be small when the deuteron potential is close in numerical value to the 
sum 1 of the- neutron" and*proton '^potentials . The imaginary part of A also 
is not expected to be large since it is proportional to the difference 
between the imaginary parts of the deuteron and proton optical potentials. 
The major contribution to the finite range effect comes from the nuclear 
interior where the modulus of A can be large. This is predictable since 
the large momentum components introduced by the distortion are mainly 
localized where the attractive potentials act,®
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U.5« D-state part of the scattering amplitude
We now turn to the D-state contribution to the (d9p) scattering 
amplitude and therefore consider eq. (Uo33)» It is useful to remark before­
hand that on the right-hand side of eq. (U.38) the dependence on the quantum 
numbers m|9 m^ and X is entirely contained in one C-coefficient. This is 
particularly useful to perform the summations over projection quantum 
numbers on the right-hand side of eq. (lj-„25)» Hence it seems appropriate 
to attempt to achieve a comparable result for the integral in eq. (^.33).
Let us start by using the operator equation (3<>119) which we now write as,
-  -  - k i y *  i a  ,L' m,)
X (20 U o  I J; °)Yl?0)[6 i X j . z  * w] •
(U.U2)
for i = 1 and 2 and
Y  c o -  - 4 -  c-YZ ( * - X 2 A ,L'M ')v z  A  | 4 T  j j
x (20 U  OI £o) Y ^ 1 (^ ) [  O djl &0
A
The operators 0 f are of course those defined by eqs. (3ol20). By
A/ X/
.(M3)
substituting the above equations into eq. (U.33) we can at once perform the 
integration over the angles by applying again eq. (U.37)« Since it is 
convenient to enhance the analogy between the form taken by the three terms 
into which the D-state contribution has been split we require the quantum 
numbers and £ to be simultaneously present in one C-coefficient in all 
terms. The final result of this angular integration may be written as,
o2 - v  P (>0
i -m'iA ~ ~ ^2 -Z- ^  »
A * 2 2 2 " a  =  A ...(U.UU)
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where 9
.A
f O
2 A T & W  J" i W  iA — ^  6^-^ 2/^  I L — A1 )
*4 >1* J* ^ 2 ™  2.^  A t'lt/KAll
A. A j? + l!
U  L" M ‘
X U  F  A ^ z  IL"M") iz F  (-)'
x V/(zj?JJz-, L'L") (L'o f i  ° )
x- ([zol'o \£,o ) p"^
A ' V i A T z A J l L ' >
(2) A  ’-
2A 3^1*1 TjY2wiiA = 2 -  C_) (/-^-2A JL."- M'9
L! L" M u
x C W A ^ ' z \ l "m " ) Z  l '
F
(3 )
2 A
x W (2 4  it< \ L'L")(AO A o I£ 0)
CpA
< d  \ ~  X . ( - )A ( A - X z a  I U -  M ' )  
L'M>
x C A ^ A ^ k  \ U  m i) ( A ° A ° I l,°)
x i p ( 2 o L ' o | i ° )  F
L * * K 3 z k * ^ (U. !+7)
and where
■(4)
-f<?o
^  4 Tj A £ U ~ J Xr21 k, . W  Rj/*)
(z)
0W 2 *2 ^  
-f <=*o
o  i-X „  u)
Z.V, A J (U.U8)
X ,  jp, t ,  £j l '~ I  ^  X ;  4  ^  O )  R j > ) [ ^ i  X  ^  4
O
r_ft) /» + “ £5 ^  ^
^ U ^ i L '  = J  P t lJ l X)iCX
O -
(we recall that in eq. (U0.U9) the operator 0L ^  acts on the argument yr)
>..(h.h9)
( M o )
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The right-hand side of eq» (H.^10 is the sum. of three terms corresponding
to i = 1,2 and 3 which we call, respectively, the deuteron, proton and 
neutron terms of the D-state contribution» One important feature of the 
above equations is that the dependence on the magnetic quantum numbers X 
and A is entirely contained in one C-coefficient» We can take advantage 
of this by summing over X and A on the right-hand side of eq. (U.23).
Then the orthogonality conditions of the C-coefficients imply that L” = 
and M,f = X* in the deuteron and proton terms and that L! = z* and M ’ = X ’ 
in the neutron term* Finally there is the summation over the magnetic 
quantum numbers m^, m ^ , o ^ 9a ^ 9X f and a which still remains on the right- 
hand side of eq. (U.2^). By performing this summation (Appendix l.l) 
we obtain,
s J
where
...(it. 52)
and.
3  A  31 4  a  ?
9 k  _
I 2- . , =  S B ,  a , >  ^
3 4 3 1 ** j-fje' * ^ ' L  ' ^ 7  1  \  v
- >1 /\ A .
ft) . - ^  L' j?'
X ^/+'W-'V^ '; 2^04 °l * o )  ( z o L ' o U t O ) Fcf ,
f -r r'3i\ —  ^-m Jz ''■z ■*
+■ % ( ^ A o | ^ o ) ( 2 o / o | i o )
.(U.5U)
In the above equation for the matrix elements <a 5 a^> the dependence on the
• • • • • •direction of the asymptotic vectors and is entirely contained m  the
quantities H defined in eq. (U.52). These quantities include also all the 
dependence on the magnetic quantum numbers an<^  '^ cie radial depend­
ence in the overlap integrals is confined to the summation over s and £’.
2
The terms with s = \ and —  correspond, respectively, to the S- and D-state 
contributions to the scattering amplitude.
The DWBA calculations of the present work were performed by 
evaluating the matrix elements <a^ £ Oj> as they are given in eq. (U.5l)» 
Before presenting the results of such calculations in Chapter 5 we develop 
a brief qualitative analysis and discussion of the D-state contribution 
based on eq. (U.5^)® This preliminary discussion is of great help in 
the interpretation of the numerical results concerning the effect of the 
D-state in the reaction.
if°6. Discussion of the D-state contribution
One question which is suggested, by the form of eq. (^.5^) 
concerns the relative importance of the contributions from the three terms 
into which we have decomposed the D-state contribution. It was already 
apparent in eqs. (^.^5), (^.^6) and (^.^7) that the terms corresponding 
to the operators and are very similar. However the neutron term,
4-
corresponding, to the operator K^9 is rather different from either the 
deuteron or the proton terms. The same remark applies to eq.
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obtainable .from one another by changing into SL 9 apart from a phase 
factor. The neutron term is simpler since it does not involve the 
summation over L ’ and furthermore the quantum number Z* is bound to 
have the parity of £. These formal differences can be used as a 
starting point for the analysis of the D-state contribution. In order
to do this we transform eq. (U,5*0 by using the relation (Br62),
z $' W  ( j  j)(zoM'ol^o) = c~}-—
x ( y ~ z  i 2 .(>*.55)
Applying this equation to the W-coefficient contained in the coefficients
a . f (see eq. (2.22)) we obtain,Z jx,
1 H  „ • =  i  6 ,  (-)
/ +■ C-)
x G - 0z)
z l r v j ( i  I w u j )i 3
/.
Z
C3)
where,
G:C4Z) I I<r) W  (l'J4 M'-,2 tzX-!oAoiL'o)
X (zo/jO [ L'o) a, F
U
f-0 J
, +  C - f  H L c - ) JliV/(tJ£zU ,; 2 n2 j t j z e z j i L
X (io fjOl L'o) (zo/zofL'o) a2 F C O
U
' . (U.5T)
On the right-hand side of eq. (U.56) the deuteron and proton terms were
(12)assembled in the quantities G and the neutron term appears m  a form 
analogous to that of the S-state contribution in eq. (1+.53). It is now
A
useful to apply the expansion of the operators given in eq. (3.122).
Having in mind eqs. (U.U8), (U.^9) and (1+.50) we may write,
F
0 )
^ S t , \ S L j V
for i = 1,2 and 3 and,
■“  G)V r~~ (* } D
w z s a  *  ’
.96.
( ! * .58)
~  ^2) 
r , e , r z jPz /je'
Ciz ) V Oz) D
(S' &
T t l ^ Q i U 1 +  Ta S>4 T z Q z W  ...(4.59)
where, in both equations, the terms with a superscript V contain only
A.
the operator 0 and the terms with a superscript D contain what is left
ZZ A A
from the expansion of 0 , given by eq. (3.122) after subtracting 0 .
z z ■ ZZ
The important feature of eq0 (4.58) is that the terms with a superscript
V do not depend on £f and therefore we may attempt to sum over Lf, for
i = 1 and 2, their contribution to the quantities 2-2 . Using again
eq. (4.55) we obtain (Appendix l.l),
= £ h  *  *  W  (i f n  '■> z j )
M '
3
T T
4 +  L-)
(2>) —  (4 ) V
*  T A #A T Z £ Z J>. (U.60)
Now we can apply eqs. (4.34), (4.35) and (4.36) to the three terms inside
the curved bracket, 
• & )
I-CKt F
Using eqs. (3.115) and (3.121) we obtain, 
t—  a )v
V , 3 i W i '
+ r
A  ''I (, 1, k ! ,A >\a ' ( A t ~ +
r / - * ;
(4.6l)
where,
A z ( j > ) = f i~ (  ...(4.62)
and A(r) is the S-state finite range correction factor as given in 
eq. (4.40). The calculation of is immediate given A and this function 
must be available for the calculation of the S-state contribution. Hence 
it is preferable to use eqs. (4.6o) and (4.62) instead of eq. (4.5*0 in 
the actual computation of the scattering amplitude. It is emphasized that.
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calculation of the D-state contribution.
Returning to a discussion of the right-hand side of eq.(4.6o)
we remark that the first term inside the square bracket is considerably 
more difficult to compute than the remaining terms. This is because the 
function q(-^)D involves the calculation of the derivatives of the radial 
partial waves for each value of Z^9 and Z ^ 9J^„ Obviously the evaluation 
of the D-state effect would become easier if we could obtain a simple and 
acceptable approximation for the very complex deuteron and proton terms.
The most natural approximation is to assume that,
/V /X
f)  O
...(4.63)
for i = 1 and 2 in eq. (4.54), which is equivalent to neglecting the term 
with the function G^1^ ^  in eq. (4.60). Therefore the contribution from 
the deuteron and proton terms is now given by,
J H 1
z 6, (-)
// ( r ) '
Z
In this approximation £? is bound to have the parity of £. When the basic
3
approximation of eq. (4.63) is well founded the quantities ~£Z are likely to 
be very small for values of £f without the parity of £. For the other 
values of £f the dependence on £’ in the deuteron and proton terms is 
entirely contained in the product of two C-coefficients. This is in 
contrast with the neutron term where the dependence on £’ is amplified
A
by the presence of the operators The correction factor
o<Z
A^A 2 2.
is relatively large inside the nucleus particularly when the strength of the
deuteron potential is about twice that of the proton potential and decreases
itself suggests that the deuteron and proton terms strongly enhance the
contributions from the region of configuration space inside the nucleus®
Let us now consider more closely the approximation described by eq® (^®63)®
It is straightforward to prove that it is exact in the asymptotic region
of large r for unchanged particles® In fact in this region of space
eqs® (Uol7) and (U.l8) show that ^  tends to x^t?310 which is given by,
£JK ioJxv
Hence the approximation of eq, (^ <=63) is probably reliable for the high 
partial waves which tend to enhance the contributions from the nuclear 
surface and from the region immediately outside the nucleus where the above 
asymptotic form for the distorted waves begins to be valido These partial 
waves are small inside the nucleus because of the centrifugal repulsion 
and have their first large peak in the surface region® For the low partial 
waves the above argument does not apply and the approximation is likely to 
become unreasonable.
1+.7® The D-state contribution in the absence of spin-dependent distortion
When spin-orbit forces are excluded from the deuteron and proton 
optical model potentials the discussion of the D-state effect becomes simpler 
and easier to interpret® We have already taken advantage of this fact in 
Chapter 2® Thus it is natural to consider now the explicit form of the
to a small value of the order of 10 outside the nucleus® This in
(ka6k)
when the effect of the Coulomb potential is neglected (for simplicity
the subscript i denoting the reaction channel was not included)® Using 
eq. (3.132) we can now prove that.
spin-dependent distortion. Going back to eqs, (U,53) and (1+ • 5U-) we 
notice that in both the only dependence on J and comes from the radial
partial waves. Hence the sum over and in eq, (U„5l) involves only
statistical factors, C-coefficients and a 9-j symbol when spin-orbit forces
are neglected. Performing this summation (Appendix l.l) we obtain,
y  s s  \j p ) ( s e s 2 s a
Y  S G t ' X
v ± £ _ l 2 V  t s  ^
f  ^  H / J t ( k ’ ’
.0 A h . 66)
where,
H?. (if,, s.) -1 «  a In  j t k.«,
*1*2 w A yytz 2
By comparing eq,, (^ -,2U) with eq, (ho66) we obtain the following expression
for CSU ' 1 ' ; /\ /V
C  =  Hi p/^ = S" 7^l~ n A 4 • A ~ ^ 
H w  ^ / D oo /
X M o W / o ) ^  H j ' V  (1?,,^.), -.,t1*,68)
C | / « '  =  C m , =  2  B ,  ^  ‘4 1  ^  ^ - 4 ' i
Y h
/a  /v r/^ i—  \
x(-; iJoXz-oJ'oito) FJAn/J
,,,(U,69)
x H ^  «,!?,)•
We remark that the neutron term on the right-hand side of eq, (4,69) has the
same structure as the S-state matrix element B , The essential feature ofoo
this similarity is that £f is coupled with and same way as &
coupled with and in eq, (Uo68). It is now useful to perform an 
1 2
expansion of analogous to those of eqs, (U.58) and (U.59)» Thus we
write,
C - r n  + C ^ , ) >
100
(it.70)
where each pair of superscripts corresponds to the contribution to C0 , ?
, X/ J6 A
coming exclusively from the integrals defined in eqs, (^«U8), (lpl*9), (Ip50) 
and (U-58) bearing the same superscripts. We notice that although £’
(3)is not bound to have the parity of I in eq, (Ip69) the quantities C 
and for i = is2 do vanish for values of V  without the parity of
It is now useful to recall that the right-hand side of 
eq, (U.68) is an approximation to the quantities defined in eq, (U,2l) 
which is described by eq. (3,85) of Chapter 3, In the zero-range 
approximation the dependence on K in the right-hand side of eq. (3,85)
» o 0 / ^ \is neglected and this amounts to substitute v q by the product BQ6(r)
iX
in the expression for In other words when we approximate.^ by
(1+. 71)
•$ie quantities B ^  are given by,
€ 0  -  %  1 z e e * *  x v >
Considering now eqs. (lt.6l), (!*.68), (It .69), (4.70) and P 72) we find that
. (U.72)
'M 'A ' -o.o. . n. :„(u.T3)
where
3 2 6, * TT (4 —  \ ^ _
l y "  C2-0 ^'0  ^ (1*.7U)
Thus the contribution to the quantities C^,^, arising from the neutron
-S 0 ? .
operator K^ ' is equal to a matrix element. B~qa m  the form of the zero-
range approximation and characterized by an orbital angular momentum £f,A*
O
associated with a radial form factor given by eq. (U„7^)« With this
result the analysis of the D-state effect in Chapter 2 becomes'particularly 
significant. For instance in eq. (2,35) which gives the differential 
cross-section the D-state contribution arising from the neutron term (thus
^ 101 -
(3)corresponding to C ) is a sum of terms each characterized by the
U'X* O
orbital angular momentum . The knowledge of the functions Q f enables
Z Z
us to predict some of the features of this specific D-state contribution to 
the angular distribution.
Asymptotically as r tends to zero and for large r outside the 
range of the nuclear force we know the form of the function R t; In fact 
as r tends to zero R ^  goes over to ^ ) where is a constant and
A •
K is the local momentum® Using the analysis of the operators O.)0.made at
O io X/
the end of Chapter 3 and in particular eq. (3.133) we conclude that for 
small r
A R c ^ r ^ 0- 4r) a • v
J  J  (U,75)
In the asymptotic region of large r, R.. goes over to C! h„  ^(iSr) where
3 6 J  36 36
C’ is another normalization constant and 3 is the wave number corresponding
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to the reaction separation energy. Using.eq. (3.139) we conclude that for 
large r,
A  O  \ /o/ l (A\ '   ^ Q  * 3^6/?*)
...(U.-76)
where g are the polynomials defined in section 3.9® Hence in both 
Z A
asymptotic regions the functions 0^,^ behave as a form factor corresponding 
to the orbital angular momentum The above equations also show that the
A
number of nodes of 0 R . is equal to the number of nodes of R or greater
36— ^ i3 6  36 j  3 6 J
A
by an even number. On the other hand the number of nodes of 0 ^  R ^  is larger 
than the number of nodes of R. . and the difference is always an odd number.
A
The functions 0 t0 R . have, for large r, the same sign as R . and the magnitude
36 36 36 J
is changed by the factor 32 . Moreover this factor is certainly larger for
Z 1 = Z+2 than either for Z % - Z-2 or J£f = Z since the polynomials g increase'
X/
with Z for a fixed argument. Obviously it also increases with an increase in
the separation energy B^. These facts concerning the nuclear surface become
especially significant when the (d,p) transition may be considered as an
example of a surface type reaction (Au6l, Au63)q The surface reactions are
characterized by a strong localization in Z-space which means that only very
few distorted waves with orbital angular momentum near a certain value Z „
o 1
determined mainly by the nuclear radius and the incident kinetic energy, 
contribute to the reaction transition matrix element (H066). To a 
certain extent this &-space localization corresponds to a localization of 
the reaction process in r-space in the region of the first large peak of
„ . If we choose a radius R to characterize this region then the
V  °
angular distribution of the reaction is expected to have its first peak 
roughly at the scattering angle corresponding to the first peak of the 
function j0(qR ) where q is the magnitude of the momentum transfer and
A/ O
Z is the orbital angular momentum of the captured particle. This pre- 1
diction is in fact derived from the usual PWBA theory which is essentially
a very simple model for a surface type reaction. Thus we expect that
][ | C(31 |2for Z* -Z± 2 and \ |b^ | 2 have angular distributions with
X ZZ X X 00
quite different shapes. The main peak for = Z+2 and £* = Z-2 is 
expected to occur at a scattering angle, respectively, larger and smaller
than the angle corresponding to the main peak of the S-state angular
. . .  r i (3) i odistribution. On the other hand I |C p  is likely to have an angular
X ZZX
distribution with a shape roughly similar to that of the S-state. Besides 
when we restrict ourselves to the asymptotic region of large r it becomes 
possible to predict the relative magnitude of this specific D-state contrib­
ution for the various allowed values of Z \  In fact eq. (U.T6) shows that
A
• • “V
Z ’ = Z+2 provides the largest contribution arising out of the operator K^.
This predominance which may also be characteristic of the complete D-state 
contribution is decisively enhanced in the angular distribution through the
. - 103 -
coefficients "b0°0»° Therefore under these circumstances the D-state
36 J  36
effect is larger for j = Z + I than for j = Z - i.
In the preceding discussion -we have not taken into account 
the proton and deuteron terms of the D-state contribution. As already- 
mentioned in the preceding section this is more difficult to analyse.
By assuming once more the approximation of eq. (k<>63) we obtain9
Hence in this approximation the form of eq. ( . T3) is preserved. Besides
bracket on the right-hand side of eq. (U.78) becomes very small in the 
asymptotic region of large r. Therefore the above arguments concerning 
the relative magnitude of the contributions from different values of Z ? and 
based on a reaction process that tends to favour the nuclear surface remain 
valid.
In the preceding qualitative analysis some important features 
of the structure of the D-state contribution were clarified. Many questions 
which were left open can only be answered by means of a complete numerical 
calculation (within the approximations assumed in the present work).
where the ’’form factor” is now given by.
(k.78)
„  3V
the behaviour of the new form factor Q t 9 m  the nuclear surface is
36 36
almost the same as that of Q , , because the second term inside the square
30 36
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Chapter 5
DWBA calculations and the effect of the D-state
In Chapter k we obtained an expression for the DWBA (d,p) 
scattering amplitude which takes into account the presence of the deuteron 
D-state in the framework of the approximations previously discussed. The 
first section of the present chapter presents a brief description of the 
computer program used to calculate this scattering amplitude and the various 
measurable quantities in the reaction. The calculations and the discussion 
of the D-state effect are then presented according to the value of the 
orbital angular momentum of the captured particle. A strong j-dependence 
of the D-state effect is found for £- 3 transitions which improves consider­
ably the agreement with the experimental angular distributions. This aspect 
of the effect is thoroughly considered for (d9p) and (p9d) reactions and an 
attempt is made to analyse the mechanism of the j-dependence predicted by 
the D-state. From this analysis based on a ’’surface reaction” approach 
we obtain a set of functions which are approximations for the relative 
magnitude of the S and D-states contribution to the angular distribution. 
These functions enable a discussion of the features of the D-state effect 
in the cross-section as a function of £ and j, the separation energy of the 
transition and the size of the target nucleus conditioned by the plausibility 
of the initial assumptions from which they derive. Finally we consider 
the effect of the D-state and the j-dependence in the proton polarization 
and the deuteron efficiency vector in the absence of spin-dependent 
distortion.
5.1. The code PP66
The optical model potential used to generate the distorted waves 
in the entrance and exit channels has the form of the right-hand side of 
eq. (l+.l) with the radial dependence given by,
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v  («-)= -  (\4o+- + Vso) \ j z  4 (x s ^ ..(5.2)
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■—  -2 - 0 0  y^ r>» .
stands for the Coulomb potential of a spherical uniform charge
...(5.3)
Coul
distribution of radius r A'c
1/3 and A is the mass number of the target 
nucleus. The function f(x) is a Woods-Saxon (Wo5^) form factor with 
appropriate radius and diffusivity parameters. The imaginary absorptive
potential is determined by the strength parameters W and W* and the surface 
absorption term can have either a gaussian shape or the "derivative Woods- 
Saxon" shapeo The code DD66 includes an optical model routine which 
computes the wavefunctions X^ j^ - with the normalization described by 
eqs..(1*.17) and (4.18) given the parameters.of the optical potentials and 
the incident energy in the centre of mass system. The integration of the 
differential equations (U.ll) and (U.13) is performed using the well known 
Fox-Goodwin numerical method (Fo^9# Me66). In order to include the D-state 
of the deuteron into the calculation we also need the derivatives of these 
radial partial waves as it is clear from eqs. (U®U8) and (^.^9). They are 
obtained by a numerical differentiation method from the value of the function 
at six points using the formula,
/f° 1= T  [ i 4-*) ~ i s  ( i z  t -*)+ % ( i *  { - * )
where
f = f(x+nh) and h is the step length of the integration procedure. The 
derivative could also be obtained by calculating the integral of the second
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The two methods were compared by Buck et al (Bu6l) for optical model 
calculations and agree wello In the optical model routine there is a 
procedure which stores the value of the generating potentials at the same 
points in r where the wavefunctions are evaluated. This is because the 
potentials are needed to calculate the S-state finite range correction 
factor and also the function defined in eq. (^.62). As already 
mentioned in the first chapter the form factor is generated in'aiWoods-
Saxon potential well given by
<  \Z  X / S O
n
(5.5)
where
- A a YL
0 0 0 (5.6)< { ( * ) •  0 + ■ * * ' )  ’
and is again a Coulomb potential of a spherical uniform charge
l/3distribution with radius r A (Clearly this term of the potential is only
present for (d9n) or (n9d) reactions),, In eqs.. (5*5) and (5.6) the letter
A stands for the mass number of the residual nucleus in the stripping
reaction® Given the separation energy B^ we may fix any set of three
s 0parameters chosen from V 9r 9a and V and search for the value of the * n’ n n n
remaining parameter for which B^ is an energy eigenvalue of the above
potential, R0 . being the corresponding eigenfunction. In the calculations
SO - •reported here the values of r 9a and V were fixed and the search was 
* n* n n
made.for the value of V . Unless stated otherwise the values chosen for
n
these parameters were r = r =1.25 fm» a =0.65 and VS0 = 6 MeV. The * n nc . n n
program used to calculate the form factor according to this procedure was
A
written by A 0D. Hill. The functions 0 ^  R^. are evaluated by means of 
the differentiation formula (5.U) and also by using the Schrodinger equation 
satisfied by the radial part of the form factor R^^. V
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Next, in.the code, the overlap integrals of eqs. (*U39), (U.48), 
(lulj-9) and (^.50) are calculated using Simpson’s rule with a finite upper
limit for the integration,beyond which,the contributions become negligible
I'- 2 /o
within the accuracy of the program. The quantities 12 and Ig are then 
evaluated using, respectively, eqs. (U.53) and (l*.6o) and the summation over 
s and in eq. (^.51) is performed.
When the z axis of the reference system is chosen along the 
vector it^  and the y axis along the vector x the function H defined in 
eq. (b.52 ) is given by, Js o o ~  . 1
* 1 x v f—  ^2 A a A I ( < 2 'Wj*
^  C©) = 7- ^  J ^  V z  L ( A + > - ) ! .
±
2
...(5.7)
where m ■ £ + Cg - 0^  and 6 is the reaction scattering angle in the centre of
mass system. The functions P^(cos0) are the associated Legendre polynomials
A/ •
as defined in ref. (Ed60) and they are generated for the required values of 
£ and m (m positive) by means of recurrence relations. Eq. (5*7) is then 
used to compute the matrix elements <0 2mai> as given ^y eQ.« (^»5l) for all 
the allowed values of the magnetic quantum numbers and at the required 
scattering angles. This task is simplified by the use of the symmetry 
relation*
which derives from the conservation of angular momentum and the conservation 
of parity in the reaction. Finally the code evaluates the proton differential 
cross-section and polarization and the deuteron efficiency tensor e^^(s^) for 
= 1 and = 2. Clearly the program can also be used to calculate the 
measurable quantities of the inverse process, the pick-up reaction. In part­
icular the differential cross-sections for the (d,p) and (p,d) reactions are 
related by the principle of detailed balance (To6l) (for unpolarized beams),
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T s z ^  ' ^  U p t /  A 5 Z K  ? J  ...(5.9)
The calculations may include spin-dependent distortion in either the entrance
or exit channel, finite range effects and the effect of the. deuteron D-state.
When the D-state is taken into account^S-state finite range effects are also
included. One of the checks made was for a plane wave calculation (without
a cutoff? radius) using an harmonic oscillator wavefunction for the reaction
form factor. The resulting angular distributions including 'the effect of
' the D-state in the form of the approximation used (given by eq. (3.87)) are
extremely simple functions of 9. The code with the inclusion of the D-state
reproduced quite satisfactorily these angular distributions for various values
of £. Good-agreement with the calculations of ref. (Le6J+) was also obtained
for DWBA runs with a pure S-state deuteron wavefunction.
5.2. Preliminaries to the DWBA calculations
The only physical parameter which enters into the calculation and 
refers specifically to the D-state part of the deuteron wavefunction is the 
constant B^. The other constants concerning the deuteron wavefunction which 
go into the calculation are Bq and the finite range parameter 3. As shown 
in Chapter 3 the values of these three constants are interdependent. The 
effect of including explicitly the D-state into the calculation was 
determined by comparing the theoretical DWBA predictions which take into 
account only the S-state with those containing the. contributions from the S 
and D-states using in both calculations the same values for Bq and 3® The 
values of Bq, 3 and B^ used in the present work were extracted from the 
Yamaguchi wavefunction (Ya5^a) and are given in eqs. (3.^7)9 (3.^-8) and (3«^9)° 
With these values the program calculates and prints out separately for each 
set of data the S-state contribution and the S+D-states contribution to the 
various measurable quantities in the reaction® The code offers also the 
possibility of performing a calculation with a pure S—state deuteron wavefunction
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The value of 3 that should he used in such a calculation is slightly
larger than the value of 3 mentioned above (Go6T)o Since the pure
S-state Hulthen -wavefunction. is normalized to unit probability we obtain
from eqs. (3.3^) and (3.52) the following relation between p and 3 (Ya5M#
33 - ap -     *
3($+a)
The resulting value of 3 is at the most 10% larger than the value given 
in eq. (3.^7) namely 3=5*759010 For instance the deuteron effective range 
p(-e#-e) = 1«7^9 fm which corresponds to the deuteron wavefunction of 
McGee ( M c 6 6 )  gives 3 = 5»99^a and the pure S-state Hulthen wavefunction of 
Yamaguchi (Ya5^) has 3 = 6.225a« In DWBA finite range calculations with 
a pure S-state deuteron wavefunction the usual practice,however, has been to 
use a Hulthen wavefunction normalized to one and with 3= 7ot (Bu6U,Di65)
(eq.-(5*10) then gives p (-e*-s ) = 1.5^2.fm)„
The DWBA calculations were performed for (d,p) and (p,d) reactions 
at deuteron kinetic energies between 5 MeV and 20 MeV. This range of 
relatively low energies was chosen because the approximation described by 
eq. (3*87) is more accurate for small momentum. Besides we have tried to 
concentrate attention on those reactions where the DWBA theory is believed 
to be more reliable. This means for instance that we should consider targets 
that are relatively well described as closed shell nuclei. On the other hand 
one should not consider reactions on very light nuclei nor very small incident 
energies because both these situations tend to cause the breakdown of the weak 
coupling approximation which is the basis of the DWBA theory. We have chosen 
in particular those transitions which other authors have previously analysed 
with the DWBA theory. For instance, this is the case of the Ca^°(d,p)Ca^1 
reaction extensively studied by Lee et al., (Le6^).
It is well known that different sets of optical model parameters 
(especially for the deuteron channel) may reproduce equally well the elastic
110 -
proton angular distribution in the (d,p) reaction. We have tried to avoid 
whenever possible such ambiguities by using those optical model potentials 
which are recommended in recent studies and give the best fit to the (d,p) 
data.
The calculations have shown that the effect of the D-state is 
strongly dependent on the orbital angular momentum of the captured particle 
£, and the magnitude of the effect has a marked tendency to increase with £ 
(Jo67a). It seems therefore appropriate to present the results of the 
calculations according to the value of £ in the (d9p) transition. Most 
of the figures in the present work contain two theoretical curves, a broken 
curve and a solid curve which correspond,respectively, to the contributions 
from the S-state and the S+D-states# as specified in the first paragraph of 
this section. Since the code always assumes a spectroscopic factor of one 
the predicted value of S is given by the ratio between the magnitude of the 
experimental and the theoretical angular distribution measured at their 
main peaks. Hence we have a value of S corresponding to the S-state 
theoretical curve and another corresponding to the S+D-states theoretical 
curve. The difference between them is clearly the change in the predicted 
value of S due to the effect of the D-state.
5.3. £ = 0 transitions
The proton angular distribution and polarization in the reaction 
Sr^(d,p)Sr^ exciting the lo05 MeV level in Sr^ was measured by Ludwig 
and Miller (Lu65) for a deuteron incident energy of 11 MeV. Various authors
have performed DWBA calculations in order to fit this data. In the present
calculations we have used the optical model parameters of Satchler (Sa66) which 
correspond to the average potentials of Perey (Pe63,Pe63a) obtained from 
analyses of elastic scattering on a large range of nuclei. Their values are 
listed in Table 1 under the reference number Sr 1 and according to the notation 
used in eqs. (5.1), (5.2) and (5-3). As in the preceeding Chapters the
P R O T O N  P O L A R I Z A T I O N
S r 8 8 (d, p ) S r 8S
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In Table 1 the surface absorption parameters correspond to a "derivative 
Woods~SaxonM shape. Unless stated otherwise volume absorption is not included 
and the radius and diffusivity parameters in the spin-orbit potentials are 
assumed to be equal to those of the real central part.
The experimental points of ref. (Lu 65) for the proton angular distribution 
are plotted against centre of mass scattering angles together with the DWBA 
predictions including only the S-state of the deuteron (broken curve) and 
including both the S- and D-state (solid curve) in Fig. (5.1). The S+D curve 
was normalized relative to experiment at the main peak. Fig. (5.1) contains 
also the proton polarization data and the corresponding DWBA curves showing 
the effect of including the D-state into the calculation.
It is apparent from this figure that the effect of the D-state in the 
differential cross-section and polarization is relatively small and for the 
latter it does not lead to an improvement in the fit to experiment. The fact 
that the magnitude of the effect is small for % = 0 transitions is in agree­
ment with the predictions of Johnson (jo67)« When spin-dependent distortion 
is excluded the magnitude of the effect becomes even smaller. This is an 
example of the predicted decrease in the magnitude of the effect when there 
are only incoherent D-state terms. Coherent terms in the D-state contribution 
to the differential cross-section and polarization are only present for a 
deuteron optical potential with a spin-orbit term (J067K  To a certain extent 
it can be expected that the D-state will not change very much the shape of the
proton polarization because,as Hooper (H066) pointed out, the proton spin-ort)it force 
/is more important than the deuteron spin-
|forbit force in determining the shape of the polarization when there is large 
deuteron absorption.
* 2k 25
Calculations were also performed for the reaction Mg (d,p)Mg exciting
the O.58 MeV level,which has £ = 0. The proton polarization was measured by
Reber and Saladin (Re6U) for Ed = 15 MeV. The differential cross-section was
measured by Hinds et al.. (Hi58) for 10.1 MeV deuterons and by Hamburger and
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data of ref. (Re6U) and the measurements of Isoya et al0 (ls62) for the
27 28 28 29
reaction A1 (d,p)Al (ground state) and Si (d9p)Si (ground state) at the
same deuteron energy. This is an indication that the reaction mechanism is
likely to he a direct reaction process., The present calculations were
performed with optical model parameters used previously hy Johnson and obtained
from an analysis of the deuteron and proton elastic scattering cross-sections
in the same mass region (Re63)o These parameters correspond to set Mgl in
Table 1 and the predicted angular distributions for = 15 MeV are plotted
in Figo (5o2)0 Again we see that the effect of the D-state is small
particularly in the forward directions0 Another set of parameters for the
deuteron (Mg2 in Table l) obtained from the recent study of the spin-orbit
term of the optical potential by Perey (Pe66) was also used. The resulting
angular distributions are plotted in Fig. (5°2). It is apparent that the
D-state effect increases,especially at large angles. This increase is not
surprising since the value of for this potential is more than three times
larger than the value used in the former potential. The effect of the
D-state in the proton polarization for this reaction is relatively small and
88as for the reaction on Sr does not lead to any substantial improvement in 
the fit to experiment.
5°^ . & = 1 transitions
1+0, N 1+1
We have considered the reaction Ca (d9p)Ca leading to the two levels 
3 12p^ and 2-p-^  with excitation energies of 1.95 MeV and 3.95 MeV. Since the spin 
of Ca^° is zero the spin of the states of the residual nucleus are equal to j. 
These transitions were extensively analysed by Lee et al. (Le6U) with the DWBA 
theory. The Ca^ nucleus is considered to be relatively well described in the 
simple shell model theory as^Ioubly closed shell nucleus and these final states 
of Ca^ are believed to correspond to the addition of the neutron to an almost 
inert core® It seems therefore quite appropriate to use the DWBA theory for the 
analysis of these reactions.
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with the DWBA curves for both transitions and for 12 MeV deuteron incident 
energy® The optical model parameters in the proton channel are those of 
ref® (Le6i|) and for the deuteron we used the potential of Perey (set h) (Pe66) 
which was obtained by fitting the deuteron elastic scattering for = 11Q8 MeV. 
Both these potentials include a spin-orbit term (set Cal in Table l)G 
Fig® (5°^) corresponds to a deuteron incident energy of 9 MeV and to the 
parameters of set Ca2 in Table 1.
It is noticeable that at both energies the effect of the D-state in the
angular distribution is largerYfor the £ = 0 transitions considered in the
preceding section. The magnitude of the effect is relatively small in the
forward direction and increases for larger angles. We also notice that the
D-state contribution to the differential cross-section presents a weak
dimorphism in the angular region of the second maximum according to the value
of j o In fact at both energies the inclusion of the D-state leads to a
decrease in the ratio between the magnitude at the main peak and at the
second maximum (or at the angle corresponding to the second maximum of the
3°*°
experimental angular distribution) for the ~  distributions and to an: increase
1~ ' o
of the same quantity for the ~  distributions. This feature improves slightly 
the agreement with experiment in the angular region of the secondary maximum 
especially for the —  differential cross-sections. At present there is no 
experimental evidence for a j-dependence in this angular region, say for 
0 < T5°9 but in any case it would be very difficult for the theory to separate 
such an effect from those which have their origin in the Q-value of the 
transitions and also in the detailed nuclear structure of the states involved 
in the reaction. There is however a systematic ^-dependence 1  ^c^-
in £ = 1 angular distributions at large scattering angles which was first 
reported by Lee and Schiffer (Le61|a). They considered several (d,p) transitions 
to final states of known spin in nuclei in the region ^0 < A < 6b and for an 
incident deuteron energy of 10 MeV. The i  distributions revealed a deep
118
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minimum usually ax a sca-cuenng angle or aoout 1^5 while the ~  distributions
•were relatively flat in this angular region. One can see this phenomena in
the experimental angular distributions of Figs0 (5*3) and (5.U) where the
minimum in the ~  distributions occurs at about 100°0 Such a spin dependence
has been observed by several authors in both (d9p) and (p,d) reactions at
IP £0
energies from 7 to 15 MeV and on targets ranging from C to Ni (An.6k 9 
Le6Vb, Al6?9 Sc66,Le63,Gl67). Furthermore, it has been used as an empirical 
method for the determination of the total angular momentum transfer in the 
reactiono
The inclusion of the D-state does not improve the agreement between
experiment and the DWBA predictions in the angular region of the large angle
kO o
j-dependence. On the Ca reaction,which we have considered here,the S 
and the S+D curves for the •— distributions show a slight minimum at about 
100° which is not present in the —  theoretical distributions but the overall
agreement with experiment at large angles is poor for both values of j.
. 3”Since the effect of the D-state tends to increase the magnitude of the ~
angular distribution it may be that when the theory is able to reproduce
satisfactorily the deep minimum in the ~  distribution we find that the
3~
inclusion of the D-state is a very important factor m  fitting the —  angular 
distribution data.
Calculations were also performed for the reaction Ni (d,p)Ni exciting
3“ 6l l”
the —  ground state of Ni and the —  level at 0.29 MeV excitation energy
(Le61+a) for an incident deuteron energy of 10 MeV. The optical model parameters
are those of set Nil in Table 1 and the corresponding angular distributions are
plotted in Fig. (5»5)° The deuteron potential was derived from ref. (Pe66) by
extrapolating the value of the depth of the real part from that corresponding to
E^ = 21.6 MeV according to a -E^/2 energy dependence and the proton potential'
is taken from the average potential formula of Perey (Pe63). We remark that
the magnitude of the D-state effect at the main peak of the S-state theoretical
l“ 3”
curves is larger for the —  distribution than for the —  distribution. In fact
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1 3
S-state theoretical curves by about 10$ for j = —  and 2% for j = —  , The
1|0 / * i+i
same feature is also apparent m  the calculations for the Ca (d9p)Ca reaction,
3“ i”
The angular distributions for both the —  and the —  levels in Fig, (5,5) 
show a pronounced dip at an angle of about 130°, This is in disagreement with
1** oexperiment since only the —  distribution has such a minimum m  that angular 
region. When the proton absorption strength is arbitrarily increased to twice 
the value it had in the set of parameters Nil the resulting angular distributions
(corresponding to the parameters - 1 Ni2 in Table l) plotted in Fig, (5°6) conform
better to experiment as regards the large angle j-dependence. This shows that 
in the DWBA theory the shape of the differential cross-section at large angles 
can be very sensitive to a variation in the optical model parameters. Moreover 
it could be that this result points to a connection in the DWBA theory between 
the damping, in both channels, of the contributions from the nuclear interior 
which is associated with large absorption and the observed large angle 
j-dependence. A similar suggestion is implicit in the recent Work of Yrit^ma 
and Ohnuma (Yn6l)»
The reaction Pb * ^ ( d 9p)Pb^^ exciting the ~  level with Q = lj-,51 MeV 
was also considered as an example of a transition on a heavy nucleus. The 
calculation was performed with Perey average optical model parameters for the 
proton (Pe63) and the deuteron (Pe63a) potentials and a spin-orbit term was 
added in both channels (set Pbl in Table l). The data from ref, (Sa66) and 
the theoretical predictions are plotted in Fig, (5®6), We find that the 
inclusion of the D-state improves considerably the shape fit to experiment 
in the forward direction,
5®5° ft = 2 transitions
Calculations were performed for ft = 2 transitions in the Id nuclear
ok 25 . 5°*
shell. We considered the reactions Mg (d9p)Mr leading to the —  ground
state of M g ^  and to the ~  level with excitation energy of 0,98 MeV. The
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and Hinds (Mi62) for E^ = 10.1 MeV and "by Hamburger et al. (Ha6o) and
Cujec (Cu6i+) for E^ = 15 MeV0 The present DWBA angular distributions were
calculated with the proton potential of ref0 (Pe63) and with the deuteron
potential (set b with a spin orbit-term) of ref0 (Pe66) obtained by fitting
the elastic scattering at-11.8 MeVs The resulting theoretical predictions
for E^ » 10ol MeV are plotted in Fig0 (5«7) together with the data of ref„
(Mi62)o Lee et alo (Le6Ub) have pointed out the different behaviour of the
angular distribution between 1+0° and 80° for Id transitions according to the
3+
value of j0 The differential cross-sections for the ~  levels decreases
sharply from the main peak at about 30° to a dip in the region of 55° "while
5+ .those for the ~  levels fall off smoothly and less rapidly from the m a m  peak0
This j-dependence can be observed in the experimental data of Fig0 (5°7)°
Apparently it depends strongly on the reaction energy and is not noticeable
for deuteron incident energies outside a small range centred around 9 MeV0
Nevertheless it has been consistently observed for various target nuclei in
transitions in the Id shell (Le6Vb, Sc66, Bu52). There, is now some data
which shows a j-dependence for £ = 2 transitions in the 2d shell„ However,
the effect is not so pronounced and the experimental evidence is not so
conclusive as in the Id shell (Si6i+ 9 Sc66, C063, Ca6 5 6 S\ Li .
As already pointed out in section (5o2) the DWBA theory is not expected
to be so reliable for light nuclei and small incident energies (of the order of
few MeV) as opposed to heavy nuclei and relatively high energies (Sm63). For
instance the compound nucleus term in the scattering amplitude is likely to
become important for small incident energies and in particular for light nuclei
2  ^ pc
as Gallmann et al. (Ga66, Ga66a) have shown for the reaction Mg (d,p)Mg at 
E^ = 6 MeV. Besides, in this reaction, we should take into account the fact 
that the magnesium isotopes are highly deformed nuclei0 lano and Austern (la66) 
have considered deuteron stripping in deformed nuclei and they included in the 
DWBA matrix elements indirect transition amplitudes which arise from rotational
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indirect amplitudes can produce noticeable effects in the reaction Mg^(d,p)Mg^, 
Against this background it is perhaps not too surprising that the agreement 
between theory and experiment is rather poor in Fig, (5,7)« Besides we did 
not carry out an optical model parameter search,within the limits imposed by 
the theory, with the aim of improving the fit to the (d,p) experimental 
angular distribution.
As regards the j-dependence it is apparent that the magnitude of the
+ +
5 * 3D-state effect is larger for the ~  distribution than for the —  distribution
in the angular range of 1*0° to 80°, In Fig, (5»7) the inclusion of the
D-state increases the S-state angular distribution at 0 = 60° by about 37%
+ + c o
for the ~  distribution and 2k% for the ~  distribution. This j-dependence 
of the D-state effect is qualitatively in agreement with the observed 
j-dependence although in this reaction it does not lead to a marked 
improvement in the fit to experiment,
28 29Calculations were also performed for the reaction Si (d,p)Si leading 
+ +
3 5 29to the —  and ~  levels of Si with excitation energies of 1,28 MeV and
2,03 MeV, The corresponding proton angular distributions were measured for
a wide range of deuteron energies from 6 to 15 MeV by Kuehner et al. (Ku6o),
Holt et al, (Ho53a), Blair et al, (Bl6l) and Schiffer et al, (Sc66), For
the lower energies there is evidence for compound nucleus effects at large
angles (Ku60). It is also noticeable that in the data of ref, (Bl6l) for
E^ = 15 MeV the type of j-dependence mentioned above is less pronounced than
for the lower energies. The DWBA calculations at E^ *■ 13 MeV are plotted in
Fig, (5*8) and correspond to the set of parameters Sil in Table 1. As for
the reaction on magnesium the proton parameters were obtained from ref, (Pe63)
and the deuteron parameters from ref, (Pe66),
The D-state effect decreases the spectroscopic factor corresponding to
5+ 3+ 
the S-state curves by about 2% for the -g- distribution and 8% for the —
distribution. However, beyond the main peak the magnitude of the effect
5 • 'becomes larger for the angular distribution with j = —  , We find that this
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forces are excluded from the deuteron and proton optical potentials. This j |
j j j
is apparent in the curves of Fig. (5«9) which correspond to the same central i j j
. . . .  , !!
distortion parameters used previously (set Si2 in Table 1). The magnitude i
3+ .of the D-state effect is very small indeed for the distribution, partic- ij
. . . 5+ ;!
ularly beyond the m a m  peak, while it is relatively large m  the distrib- i
ution. At 50° it is of the order of 5$ for j = “  and 27$ for j = ~. Since
! I
the S-state differential cross-sections have very similar shapes the inclusion i j
of the D-state introduces, therefore, a j-dependence which is qualitatively in 
agreement with the observed j-dependence.
It is now opportune to use the discussion of j-dependent effects 
developed in the last section of Chapter b in an attempt to interpret this 
result. First we recall that since we are neglecting spin-dependent 
distortion the D-state effect in the angular distribution is positive
3+
definite. In the —  distribution there are terms with Z f = 0,1,2 and 3 
5+
while in the distribution has the values 1,2,3 and The contrib­
ution from each value of A* is expected to have a different angular
distribution characterized, to some extent, by an orbital angular momentum j
V o  The coefficients b „ ' s (in eq. (2.37)) enhance the contribution from
the lower values of V  when j = I - ! and from the higher values of £f when
j = •£ + 2. This analysis is confirmed by the calculations of Fig. (5.9)
where the main peak of the D-state contribution to the differential cross-
section (the difference between the magnitudes of the S+D and the S curves)
C  0
for j = —  and j = ~  occurs respectively at a smaller (about 17 ) and larger 
angle (about 1+0°) relative to the angle corresponding to the main peak of the j
S-state curves, which is about 23°. We can determine the relative magnitude 
of the D-state effect by considering the ratio between the magnitude of the j
S-state curve and the magnitude of the D-state contribution t6 the total differential! 
cross-section measured at the main peaks of their corresponding angular 
distributions. We name this quantity,which is to be used frequently in the 
following sections, as the S/D ratio. It has the value of 20 and 2b^ respectively,
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has almost the same magnitude for the two values of j in this calculation 
the D-state effect is j-dependent because, as previously pointed out, the 
angular distributions of the D-state contribution have their main peak at 
quite different angles according to the value of j.
5.6. The Ca^(d,p)Ca^~ ground state reaction
/ \ • o' 1*0 1*1
The (d,p) transition from Ca to the ground state of Ca corresponds
7
to a reaction form factor with Z * 3 and j = —  . The proton angular
distribution was measured for various deuteron energies between 7 and lU.3 MeV
by Lee et al. (Le6U) and Hjorth et al. (HJ>65)« These authors also performed
1*0 / x 1*0
a DWBA analysis of the reaction together with a study of the Ca (d,d)Ca 
reaction (Ba6U) in order to use deuteron optical model potentials which.; fit 
the elastic scattering data. More recently the reaction was studied at 
smaller energies by Leighton et al. (Le6$) and Strobel (St66).
In the present calculations the proton optical model parameters are 
those of ref. (Le61+) and for the deuteron we used the potential (set b) of 
ref. (Pe66) obtained through an optical model search with a spin-orbit term 
at 11.8 MeV deuteron energy (set Ca3 in Table l). . The predicted angular 
distributions for = 10 and 12 MeV are plotted in Fig. (5«10) together with 
the data of reference (Le61+) normalized at the main peak of the S+D curves.
Here we find that the magnitude of the effect is considerably larger 
than in the other transitions previously considered in this chapter. The 
agreement with experiment is improved by the inclusion of the D-state into 
the calculation particularly between 50° and 100° This is significant because 
systematic deviations from experiment were reported by Lee et al. (Le6^) in 
this angular range and for this transition when only the S-state is included 
in the DWBA calculation. The main peak of the D-state contribution to the 
differential cross-section is in the region of the first minimum (next to the 
main peak) in the S-state theoretical curve. Therefore the inclusion of the
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distribution or a much less pronounced minimum in this angular range0
At E, = 12 MeV the D-state effect increases the S-state differential d
cross-section at the main peak by about 8$. The predicted spectroscopic
factors corresponding to the S and the S+D curves are respectively 0.97^ and '
0,898. The latter value is close to the value of 0.86 obtained in ref,
(Le61+) from an average over various deuteron energies using a DWBA finite
range calculation with spin-orbit coupling even though the deuteron optical
*b
model; parameters used in ref, (Le61+) (set bestZS ) are obtained from ref,
(Ba6i|) and only the proton parameters are identical to those used in the
calculations of Fig. (5«10). As mentioned in section (5«2) the S-state
curve in Fig. (5»10) corresponds to 3 = 5«759a and Bq = 1.2^5 B°. We
have also shown in section (5»2) that we only expect a very small difference
between this S-state curve and one for a pure S-state phenomenological
deuteron wavefunction of the Hulthen type because the change in the
corresponding values of 3 and Bq consistent with effective range theory
is small. However if we use a pure S-state Hulthen wavefunction with
3= 7oi the change can be more noticeable. In fact for a pure S-state
deuteron wavefunction with 3 = Tot and B = 1.222 B° a calculation otherwiseo o
identical with the S-state calculation of Fig. (5.10) at E^ = 12 MeV predicts 
a spectroscopic factor of 0.9. The change in the shape of the angular 
distributions corresponding to these two pairs of values for 3 and Bq is 
negligible.
It is of interest to know what is the effect of spin dependent distortion 
on the D-state contribution to H = 3 angular distributions. The curves of 
Fig. (5,11) correspond to the supression of the spin-orbit terms in the potentials 
described by set Ca3 in Table 1. It is apparent that the qualitative features 
of the effect found in the calculations of Fig. (5*10) are maintained although 
its magnitude is reduced. In fact S/D increases from 7<>6 to 13.2. The spin- 
dependent distortion enhances considerably the magnitude of the D-state effect 
and this leads to a better agreement with experiment.
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differential cross-section is at about 56° while the S-state angular distrib­
ution peaks at 35°° In a simple model this fact is consistent with the 
assumption that the = 5 term in the D-state contribution predominates 
over the other terms. In the PWBA theory of deuteron stripping,, assuming 
that K^ «s» K^9 the angle 6^  corresponding to the main peak of the angular 
distribution satisfies the approximate relation
o 6^  _  I  (c r\\
sin 2 " 2KXR * 0 °
where R is the nuclear radius parameter in the theory. Therefore since
1 A.*r sin ~  (for i> 0) is approximately invariant for transitions with different% Ca
I in the same nucleus and for the same value of we find that the value of 
0^ corresponding to 0^ ■ 35° is equal to 60°9 which is quite near the value 
of 56° obtained above in the DWBA calculation. This result suggests that 
the S-state and the D-state contributions to the reaction scattering amplitude 
share to a comparable extent the characteristics of a surface type reaction.
Fig. (5»ll) contains also the outcome of a calculation with the same optical 
model parameters using a radial cutoff of ^.3 fm in the overlap integrals.
When using a lower radial cutoff R we are in fact (in the code DD66) neglecting 
the contributions from r < R in the integrals of eqs. (3.109) and (3.110) and 
not on those of eqs. (3.88) and (3.89). As remarked in section (3.7) the 
two procedures are not exactly equivalent. In Fig. (5oil) the use of a 
radial cutoff decreases the S/D ratio from 13.2 to 6.1. The latter value 
corresponds to a D-state effect with a magnitude even larger than that 
obtained by including spin-dependent distortion in both the entrance and 
exit channels. Hence we have here an indication that the region in 
configuration space close to the nuclear surface is particularly important 
in determining the D-state effect. This is in striking contrast with finite 
range effects in the S-state part of the reaction scattering amplitude which 
are considerably reduced by the use of a radial cutoff (Dr6^ +).
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In this section we considered only one of the allowed values of
j in an Z = 3 transitiono The next section deals with the D-state effect
5~ „ o .
m  transitions m  connection with the j-dependence observed m  % - 3
angular distributions 0
5o7° J-dependence in Z = 3 transitions for (p9d) reactions and the
D-state effect
Sherr9 Rost and Rickey (Sh6i+) have first noticed j-dependent effects 
in the forward angles of Z = 3 angular distributions for (p9d) reactions- on
Ni and Fe isotopes0 They considered for instance the reaction F e ^ ( p 9d)Fe^
5” 7" 55 . . .
leading to a -  and a ~  levels m  Fe with excitation energies of respectively
7*~
0o93 and 1«38 MeV (This level can be resolved into two levels with excitation 
energies of lo322 and I„l4l3 MeV for small scattering angles (Wh66)) for a proton
incident energy of 28 MeV0 The forward angle j-dependence'is characterized
)
by a fall-off beyond the main peak which is steeper and goes deeper in the
. . . . 7" 5~~  distributions than m  the ~  distributions 0 Moreover the ~  angular2 2 2
. 7~distributions tend to have their m a m  peak at a smaller angle than the —
angular distributions 0 This .'phenomena is apparent in F i g o  (5»13) where we ' {
\
i
have plotted the experimental data for the above transitions at Ep = 18„5 MeV 
obtained by Glashausser and Rickey (Gl67)» These authors have studied 
extensively the j-dependence in pick-up reactions using the DWBA theory 
(Gl65, Gl67)o The forward angle j-dependence in Z = 3 transitions was 
also observed in (d9p) reactions on Ti and Cr isotopes at E^ = 9°15 MeV by 
Alty et alo (Al6^, Al67)o
The theoretical DWBA curves of Fig* (5«12) correspond to the proton 
potential of ref0 (Pe63) and the deuteron optical model parameters are those of 
Dickens and Perey (Di65a) plus a spin-orbit term with the strength of 6 MeV0
These parameters were also used in some of the calculations of ref„ (Gl65)0
5” °We find that the D-state effect in the ~  distribution is much smaller than m
the «  distributiono For the latter the inclusion of the D-state leads to a
substantial improvement in the fit to experiment in much the same way as for the
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is some disagreement between the S-state curve and the experimental data
as in the DWBA calculations of ref, (Gl65)<> On the other hand the fit
» . . 5~
to experiment provided by either the S or the S+D, theoretical curves
is rather poor, The j-dependence of the D-state effect is nevertheless 
qualitatively in accordance with the observed j-dependence0 This is
made clearer in Figo (5°13) where the experimental distributions corres­
ponding to the two values of j were normalized at their main peaks , The
same procedure was followed for the S and the S+D DWBA predictions. It
. . .  5~ 7~
is noticeable that the relative position of the and the —  theoretical
curves in the angular region between the first and second maxima of the
. .
—■ distribution becomes m  agreement with experiment only when the D-state
7“is included m  the calculation. The S+D curve for the —  level decreases
less rapidly beyond the main peak than the S+D curve corresponding to the
5” . .
«-■ level. When the D-state is included the theory predicts a shift of
about 2° between the positions of the main peaks for the two angular
distributions. The observed shift is around 6° but this quantity is
difficult to determine from experiment because the experimental values for
5” . . 7”the ^  transition have much larger error bars than those for the —
transition especially at small angles.
Fig, (5«lM shows the result of calculations for the same transitions
but at = 2 2 ok MeV, The experimental angular distributions are taken from 
ref, (GI65) and the theoretical curves correspond to the optical model para­
meters of set Fe2 (in Table l) and were obtained, as for the lower energy,
from refs, (Pe63) and (Di65a), The same general features of the D-state
effect found at E =18,5 MeV persist at the higher energy. At both energies 
P
the magnitude of the effect of the D-state on the predicted spectroscopic
7” 5“ . .
factor is larger for the —  transitions than for the —  transitions. In
7 5
fact it decreases its value by about 13$ for j = ^  and 3% for j = —  • This 
behaviour of the D-state effect at the main peak of the S-state curves according 
to the value of j contrasts with what was found in the £ = 1 and 2 transitions
- 138 -
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considered m  sections VP®^ and vp.p^o mere one eneco at trie m a m  peax 
of the S-state curves is larger for the smaller value of j 0
Calculations were also performed for the reaction Ni^^(p,d)Ni^^
5~ 7” .57 . .leading to the —  and —  levels of Ni with excitation energies,respectively,
of 0o78 and 2«59 MeV at a proton energy of 27®5 MeV. The corresponding
deuteron angular distributions were measured at various energies by Sherr
et al. (Sh6U) and Glashausser (GI65). The latter author has pointed out
that the I = 3 differential cross-sections corresponding to the same values
c Q
of and j for the reactions on Fe , and Ni mentioned above overlap within 
the experimental errors of the measurements in spite of the change in target 
nucleus and Q-value (the ground state Q-value is about - 9 MeV for the 
reaction on Fe and - 10 MeV for the reaction on Ni). Thus the j-dependence 
in the angular distribution is also markedly independent of the target and 
Q-value in this limited range. The DWBA curves of Fig. (5.15) correspond 
to the optical model parameters of set Ni3 in Table 1 and were taken from 
refs. (Pe63) and (Di65a). The experimental differential cross-sections are
from ref. (GI65). It is apparent that the D-state improves the fit to
T 0experiment for j = ~  particularly for scattering angles larger than ^0 .
As for the other transitions considered in this section the effect is 
considerably smaller in. the ~  distribution and the agreement with experi­
ment remains unsatisfactory. This deviation between theory and experiment
was emphasized in the original article of Sherr et al. (Sh6U) on .the £ = 3
5™j-dependence. They suggested that the neutron form factor for the —
transition should be calculated according to the effective binding energy
procedure (Yn62, Yn63, Sh65). Although this approximation gives better
5 “
agreement for the —  distribution it corresponds to an unacceptable over­
simplification because the resulting form factor does not match the experi­
mental Q-value of the reaction.
More recently Huby and Hutton (Hu 66) improved the agreement with
j.— cjq o 57
experiment for the ~  angular distribution corresponding to the Ni (p,d)Ni
.57 •reaction exciting the 0.78 level of Ni by means of a coupled channel calculation
-  lltO -
structure of the states involved in the reaction., The ground state of
r Q 7
Ni has a closed neutron If—  shell plus two neutrons paired off to zero
o o 3  .
angular momentum mainly m  the 2p— shell hut also with admixtures from
5 1 ' . 5~the If—  and the 2p^ shells. Since the overlap between the low-lying ■—
|*7 rO j-
state of Ni and the ground state of Ni corresponds to the small lfj-
component in this state we do not expect the form factor to he reasonably
approximated by a calculation procedure which assumes that the two neutrons
outside the closed shell do not interact. However the separation energy
7” 57
procedure is far more justifiable for the —  state of Ni since here the
transition corresponds to the creation of a hole in the closed neutron 
58
shell of Ni . Prakash and Austern (Pr67) have also performed a calculation
cr9" cr7
of the form factor for the same —  state in Ni using a variational method
based on the form factor equation of Pinkston and Satchler (Au6^a9 Pi659
Be65) mentioned in Chapter lo In both calculations the resulting DWBA
angular distributions are in better agreement with experiment. The main
feature of the improvement is that beyond the main peak the angular
distribution falls off more rapidly relative to the angular distribution
obtained from the well-depth prescription., The calculations of ref. (Pr67)
have also shown that the spectroscopic factor obtained from the conventional
well-depth form factor can be appreciably different from those predicted by
a more sophisticated calculation when configuration mixing effects are large.
Rost (Ro67a) has also performed an improved calculation of the form factor in
connection with the small angle j-dependence using a non-spherical well to
5“
simulate the residual interactions. Again the resulting —  angular distrib­
ution is in better agreement with experiment. Nevertheless the fit to the 
data in these calculations (Hu 669 Pr67, Ro67a) is still not entirely satisfactory 
especially for scattering angles larger than 1+0°.
The ’’structure calculations” (Pr67) considered above appear to yield 
results which are complementary to those deriving from the j-dependence of the 
D-state effect in explaining the experimentally observed j-dependence in £ = 3
-  ikl -
£ £
refinements of the theory are simultaneously included in a DWBA calculation.
5.8. J-dependence in ft ■ 3 transitions for (d»p) reactions, the D-state 
effect and configuration mixing effects
It is clear from the nature of the D-state effect that the small 
angle j-dependence which it introduces into the DWBA £ * 3 angular distributions 
may be present in either a (d9p) or a (p9d) reaction. Therefore it is 
appropriate to consider the j-dependent effects found by Alty et al. (Al6T)
in the angular region of the secondary maximum in the differential crossr-
/ \ . ■ 01+6 o i+8 50 52sections for I = 3 (d9p) transitions on Ti 9 Ti 9 Cr and Cr at a
deuteron energy of 9»15 MeV. Spin assignments to some of the nuclear final
states in these reactions were made on the basis of this j-dependence by
the same authors in a preceding article (Al6k)» Reference (Al67) includes
also an extensive optical model analysis of the relevant (p9p) and (d9d)
scattering for the determination of the potential parameters to be used in
DWBA calculations. The DWBA angular distributions obtained with these
parameters and using a pure S-state deuteron wavefunction fail to reproduce
the observed i = 3 j-dependence* More specifically they find that the theory
predicts a ratio between the magnitude of the first to the second maxima of
the differential cross-section which is too small for the —  distributions and
7" . ' .
too large for the “  . However it is also apparent that m  general the DWBA
5~ . 7“ .
calculations produce a better fit to the ^  distributions than to the —  distrib­
utions particularly in the region of the second maximum. Furthermore it is
5pointed out that some of the “  transitions should correspond to a reaction form
5 . . . ■
factor with a strong If ~  single particle character* This applies m  particular
c” CTO tr o
to the ~  level of Cr with excitation energy of 1.00 MeV in the Cr (d9p)Cr
7 52
reaction. In fact one expects the If ■“ neutron shell to be closed m  Cr
53 . . . ’ .
and also that the low lying states of Cr do not involve its excitation.
5”  55 0 0
Another example of the same situation is the —  level of Fe with excitation
energy of 0*92 MeV' in the reaction Fe^(d9p)Fe^ . Here again the
7 5l+ 5”
If ~  neutron shell is likely to be closed in Fex and therefore the above —
1^2 -
particle orbital. This is further confirmed by the fact that both these 
c”
—  levels are strongly excited by the corresponding (d9p) reactions (Ma61+ ).
It is also relevant to point out that Maxwell and Parkinson (Ma6^0 performed
a shell model calculation for the low-lying excited states with spin and
3” l” 5~ . .51 53 55panties of ^  9 ~  and -  inTi 9 Cr and Fe assuming, in particular,
that the neutron core is unperturbed and obtained good agreement with the
experimental energy spectra. It is therefore likely that the separation
energy prescription is a reliable approximation for the ~  form factors
mentioned above*. r
Some of the DWBA calculations of Alty et al. (AI67) (with a pure
S-state deuteron wavefunction and using the. separation energy prescription)
52 53  53
for the reaction Cr (d9p)Cr exciting the 1.00 MeV level of Cr provide
a quite good fit to the experimental angular distribution at = 9«15 MeV. ■.
For a certain set of optical model parameters which fit the available elastic
scattering data (denoted as set B(SWD)B11S in ref. (AI67) and corresponding
to V = 92 MwV) they obtain a satisfactory agreement in the angular region of
the first minimum, the theoretical curve falling off beyond the main peak as
the experimental points. This transition was extensively analysed with the
DWBA theory in preceding studies (Al66, Mi66) where it was also found that
there are acceptable optical model parameters which provide reasonably good
fits to the (d,p) angular distribution. These results are particularly
significant in view of the inability of the conventional DWBA theory to provide
a similarly good fit to the transitions considered in the preceding section
where we did expect large configuration mixing effects (Gl65)» Since the
5“ .
magnitude of the D-state effect in the angular distribution is very small
. / :W' 0 0
this also suggests that the D-state is able to explain the j-dependence that
5~ 7”  . . .  .
might exist in a ~  and ~  pair of angular distributions when configuration
mixing effects are likely to be equally small in both transitions. However,
it should be emphasized that any fit to the observed j-dependence in the
context of the DWBA theory is conditioned by the ambiguities involved in the
lk3 -
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be used in the calculation (A167* Si68)»
Using the optical model parameters of ref0 (Al6T) a DWBA calculation
,k6 , J+7
was performed for the reaction Ti (d9p)Ti leading to the three levels of
Ti with excitation energies of 0ol69 2065 and 2087 MeV assumed to have
7”  7"  5™
respectively the spins and panties of —  9 —  and The resulting angular
distributions corresponding to the parameters Til of Table 1 are plotted in
Fig. (5»l6). We find that the inclusion of the D-state improves substantially
7~ . o
the agreement with experiment for the —  transitions m  the angular region
of the second maximum (or where the experimental distribution is approximately
flat). A better agreement is also obtained in the same angular range for 
5~ • . . .the —  distribution although here the magnitude of the effect is considerably 
smaller. The improvement is characterized by a decrease in the predicted
ratio between the first to the second maxima of the angular distribution for
7”  0 . 5“
the —  transitons together with an increase of the same quantity for the ~
7“
transition. In the 0.l6 MeV level (~) the S-state curve gives for this 
ratio a value of It.2 while the S+D curve corresponds to a ratio of 3.1.
The latter value is in good agreement with the'experimental value which is 
about 3 (Al67). For these transitions the identification of the value of j 
from the differential cross-section using the DWBA theory becomes reasonably 
reliable when the D-state is included into the calculation and provided we 
solve the ambiguities inherent in the choice of the optical model parameters.
5.9. Analysis of the D-state effect in £ = 3 transitions
The calculations reported in the two preceding sections assumed the 
presence of spin-orbit forces in the deuteron and proton channels. It is of 
interest to know how the j-dependence of the D-state effect in % = 3 transitions 
is affected when such forces are excluded® Fig. (5<>17) shows the result of 
calculations for the same transitions considered in Fig. (5*12) where no spin- 
orbit terms were included in either the proton or the deuteron channel and all 
the other optical model parameters were maintained unchanged (set Fe3 in Table l).
- 1U6 -
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being equal to 38. However the magnitude of the effect remains large in 
the —  distribution where S/D is about'6*3. This result is similar to
the one obtained in section (5*6) for the ground state (d,p) transition in
kO . . ' '.
Ca ■ :o Therefore even without spin dependent distortion the inclusion of
the D-state introduces a strong j-dependence into the DWBA angular distributions.
The analysis of the mechanism which is at the basis of this type of j-dependence
is considerably simplified by its relative independence from spin-orbit forces«
Before trying to understand more thoroughly this problem we take
the opportunity of emphasizing that the spin-orbit distortion enhances
substantially the magnitude of the D-state effect and should be included in
the calculation whenever attempting a better fit to experiment• In fact the 
7"*
theoretical curve of Fig* (5.12) has a S/D ratio of about H*5 which is
increased to 5°8 when the deuteron spin-orbit force is excluded from the
calculation* Moreover when spin-dependent distortion is entirely neglected
S/D increases to 6.3. The deuteron spin-orbit force is therefore part-
. 7 “
lcularly important m  determining the magnitude of the effect in the —
distribution and also, as a consequence, the magnitude of the corresponding
5" .
j-dependence since the effect m  the ~  distribution is relatively small 
whether or not we include spin-orbit forces in the optical potentials*
These facts are made clearer in Fig* (5»l8) 'where we plotted the results of 
various calculations with and without spin-orbit forces (The distributions 
corresponding to the two values of j are normalized at their main peaks).
We notice that only the S+D pairs of theoretical curves, namely (c), (d) and 
(e), show a j-dependence in the forward angles which is qualitatively in 
accordance with experiment* Furthermore the inclusion of spin-dependent 
distortion in the calculation of the S-state curves does; not improve the 
agreement with the observed j-dependence (Gl65)<> This is apparent from a 
comparison between curves (a) and (b) in Fig* (5.18)* It should be pointed 
out that there are uncertainties concerning the determination of the spin-orbit 
term of the deuteron optical model potential (Ho66a, Pe66)* A reliable
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measurement of the deuteron elastic scattering polarization but this data is 
rather scarce at present0 Advances in this subject -would enable u..; to make 
a more precise evaluation of the D-state effect given that its magnitude is 
particularly sensitive to the deuteron spin-orbit force. |
Returning to the calculations of Fig. (5°17) we notice that the 
most striking fact about them is the large difference in the magnitude of 
the D-state effect for the two values of j. By recalling the angular 
momentum analysis of sections (2.5 ) and (^.7) this implies that the contri­
bution to the differential cross-section arising from the term with = 5 
must be considerably larger than the contribution from any other value of
namely £? =1,2,3 and U, This conclusion is confirmed by the result of a j
7" . '
calculation for the same —  transition using the same optical model parameters
where only the contribution from = 5 to the D-state effect was retained 
(all the contributions from the other values of V  being excluded),, The 
resulting S+D curve, plotted in Fig. (5°17)> is almost indistinguishable from
7 “  o . o . ■ '
the other S+D curve for the —  transition m  the same figure. There is but
a very small decrease in the magnitude of the effect which is due to the fact
that the contributions from different values of Jl' to the angular distribution
are all positive definite. It seems therefore important to try to understand
why the V  = 5 term is dominant.
It was shown in section (5°6) that the magnitude of the D-state effect
7“ o . .in a -  distribution increases considerably when a cutoff radius is introduced 
in the calculation of the overlap integrals. The question arises whether or not
cr“
this is also true for a —  distribution. Curves (a) and (b) in Fig. ( 5->19) 
result from using a cutoff radius of k*6 fm in the calculations corresponding 
respectively to the curves (a) and (b) of Fig. 05°17)° We notice that the effect 
remains strongly j-dependent and therefore the £* = 5 contribution still dominates 
over those corresponding to the other values of £!. This confirms the suggestion 
made earlier in section (5.6) and according to which the region of configuration 
space outside the nuclear volume is very important in determining the D-state effect.
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term of the D-state contribution to the reaction scattering amplitude0 For
instance in section (l+07) we have shown that the largest contribution to the
angular distribution arising from this neutron term is expected to correspond
to £* = £ + 2o Further along in section (5»6) it was plausible to assume
that the total contribution from this value of besides being predominant,
is typical of a reaction amplitude with an orbital angular momenta These
results tend to suggest that the neutron term is to a great extent responsible
for some of the essential features of the D-state effect» Moreover it could
also suggest that the contributions from the deuteron and proton terms are
negligibleo This however can be shown to be false0
In the curves of Fig0 (5o20) we have excluded from the calculation
(still for the same transitions and optical parameters which correspond to
Fig0 (5»17)) "the contribution from the deuteron and proton terms of the
D-state part of the reaction scattering amplitude0 Only the contribution 
(3)from the term on the right-hand side of eq0 (Ho70) was left and no
cutoff was used in the radial integrals« One finds that the effect in the 
5~ . . . ■.—  distribution is considerably increased while it remains approximately 
7“ . .
unchanged m  the ~  distribution„ Here the contribution from V  = 5 ceases 
to predominate over those corresponding to the other values of V  (it could
have been thought that a better approximation to the complete D-state effect
3 . 3Vderives from replacing the functions Q f by the functions Q , but a
✓C • Jo ■ X/ X/
calculation with this prescription shows that even with this partial contrib­
ution from the deuteron and proton terms one is still far from achieving that 
aim)b Only the simultaneous presence of the complete deuteron, proton and
neutron terms provides the interference which leads to a very small effect in 
5~the —  distribution and consequently to ^-dependent effects0
It is possible to link these results with our previous discussion 
concerning the neutron term in section ( k aj) which referred specifically to 
the region of r-space outside the nuclear volume„ In fact we expect the 
O-dependence of the D-state effect to persist when we exclude the contributions
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from tne deuteron and proton terms tThus retaining only the neutron term) 
and use a lower cutoff radius in the radial integrals roughly at the nuclear 
surface0 The curves (c) and (d) in Fig. (5°19) were calculated according 
to this prescription and show a strong j-dependence. Moreover they reproduce 
quite well curves (a) and (h) of the same figure which contain the complete 
D-state part of the scattering amplitude and correspond to the same value of 
the cutoff radius. The deuteron and proton terms of the D-state effect 
appear therefore to be considerably less important than the neutron term 
outside the nuclear volume. However this is not to say that their contrib­
utions can be altogether neglected in the calculation of the effect.
In the hope of clarifying further this matter the functions
1 A
2y °£f A j  were (5*21) for Z 1 = £-2, Z and Z + 2, corres­
ponding respectively to curves (l), (3) and (5), together with the reaction 
radial form factor R0.. All curves are for the (p9d) reaction on Fe which 
has been the subject of the present analysis and correspond to j = ~  except 
curve (5) which obviously corresponds to j = ~  (The difference between the 
calculated radial form factors for the two values of j is comparatively small).
It is apparent that the functions corresponding to Z % = 1 and 5 have their 
maximum displaced towards, respectively, small r and large r relative to the 
reaction radial form factor. Moreover the Z* ■ 5 curve is considerably larger 
than the other curves in the region immediately outside the nuclear surface.
It is now clear that when we restrict the calculation to this region of r-space 
by using a cutoff radius and consider only the neutron term#the contribution 
from Z 1 - 5 will tend to dominate over the other values of £’» However there 
is no apparent reason why the contribution from £? = 1 in the neutron term 
should be small when no cutoff radius is used in the overlap integrals. The 
deuteron and proton terms have a marked tendency to cancel the contributions to 
the neutron term arising from inside the nuclear volume. Nevertheless it should 
be recognized that implicitly one is assuming that the nuclear volume is not 
unimportant because it determines to a large extent the contributions from the 
deuteron and proton terms to the D-state part of the scattering amplitude.
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The complicated interference found in the preceding section between
the three terms into which the D-state part of the scattering amplitude was
decomposed appears to depend strongly on the reaction energyD For the
transitions considered in section (5»8) it becomes progressively less apparent
in the angular distribution as the incident energy in the reaction is
increased., This can be seen in the calculations of Fig, (5,22) for E = 22*k
P
and 27o5 MeV in which spin-dependent distortion was not included,, As the
7”energy increases the S/D ratio increases for the —  distributions and decreases
2
5for the —  distributions., In fact for the latter value of j it has the values
37* 30 and 19, respectively, for E = 18,5, 22ok, and 27»5 MeV, At the same
P
7*"
energies S/D has, respectively, the values 603, 8C3 and 10,2 for the ~
distributions. This dependence implies a gradual decrease in the magnitude
of the $-dependence of the D-state effect as the reaction energy increases.
One should recall however that these calculations were performed without the
use of spin-orbit forces. The magnitude of the j-dependence of the effect
decreases less rapidly with energy when spin-dependent distortion is included
in the calculation. For instance Figs, (5«12) and (5°1^) show that in this
7”
case the .S/D ratio in the —  distributions increases only from l+»5 to 5°6 as
Ep goes from 18,5 to 2 2 ok MeV,
We notice that in the above calculations,without spin-dependent
distortion,the largest difference between the values of S/D for the two values
of j, which is roughly equivalent to a maximum in the magnitude of the
corresponding j-dependence, occurs at E = 18,5° At this energy K is approx-
P
imately equal to K^, This near equality between the asymptotic momenta of the 
distorted waves is known to emphasize strongly the surface reaction character of 
a (d,p) transition (Au6l, Au63)o When this condition is verified and there is 
strong absorption in both channels the region of the nuclear surface implies a 
considerably smaller momentum transfer in the overlap integrals than the interior 
region. Since the form factor is a smooth function of r it cannot supply large 
momenta and therefore the contributions from the nuclear surface to the overlap
-  156 -
entirely unimportant in determining the reaction scattering amplitude.
The reaction localization in il-space which characterizes a surface type 
reaction implies a cancellation in the integrand of the overlap integrals
ft
which involves all r-space and besides the form of the distorted waves 
inside the nucleus for low values of Z is very sensitive to the optical 
model potentials (Ho66), As the energy of the reaction increases the 
predominance of the contributions from outside the nuclear volume over those 
from inside tends to become less pronounced. Thus as becomes increas­
ingly larger than the reaction is more unlikely to be a typical example 
of a surface reaction.
Returning to the D-state effect we find that there are signs for 
the existence of a correlation between the large magnitude of the j-dependence 
predicted by the effect in Z = 3 transitions and a typical characteristic of 
a surface reaction, namely = K^, In the present work this assumption was 
not contradicted by the calculations performed. Furthermore we notice that 
as the reaction energy increases the PWBA approach to the calculation of the 
scattering amplitude becomes more plausible although it still represents, of 
course, a considerable oversimplification. Since the effect of the D-state 
in PWBA theories is independent of either Z or jj “this is another argument 
for a slow decrease in the magnitude of the ^-dependence of the effect, 
predicted by the DWBA theory, with an increase in the reaction energy.
The form of the distorted waves in the nuclear surface region is,to 
a certain extent,independent of the optical model parameters. Therefore it 
is not unreasonable to expect that the j-dependence of the D-state effect is 
not very sensitive to the uncertainties associated with the determination of 
the value of these parameters from elastic scattering data. The importance 
of the nuclear surface region in determining the D-state part of the reaction 
scattering amplitude also suggests that the effect of the non-locality in the 
optical potentials and the bound state potential does not produce significant 
changes on the D-state effect. In fact the magnitude of the elastic
- 157 -
for the non-local potential than for the local (Pe62, Pe65)„ Hence the 
inclusion of a non-locality correction factor will have in general the 
effect of decreasing the magnitude of the contributions from the nuclear. 
interior to the (d,p) scattering amplitude and it does not produce signif­
icant changes in the shape of the angular distribution(Le61*, Al67), In 
the present work we did not include non-local corrections into the DWBA 
calculations,
Since the j-dependence predicted by the D-state effect is very 
sensitive to the tail of the reaction form factor one should improve the 
DWBA calculation either by using the most reliable parameters for the 
Woods-Saxon binding potential (EI67) or by performing a ^structure 
calculation” of the form factor. Finally we remark that this type of 
j-dependence predicted by the D-state for I = 3 transitions in (d,p) 
and (p,d) reactions is indeed very likely to be also present in (d,n) 
and (n9d) reactions since the Coulomb effects which change from one set 
of reactions to the other do not seem to play any essential role in its 
occurence. DWBA calculations for the latter reactions were not performed 
in the present work.
5.11. Simplified expression for the D-state effect on the angular 
distribution.
The analysis developed in section (5*9) for Z = 3 transitions 
showed that, at least for certain energies, we could predict important 
features of the D-state effect on the angular distribution by considering
only the contribution from the neutron term in connection with the behaviour
3 .of the functions Q t in the nuclear surface region. It is possible to
Z yZ •
carry futher this argument and extend it to other values of £. In fact 
in the asymptotic region of large r eq. (^.76) determines entirely the
functions Q3. « As shown in section (U.6) the value of in the neutron
T.Z
term is bound to have the parity of Z and therefore the same applies to the
-  158 -
Xi? X. " ” “
term and the deuteron plus proton terms that may occur inside the nuclear
o (?)volume is to assume that C , , can he replaced by , when these
3636 A 1 36 36 A
quantities are approximated by the usual PWBA theory of (d,p) reactions
3whereby we only need to know the functions at a certain nuclear radius
R« Using also the PWBA for the evaluation of the quantities B ^  and
oo
considering eqs. (U.72) and (lu73) we begin by obtaining the following 
expression for the right-hand side of eq. (2*35) which gives the reaction 
differential cross-section in the absence of spin-dependent distortion,
i i •and q = |K^  - yK^| is the magnitude of the momentum transfer m  the reaction. 
We emphasize that the summation over V  on the right-hand side of eq. (5»ll) 
is restricted to those values which have the parity of £ since we do not 
consider explicitly the contributions from the deuteron and proton terms.
It is well known that the PWBA-theory is unable to predict correctly the 
magnitude of the differential cross-section in a (d,p) reaction. However we 
might obtain a crude estimate of the relative magnitude of the contributions 
from the S and D-states using the above equations. In order to do this we 
approximate the integrals in eqs. (5«12) and (5«13) by the value of the 
integrand at a nuclear radius R following the PWBA theory of (d,p) reactions 
of Bhatia et al. (Bh52). This approximation provides a very simple angular 
dependence for the quantities B and D , which now have their main peak at -
Xj X /
the scattering angle corresponding to the first maximum of the function 
00*(qR)o Hence it becomes possible to predict the value of the S/D ratio,
- 159 -
the allowed values of given £ and j. We represent the S/D ratio.
predicted by eqQ (5oil) according to the above approximation, by and
A^ respectively for £* = £ - 2 and £f = £ + 2 and by A(o)-
respectively for £
and A (0 )+
» _
4 -
S' (2.JI+4)
a 1
£, j = £ - 2 and £’ = £, j = £ + L  Hence we obtain
2
5  ( 2 J + 4 )
Qu 3) LE-^_2 Q ^^ _2 (R)_
A * *  -
^ t
S'
(o)-
J
J A + i J  
5
A t  ,
where L
E ^  
i ^ 2 C f ^ 2 )  ’
and p is the first maximum of the function j ,
A/ Xj
(5.i1*)
(5.15)
.(5.16)
(5.17)
...(5.18)
Recalling eqs. (^.7^) and
(4.76) and assuming that at the radius R the radial form factor R . is
£j
(l)
proportional to the Hankel'function .h (i$r) we obtain the following
expression for the- functions Qoo!5u V tLf
2 T T  U  -  *  x
2-Y
2 / {2-0 A'O I Jo)
(5.19)
Finally using eq. (2.37) for the coefficients b . t and C-coefficients
£j £
Tables (Ed6o) we obtain,
A7- 3 A-4
L B z E  ° ) X + 2 ^ R ) J 
3 j i  C p R ) '
3-^-2
.(5.20)
(5.21)
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where y was approximated by one. Eqs. (5'.20) and (5.21) also show that
These equations provide a very simple dependence for the total S/D ratio on 
the quantities 3 and R and they also give a rough estimate of its relative 
magnitude for different values of £ and j0 It is a consequence of our 
initial approximations that the main peak of the angular distributions which 
correspond to the contribution to the total differential cross-section from 
£f = £+ 2 and £? = £ - 2 occur, respectively, at higher and lower angles 
relative to the main peak of the S-state angular distribution. On the other 
hand the position of the main peak of the angular distribution corresponding 
to £? = £ is likely to be very near that of the main peak of the S-state 
angular distribution. Hence the contributions from £f = £+ 2 can change 
much more noticeably the shape of the S-state distribution than those from 
£f = £. Moreover since the j-dependence of the D-state effect is particularly 
dependent upon the terms with £' = £+2 its magnitude is determined to a large
„ +  O ft
extent by the magnitude of A^ and A . Because we are neglecting spin- 
dependent distortion the effect is positive definite and therefore we cannot 
expect the functions A to reproduce the depletion of the angular distribution 
caused by the inclusion of the D-state in a DWBA calculation which was found
quantitative predictions concerning the D-state effect derived from the above 
equations. Since the effect of distortion was entirely neglected in their 
derivation even the ratio between two angular distributions may be falsified
— (5-2U)
. . 5for instance m  —  distributions.
It should be emphasized that one must interpret with great care the
concerning specifically the D-state effect used in the derivation of 
eqso (5®ll) and (5°13)o The extent of these is -well illustrated when we 
recall the result obtained in section (2.6), namely, that the complete 
D-state effect in PWBA theories is independent of either I and j. Here 
we are assuming that the deuteron and proton terms can interfere with the 
neutron term in such a way that the contributions which this term derives 
from the region of r-space outside the nuclear volume reproduce to a certain 
extent the complete D-state effect. If we want to compare the predictions
based on eqso (5°20) to (5®23) with the result of a DWBA calculation we 
should derive R, using for instance eq. (5-10), from the angle corresponding 
to the main peak of the calculated S-state distribution, although it might 
happen that for this radius eq. (5*19) is only approximately valid. The 
nuclear radius R which is a parameter in PWBA theories of (d,p) reactions is 
however usually larger than the half-way radius associated with the Woods-
Saxon binding potential V . used in the DWBA theory.
*0
5.12. Discussion of the A functions
We now consider the functions on the right-hand side of eqs. (5„20) 
to (5o2l+) keeping in mind all the rather crude approximations from which they 
derive. It is appropriate to recall from Chapter  ^that for a fixed 
argument the functions g increase with Jt. Besides these polynomials tend 
to zero as l/pr' when p tends to infinity irrespective of the value of i 9
On the other hand as p tends to zero the ratio )/s^(p) increases for
+ ( ) +a fixed I, We notice that a an(i A depend on both R and 3 unlike A
% % & 
and ‘which only depend on 3 . It is clear from the behaviour of the
functions g that for fixed R all the a ratios decrease with an increase in
3. In particular A and A decrease as 1/32 while a” decreases
SL i I
faster than A+» According to this result a general property of the D-state 
&
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increase -with the separation energy of the reaction® While the magnitude 
of the S-state contribution to the cross-section is expected to decrease 
with an increase in the Q-value of the reaction, due to the depletion of 
the probability associated with the form factor in the nuclear surface of 
the target nucleus, the.D-state contribution is expected to decrease less 
rapidly with Qe This conclusion is certainly plausible from a more general 
argumento In fact it was shown in Chapter 3 that the probability for 
sufficiently high momentum in the deuteron internal wavefunction is larger 
for the D-state than for the S-state® If we now compare two (d,p) 
transitions with different separation energies but otherwise similar it is 
apparent from eq® (3®68) that the transition corresponding to the higher 
value of favours more the contributions from higher momentum than the 
transition with lower B ■, because of the spread in momentum associated with 
stronger r-space localization,, Hence the magnitude of the D-state contrib~ 
ution relative to the S-state is enhanced in the form factor with the 
higher binding energy®
Concerning the dependence on R eqs® (5®20) and (5°2l) show that
o +  o 0 0 o —  o
for a fixed 3, A^ increases rapidly with R while A^ has the opposite 
behaviour® We now have all that is needed to study the A ratios as a 
function of the quantum numbers £*,£ and j® Figs® (5®23) and (5°2^ +) 
show a logarithmic plot of the functions A”, A*, and A^0 +^ forXj X/ Kf X/
0<: £ < 6® In Fig® (5®23) R is fixed at 6 fm while in Fig® (5°2^)
B^ is, kept fixed at 12 MeV®
O o o o o o H“One very distinctive feature m  these figures is that the A^ 
surfaces lie, for £> 1, entirely below the surfaces corresponding to the
O + o o '
other A ratios® Furthermore the magnitude of A decreases rapidly with
AJ
I* This is in agreement with our previous conclusions according to which 
the D-state effect tends to be larger for j = £+ \ than for j = £-§ at
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increases considerably with £ 0 However for j = £ -J the magnitude of 
a increases with o .
I
( \ / \
The surfaces corresponding to a ^° ” and A^° tend to be between 
— +
those of a and a at least for small values of 8 and R® As either 8 or 
£ £ . . p
R increases the latter surfaces approach and eventually intersect some of
those corresponding to A^°^ and A^°^+o Another interesting general
5/
feature is that the relative position of the two groups of A^°^ ratios 
corresponding to the signs + and - are reversed in relation with a "
i
and A+ » In other words for a given £, A^°^” is smaller than A^°^+
£ £ £
o a “h
while a is larger than A for not too small values of 8 and R 0 
£ £
It is clear from the simple shell model energy spectra that 
only certain regions in the 8, R plane can correspond to a possible 
(d9p) or (p9d) ((d9n) or (n9d)) transition® We now consider the 
functions a in these ^physical regions” for ascending values of z and
j°
O O OFor transitions with £ = 0 the values taken by A are such
o
that the magnitude of the D-state effect is likely to be generally very
small and to decrease rapidly as the mass of the target nucleus increases
1 1
(for a fixed value of Bn )° Therefore if we compare a 2s—  and a .33-
transition with almost the same separation energy the magnitude of the 
effect is expected to be smaller for the latter transition®
For £ = 1 transitions we notice that when j = § the only
contribution provided by the functions A^ arises from A^°^ while for
3 o o  (o)+ o (o )—
j = —  there are contributions from A^ and A ^ ® Since A ^ is
( o )+considerably smaller than we expect the magnitude of the effect at
main peak of the S-state angular distribution to be larger for j = \ than
for j = ~  o This is indeed confirmed by the £ = 1 calculations of section (5.U)
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potentials. As already remarked the angular distributions corresponding
+ ( O o o  o
to and A have their m a m  peaks at different scattering angles
but the angular shift is relatively small and besides the magnitude of
either function is such that the D-state effect is very -weak. This is
in agreement with the fact that a small angle j-dependence in the angular
distributions of % = 1 transitions has not been observed experimentally.
Turning now to the dependence on R we find that for a fixed the effect
in 1 distributions is expected to remain approximately constant whereas
3"
it is likely to decrease with R for the —  transitions.
In a = 2 transitions the situation becomes different as regards
o 0 0 "^*the j-dependence because we now have a contribution from as well as
from a ^  • For values of R compatible with a Id transition the magnitude
of A is almost equal to that of A ^ ” e However, ^  and a ^ + are 
2 / \ 
respectively smaller and larger than either a  ” or A o  ”  At the main
2 2 o
peak of the S-state angular distribution the effect of the D-state would
again be larger for the smaller value of j if we only considered the functions
( o ) + —
A g • However at that angle the contributions corresponding to A ^  an(^
■S” o 00 o
A g are not likely to be negligible even though we are unable to predict
their magnitude. We recall that in the calculations of Fig. (5°9) the change
in the S-state spectroscopic factor due to the inclusion of the D-state is
larger for the lower value of j0 Moreover the S/D ratio extracted from the
3
DWBA curves is again smaller for j - —  . This however does not appear to
be very likely from the magnitude of the functions A ^  at B^ = 7 MeV and
at a radius R of k»5 fm which corresponds to ^  = 22° in eq. (5.10). The 
small angle j-dependence predicted by the D-state in £ = 2 transitions is
0 0  « “J" °clearly associated with a small value for the function A One obtains'
+ Q 0 0 0 „ 
small values of A ^ "by either increasing the reaction separation energy or
by decreasing the nuclear radius. For a fixed value of B^ the magnitude
V 16T -
decrease with R for j = ~  » For large values of R the surfaces AI
•f+ 3
and a2 approach each other and as a result the effect on —  distributions,
which also includes the contribution from A 9 may become larger than
5+ ■ .
for —  distributions. This could lead to rather different j-dependent 
effects in Id and 2d transitions particularly for high separation energies.
For £= 3 transitions the difference between the very small value
+ . (o)“ - (o ) +
of a^ and values of any of the functions A  ^ j A3 and A^ 13
definitely very large. This suggests a strong ^-dependence which is in
fact confirmed by the DWBA calculations. In the curves of Fig. (5.17)
7~the value of the S/D ratio for the ■— and —  distributions is, respectively,
2 + (o ) -
6.3 and 37* On the other hand the values of A^ and A  ^ predicted in
Fig. (5*2^) for = 12 MeV and R = 5-6 fm are respectively 3.3 and 110.
The comparison between these results gives a measure of the reliability
that can be expected from the numerical predictions based on the functions
A. We remark that for the DWBA calculations of Fig. (5.22) corresponding
to a higher proton energy, where the j-dependence of the D-state effect is
less pronounced, the disagreement with the above estimates is much larger.
In Fig. (5°17) the angle of the peak of the D-state contribution to the
5differential cross-section for j = —  coincides with that of the S-state
contribution. This is in agreement with the fact that, for the above values 
( ^
of B^ and R, A  ^ is smaller than A ^ ° As for 1 - 2  transitions a large 
magnitude of the j-dependence predicted by the D-state is associated with 
either a small value of R or a large reaction Q-value. Furthermore when R
increases and B^ is kept constant the magnitude of the effect decreases for
7 5 » .0
J B 2 an(i increases for J ~ 2 0 However, unlike 1 - 2  transitions, the
5D-state effect predicted by the a functions, when j = —  , tends to remain
o ^ ( O )00
very small even for large values of B and R, with. A larger than A ~ .n 3 o
t s \ «U6 o
The calculations of Fig. (5*16) on Ti illustrate particularly 
well the variation of S/D with the reaction separation energy. In fact the
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DWBA calculations were performed with the same optical model parameters.,
The magnitude of the S-state angular distribution at the main peak decreases 
by about 311 when the binding energy is increased from 6.2^ to 8<>73 MeV 
while the magnitude of the D-state contribution to the total differential 
cross-section at its main peak decreases only by about 13%® The corres­
ponding S/D ratio has the values 7*8 and 9o8 for the levels with excitation 
energy9 respectively, of 0®l6 and 2*65 MeVo This increase of 2 in the 
value of S/D is in very good agreement with the behaviour of the function
+ o o
A y  m  the relevant region of the B , R plane®
When Z- !)■ the main features of the A functions, which were found 
for Z- 39 are even more distinct® Again a strong small-angle j-dependenee
o o *4° o o
is predicted because A^ is many times smaller than any of the other A^ 
functions. Moreover the same remarks apply to transitions with z > +^®
There are however important reservations to be made regarding these predic­
tions. Clearly as I increases the (d9p) transitions take place in 
correspondingly heavier nuclei for which Coulomb effects begin to be large® 
These however were neglected in the derivation of eqs® (5oil), (5°12) and 
(5°13)o As the charge of the target nucleus increases the function j
A/
is not a good approximation for the scattering wavefunctions in the entrance 
and exit channels® This applies especially for deuteron incident energies 
near or below the Coulomb barrier® At the latter energies the proton 
angular distribution can be proved to be almost independent of £(Te56) which 
is in striking contradiction with PWBA predictions® Also the condition 
K^=Kg associated with large j-dependent effects, in I = 3 transitions, is 
more difficult to be satisfied for higher values of £ when the energy of the 
incident particles, in the reaction, is well above the Coulomb barrier® '
For instance in a nucleus with Z = ^0 the Coulomb barrier is of the order 
of 10 MeV and this is an unlikely value for the Q-value of an Z = h (d,p) 
transition in this region of A. Therefore for £>  ^our initial approximations
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A more unreliable.
Fig. (5*25) contains the result of a DWBA calculation, without
spin-orbit forces, for the reaction Zr^°(d,p)Zr^1 exciting the 2.21 MeV
state assuming that it corresponds to £ = 1* and j = ~  . The corresponding
proton angular distribution was measured by Cohen and Chubinsky (C063) at
E^ = 15 MeV and their DWBA calculations do not give a very good fit to
9+the data. We have also assumed a —  transition with the same Q-value and
in the same target nucleus in order to compare the DWBA calculations,
including the D-state effect, for the two values of j. The optical model
parameters used are the same as in ref. (C063) and correspond to set Zrl
9m  Table 1. It is apparent that the effect is much larger for j = ~
7 .than for j = —  and this implies the usual small angle j-dependence
obtained for other &-values. However its magnitude is much smaller
than predicted by the functions A ^  and in particular it is smaller than
for the £ = 3  DWBA calculations of Fig. (5*17). Furthermore, since it
7 "9is plausible that the 2.21 MeV level has m  fact j = —  and not j =— 
the inclusion of the D-state into this DWBA calculation does not improve 
the fit to the experimental angular distribution of ref. (C063).
5.13. Vector polarization and the D-state effect in the absence of 
spin-dependent distortion.
As mentioned in the Introduction the main emphasis in the present
work is placed on the study of the D-state effect on the angular distribution
predicted by the DWBA theory. However it is straightforward to obtain useful
information about such an effect on the vector polarization of the reaction by
excluding, as a first approximation, spin-dependent distortion from the
optical potentials. Eq. (5.30) which gives the quantities <q £ > can be
used to obtain formal expressions for the polarization of the emergent protons
 ^0
P (j) in a (d,p) reaction and also for the effeciency vector P (l). This
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effect of deuteron vector polarization on the angular distribution of 
the emergent protons in the (d,p) reaction Besides (l) is identical 
to the vector polarization of the outgoing deuterons in the inverse (p,d) 
reaction initiated by an unpolarized beam so long as we are concerned 
with ground state transitions0 In order to obtain the expressions for 
$ and mentioned above it is useful to introduce the matrices A(s^)
and BCs^) in spin space defined as
A  e. <£/ (so - X  <G"? > <<s*F s<>z.
*
G A  W  (S,) = y  .
(5-25)
(5-26)
The tensors p_ (s ) and e„ (s7) introduced in Appendix (l.l) are
2^2 l V  1
related to these matrices by the equations,
7.
t
t ,X L
6  ® 6 K q  &  > t k  X  ' C S O  B  & )
■T
.(5.2T)
(■5.28)
From these tensors.we obtain directly the vectors P(§) and p£ (1) by means 
of the following equations (Appendix.(l.l));
\ a ± a  ( z )  -  +  \ [ H e  ( 2. )  +  x d )
A
fjo (z)~ ^  2^(2 
+ \
€ „ n 0 ) = 3
foo ( z  ) ~
p* ( 0  +  ; p f ( < )
7 - j
f z  
')
(■5.29)
(5*30)
2 .
...(5.31)
o. o (5 o 32)
Since both P(§) and P£(l) are perpendicular to the reaction scattering plane 
it is clear from these equations that when the z-axis of the reference system 
is chosen along the vector x we only need to determine p1Q and e1Q in
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the components of.P(i) and P (l) along the z-axis of this reference 
system respectively by P and P^„ When eq* (2*30) is used on the right- 
hand side of eqs<> (5°27) and (5*28) one obtains explicit expressions for 
and where the coherent and incoherent contributions from the S 
and D-states are separated* Finally using eqs* (5*30) and (5*32), 
W-coefficients tables and after some angular momentum algebra we can 
write ,
<5j Pj = t
c-r 2
( 5  +
where,
j  *
IMCO U
+  T5d' i,-iVUik
✓v . 2.
Id
f Z|B;
-  X
i X  i2-
n
oo +  2 _  b . ;
r x
C J£'X‘
D a =  -  j =  2 . < - > M  u ) - ( m i - 4
i >  X  i- —
x [ ( i + z X ^ + 3  )-Jl,(t,+ A\
oo(5.33)
..(5.3*0
00(5*35)
..(5.36)
..(5.37)
-5*\
ir/i coli
1 Jt't" , ± , L i  „.iA *
(5»38)
and the subscript j was added to some of the quantities in order to emphasize 
their dependence on this quantum number* Clearly the term S in eqs* (5<>33) 
and (5«3*0 corresponds to the incoherent contributions from the deuteron 
S-state while D00*1 and plnco'*1 involve, respectively, the coherent and incoherent 
contributions.from the deuteron D-state* As regards the dependence of these 
terms on one finds that in the incoherent term all the allowed values of 
■ contribute, whereas in the other, there are only contributions from values 
of satisfying the triangular condition 1,^ *)« In other words the
values ft1 = I + 2 are not allowed in the coherent term* In particular for
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£ = 0 there are no coherent contributions from the S and D-states to 
either P or P , as already pointed out by Johnson (J067). When the 
quantities are appreciably larger for £* - £+ 2 than for the
other values of £ * 0 the incoherent term may become more important 
than the coherento This is an interesting feature because the 
j-dependence of the D-state effect in the angular distribution is 
determined, to a large extent, by the contributions from those values 
of £’ ■with the parity of £e When j-dependent effects are large in 
the angular distribution it is therefore plausible that the incoherent 
D-state term predominates over the coherent in eqs0 (5»33) and (5»3U)« 
This applies especially for £ = 3 transitions where the quantities
can b e u n d e r  certain circumstances, very much larger than those 
corresponding to other values of £'o
When the D-state effect is neglected in eqs0 (5®33) and (503^)
we obtain the following well known expressions for P. and P^ (Ne53,
0 J
Hu58,Sa610, ,-Z.
j ~ ' J 3  f  1 L  5 ^  (5'39)
A  ,°°
(It is assumed m  the derivation of these equations that the dependence, 
of on j is negligible)o The superscript (S) in the above equations 
reminds that we are considering only the S-state contribution0 Therefore
when spin-orbit forces are neglected the theory predicts that 
Cs) /
pf+) - - ^  pH  •
i  p e c s ) ,
■ = '777 r -^) ’ (5A1
where the subscripts (+) and (-) correspond, respectively, to j = £ + I 
and j = £ - \ 0
It has been suggested that eqs0 (5°^0) and (5oUl) can be used as 
a method for the determination of the total spin j transferred to the
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the polarization vectors„ Recently Yule and Haeberli (Yu6y) have shown
that eqQ (5o^l) is in good agreement with measurements of P£ in (d9p)
2l+ 1+0 52
reactions on Mg 9 Ca and Cr for transitions where the values of
£ and j were previously known0 On the other.hand a large part of the
measurements of P were made for light nuclei, where compound nucleus 
effects can be strong and there is still a very limited amount of 
information on the extent to which eq0 (5«>U0) is verified (Re6U, Mi66a, 
Ro67b)c
5ol*K j-dependence in the vector polarization and the D-state effect
The question now arises of how the D-state affects eqs0 (5°l+0)
and. (5o^l). First we remark that the coherent term9 DC0^ 9 in eqs0
(5°33) and (5«3^) has the same dependence on j as the S-state incoherent
term® However it can be easily proved that this.is not valid as
incoh
regards the incoherent term9 D In fact, representing the factors
which depend explicitly on j on the right-hand side of eqQ (5o38) by9
V '  V
obtain
'Z.f IT ~ 4 /  f  C-)M ' W  (i 2- 1 4 ; |
x  (5^ 3,
which shows that the left-hand side of this equation is not identically
zero. The dependence of a. (given by eq, (5*35)) on j which is mainly
J
due to the inclusion of the deuteron D-state is certainly much weaker than
the j-dependence associated with the term denoted by S in eqs. (5®33)
and (5.3^)0 A comparison of these two equations shows that P. is more
J
. . e . • n * 1. j. • ^incoh .sensitive than P. to the j-dependence which might be present m  D.
J ■ J
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eqso (5o^0) and (5o^l) to be much more noticeable for P than for P£0
The magnitude of this violation can be measured by the quantities
£ oV and V defined as
R  ( 5 - W
d  ( r ) i + * ' ± f  P j  (%1*5)
Clearly when the D-state effect is neglected in eqs„ (5o33) and i5o3k) we
£ „
obtain V = V = 0. However these relations become invalid either by including
spin-orbit,forces in the optical model potentials or by taking into account
the presence of the deuteron D-state» As regards this last effect,
recalling again eqs„ (5»33) and (5 <,3*0, one obtains,
v  =  ,
D X  ( & c~) 2 2- (5.W)
x x e(s*-r 5«)-Y
\ X  =  '---— ----------- ^ r (5.1*7)
x C<3(-)^ol^))-z
where, •.
v . n  ^ ^incoh , . ^incoh
Y = (^+l)a(_ j’D( + ) + ^a( + ) •D(«) 9
„ /.,.. \ ^incoh „ ^incoh
Z = U+l)ci(_) + j + ) E(_) ,
X = i- (S + DCOh) ,
i _\c°b
X£= is (s +- --- )
I 2 1* ’
The subscript D in the quantities V reminds that we are considering only the
effect due to the presence of the D-state<, Even for large D-state effects
on the angular distribution the Y term on the numerator of. eqs» (5»Y6) and
£(5o^T) is likely to give the largest contribution to V and V . Therefore, 
as a first approximation, we obtain,
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VD = - 2VD •' (5'-1,8)
This relation, shows clearly that the proton polarization P is
more sensitive than the efficiency vector P£ to the j-dependence of the
incoherent D-state contribution to these quantities0
It is now appropriate to compare this.result with DWBA calculations
for transitions where the incoherent contribution is expected to be largee
The two i = 3 transitions in the reaction Fe (p,d)Fe studied in,
sections (5oT) and (5«9) are particularly suited for this purpose,. In
Figo (5°26) we plotted the DWBA predictions for the quantities Pe^ \
ps(S+D) an^ p(S+D) pQr ^  and X  levelso . The superscripts (S) and
(S+D) denote, respectively, the contribution from the S»state only and
the predictions corresponding to the inclusion of both the S and D-states
into the calculation The magnitude of the calculated polarizations P-
and pe in Fig. (5»26) correspond to the values of these quantities for
55 56
the ficticious inverse reaction Fe (d,p)Fe a As expected eq„ (5*^ -1) 
is well satisfied by which means that in fact depends very weakly
on the quantum number j in a conventional DWBA calculation (the calculated
(S) c(s)
value of P o is equal to P /2 within the accuracy of the program)»
J
5” . oThe D-state effect is very small for the —  transition and larger for the
7  f o „ „
—  particularly around 60 which is the same angular region where the effect
has its main peak in the differential cross-section,, However there is
/ n t\ \
still noticeable agreement with eq0 (5°^l) since '*las °PPosi^e
0 / j
sign to Py/2 ■ almost every angle„ Hence the D-state effect does not
e £
invalidate the agreement of the S-state curves with the sign rule,for P
which is apparent in the present calculations and also in the calculations
of refo (Yu67) for 1 = 3  transitions0
The situation is different for the proton polarization in Figo (5«26)
7 ”
because here the D-state effect for the ~  transition is very large and this 
suggests that1 the agreement with eq0 (5<>^ 0) is in general rather unlikelyo
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is profoundly changed when-the D-state is included in the calculation 
5~while the —  curve is left almost unchanged„
When the D00*1 term is small in comparison with either S.or D^nco^
and besides D^ ^ 0*1 is appreciably larger than D^11^ 0*1 we can write, as
an approximation,
pe(S+D) _ _(S+D) _ (s)
P(_) - 2 P(_) - 2 P(_) •
Retaining the incoherent D-state contribution in the j = I + § transition 
we . obtain from eqs. (5.33) and (5*3U),
p(+) = -  (p(+) + | ~I?r p(_)) (5.U9)
p(+ ) = - (P(+) + 3 f e -  P(_j) (5.50)
where the superscript (S+D) was dropped for simplicity in the notation.
It is found that eqs. (5°^9) and (5»50) are in good agreement with the 
DWBA curves of Fig. (5°26). Thus in accordance with our suggestion, 
made in the preceding section, when the j-dependence of the D-state effect 
in the angular distribution is large, the incoherent term in eqs. (5°33) 
and (5o3U) is considerably more important than the coherent.
As already mentioned, eqs. (5»^0) and (5»^l) cease to be valid 
when spin-orbit forces are included in the optical model potentials. 
Johnson (Jo67b) proved that when the proton spin-orbit force is treated 
to first order in the DWBA theory and the D-state effect is neglected
the quantities V and V8, defined in eqs. (5»^) and (5°^5)9 satisfy the
approximate relation,
V = 3  Ve . (5.51)
P P
Moreover when analogous assumptions are made for the deuteron spin-orbit 
force one obtains,.
v, = 2 V: o (5o52)d d
- 1?8
3/P
F I G .5 .2 7
Mev.
I5f
O k
0 (c. m.) F  i G. 5 .2 8
specific effect of the proton and deuteron spin-orbit force on the quantities
0  o
V and V . Hence in a first approximation eqs* (5oJ+9) 9 (5 »5l) and (5<>52)
show that P is consistently more sensitive than P£ to those effects which
violate eqs. (5°^0) and (5»Hl). This behaviour is very.likely to persist
when spin orbit forces in the optical potentials and the D-state effect;
are simultaneously included in a DWBA calculation. The calculations of
Figs. (5.27) and (5o28) for the two i - 1 transitions in the reaction
Ca^CdjpjCa^1 considered in section (5®*0 confirm this result. The
calculated angular distributions for the quantities P^ 9 P ^ +^ \  pe^
(S“KD)
and P all correspond to the presence of a spin-orbit- force in the
deuteron and proton channels (set Cal in,Table l). It is apparent that 
both and pe^+D) satisfy reasonably well eq. (6.1|-l)9 the D-state
effect being relatively small for both values of However neither
( o ' )  ( O  J.T) }
P nor P satisfy eq. (6.^0) satisfactorily. The D-state effect
. • . . 3” . .is particularly large for the proton polarization m  the —  transition
which9 as a result, becomes positive at almost every scattering angle.
9 £
All indications are therefore that P can be.very useful for the
determination of the total angular momentum transfer in (d9p) or (p9d)
reactions as suggested in ref. (Yu67)« Furthermore.these authors find
that for a certain value of I and j, P appears to be very stable under
a variation9 within certain limits9 of the reaction energy9 the mass of
the target nucleus>and the excitation energy of the levels.
The complete evaluation of the deuteron polarization requires
the knowledge of the quantities e ^  corresponding to = 2 in eq. (5.28)0
It was shown by Johnson (J066) that the D-state effect on these second
rank tensor components of the deuteron polarization predicted by the PWBA
theory can be large, particularly for high deuteron incident energy. On
Q 3
the other hand DWBA calculations for the reaction Be (p,d)Be exciting the
x   —     ~  — w  J. W J .  VJ J.J.<~ t~i >— ^ M . « i l  U  -1- U  J -  U  v  CU-L. U .C  O  W i l l  C I J .  l ± a  V C  a
noticeably smaller magnitude than the data of Darden and Froelich (Da56). 
In the present work the study of the D-state effect upon e using the 
DWBA theory was not carried out. However,preliminary calculations with 
the code DD66 show that this effect increases considerably the magnitude 
of the second rank tensor components of the deuteron polarization.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The presence of the deuteron D-state in the DWBA theory of (d9p)
reactions introduces a spin transfer, s = s - s (Sa60b 9 Sa61+)9 between
1 2
the spins of' the incoming and outgoing particles, with magnitude —  0
2
The difference between this vector and the total angular momentum transfer
to the residual nucleus "j , defines an orbital angular momentum t 1 with
eigenvalues restricted by the triangular conditions A(&,2,jls) and 
3A(j9- 9£*)» Hence for a fixed value of £, the range of allowed values of 
V  is not the same for the two possible values of j, namely j =£+■§«
This fact is at the basis of the ^-dependent effects introduced by the. 
D-stateo In the absence of spin-dependent distortion the D-state 
contribution to the differential cross-section is a sum of terms each 
characterized by a .definite value of ft9 „ An analysis of this expression 
reveals a possible mechanism for j-dependent effects in the angular 
distribution which, however, is absent when the distorted waves are 
replaced by plane waves»
The numerical evaluation of the D-state effect in the context 
of the DWBA theory was carried out by means of an extension of the local 
energy approximation ( B u 6 U ,  Be61+)° Chapter §  contains the result of 
calculations performed for a limited range of (d,p) and (p,d) reactions 
at deuteron energies below 20 MeV which were, for the most part, previously 
analysed, by other authors, using the DWBA theory® The main conclusion
l
from this survey in the context of the DWBA (and the other approximations 
used) is that the D-state is not, generally, a negligible effect and 
therefore should be included in the calculation of the reaction scattering 
amplitude® The importance of the effect in the angular distribution 
derives mainly from its strong dependence on the quantum numbers I and j 
of the reaction form factor®
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5'” 7~
observed m  a pair of —  , —  transitions m  which configuration mixing 
effects are expected to he equally small provided we solve the ambiguities 
which may be involved in choosing the optical model parameters to be used 
in the DWBA calculations0 Also it should be remarked that these two 
transitions would probably not correspond to the same target nucleus nor 
would they have the same Q-value0 Hence one must presume that the DWBA 
theory is able to account correctly for these changes which could have 
a relatively large effect in the angular distribution compared with the 
specific j-dependent effects„ This is particularly relevant as regards 
the study of the j-dependence in the angular distribution as a function 
of the incident energy in the reaction,, The agreement of the j-dependence 
of the D-state effect with the small angle j-dependence observed in I = 3 
distributions suggests.that this ^-dependence and the one observed at 
large angles in 1= 1 distributions do not have a common origin,, In 
connection with this matter it is relevant to recall, for instance, that 
the latter type of j-dependence was qualitatively reproduced by Greider 
(Gr6ij-) with a diffraction model for the reaction and by introducing
o o o
h s  forces m  the entrance and exit channels„ In I = 3 transitions the
7D-state effect on the predicted spectroscopic factor is larger for j - —
5 . /than for j = —  unlike what is found for the lower values of Ju
It is apparent from the DWBA calculations of Chapter k that both the 
S and D-state parts of the transition amplitude conform, to a comparable 
extent, with a surface reaction model for the collision process, whenever 
this model is applicable or relevant„ Although this, in itself, is quite 
plausible, we notice that the D-state effect is essentially a finite range 
effect in the context of the usual DWBA calculations and finite range 
effects on the S-state part of the scattering amplitude are principally an 
’’interior effect” in the sense that they derive their main contribution 
from inside the nuclear volume of the target nucleus„ An analysis of the
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distortion shows that.the large j-dependent effects which it might 
introduce into the angular distribution are associated with an inter­
ference between the neutron, deuteron and proton terms.(into which the 
D-state part of the scattering amplitude can be decomposed) characterized 
by a strong cancellation of the contributions from inside the nuclear 
volume0 On the other hand the contributions to the D-state effect from 
outside the nuclear volume are mainly determined by the neutron term® This 
term is considerably simpler to analyse than either the deuteron or proton 
terms® Its contribution to the total D-state effect on the angular 
distribution is the sum of iha amplitudes with the form of a zero-range 
S-state distribution, characterized by the orbital angular momentum 
Using the PWBA the extension of this analysis leads to a set of functions
which estimate the magnitude of the D-state contribution to the angular
distribution relative to the S-state for each value of £*,£and j® The
arguments of these functions are the reaction separation energy and the
nuclear radius parameter R in PWBA theories®
The magnitude of the S-state differential cross-section tends to 
decrease with the Q-value of the reaction more rapidly than the magnitude 
of the D-state contribution to the total S+D differential cross-section®
This implies an increase in the magnitude of the D-state contribution 
relative to the S-state with the separation energy of-the reaction® The 
small angle j-dependence of the D-state effect tends to become less 
pronounced when either the reaction separation energy is decreased or 
the mass of the target nucleus is increased®
In the absence of spin-dependent distortion the D-state effect on 
the proton polarization and the deuteron efficiency vector appears to be 
mainly determined by the D-state incoherent contributions® These do not 
satisfy the simple j-dependence associated with the S-state incoherent 
contributions® However it is shown that the efficiency.vector is much
- l87 -
±ess sensitive than the proton polarization to those effects which 
invalidate that.simple j-dependence® The deuteron efficiency vector
is therefore likely to be a particularly useful quantity in the reaction 
for the determination of the total angular momentum transferred to the 
residual nucleus.( Y u 67 ) ® ”
•The study developed in the present work emphasizes the need to 
perform an exact finite range calculation including the S and D-states 
of the deuteron in the context of the DWBA theory (Au6U)8 This calculation 
would determine more precisely the range of validity and also the accuracy 
of'the approximations used here for the radial part of the D-wave in 
momentum space®
Particular emphasis was placed on the j-dependence introduced by the 
D-state into the angular distribution®' However there are many other 
aspects of the D-state effect on (d,p) and (p,d) reactions which were not. 
considered so extensively or were completely neglected in the present work® 
In particular it seems appropriate now to establish more thoroughly the 
extent to which the effect is able to reproduce the small angle j-dependence 
in £ = 3 transitions and to determine what improvement:is obtained when
the inclusion of the D-state is accompanied by a structure calculation of
5~ ' .the —  form factor if this is clearly required® It should be particularly
2
instructing to study more extensively transitions with high Q-values since 
for them the small angle j-dependent. effects introduced by the D-state are 
predicted to be large® For some of these transitions it may be that a 
determination of the values of £ and j from the angular distribution cannot 
be made unambiguously with a pure S-state deuteron wavefunction®
In the present work we have not considered systematically either > 
reactions on heavy nuclei or at relatively high energy® Furthermore some 
of.the predictions based on the functions A, introduced in section (5oll), 
were not fully explored with DWBA calculations® Also we did not consider- 
the D-state effect on the second rank tensor components of the deuteron
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quite large® More measurements of these quantities are now becoming 
available in the literature of the subject®
Since the theoretical explanation of the small angle j-dependence 
has been considerably improved using the DWBA theory (Hu 669 Pr67, Jo67a) 
it seems appropriate to continue the study of the large angle j-dependence9 
still largely unexplained in the context of such theory® This is reason­
able because it has been possible to improve the predictions based on the 
DWBA approach to the (d,p) reaction by introducing further refinements 
into its theory®
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APPENDIX 1.1
The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are represented by m^ j m^j jm) 
where m^9 m^ and m are the magnetic quantum numbers corresponding 
respectively to j1# ^  and j (Co579 Ro57). For brevity we refer to 
them as C-coefficients in the texto The orthogonality conditions are9
Z  (4lw 'l \jw)Cj4^ iz Z  I j ™ )  =  K»Wa Vntvwia'>(6.l)
yjyn, . 4 *
W . w
" z ooo(6.2)
Some of the symmetry relations satisfied by the C-coefficients are the 
following9 ^
d* +  J z ~~ 3 / ~ v 1 * \
=  ( - ) * ~ 3  j j - Q n j a r y " *  \ j ^ )
A z  ~  A  —  ^  4 ?
=  (-) j _  ( i - y n ,  \ p ™ z )
=  (■-) ( ^ - v v , ^ r w 2 |j-w}.i(6.3)
The Hacah coefficient W(abcd^ef) (Ral|29 Ro57) is referred to as a W-coefficient 
The following relation between C and W-coefficients is used extensively in 
the present work y
/)(*>/* A % 4 <4 I c =
(<XoC ) b n > l x 6 ) ( ^ € 6 ^ S ~ / c>0 '
^ / ‘ X oo.(6ol+)
The 9-j symbol (Wi519 R060) associated with the coupling of 1+ angular 
momentum is denoted by
J,
1 V- J12
3 ik J3^
13 J 3k
J
J
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It is related with C-coefficients, for instance9 by the equation 
^  ^  ^  -A- r* I t  / ' * '"!S‘—r— —r— —j— —>— A A  A n  . 1, _ I / — . . —i—  , i \ .*
~^IZ -'34 13 'Jzq
■) ^  | T A ^ .  
ds 3 ^  '*34 y
U 3 ^ r j  u ,} m 2H
Q w  d z ™ Z  I T n  H 2 ) ( l v ™ 3  I G l ^  I ^ 5 M )3)
X  (^py^z I I 24 C -^ 3^/3 Z'V 3"M_) •
When,considering polarization quantities in the (d9p) reaction it 
is useful to use the operators T^(s) in spin space defined for an arbitrary 
spin s and with matrix elements(G058)9
<S(5 I Zcj^)/s6/> = f-)S S (SG's-Glk<l) ■ (6.6)
The set of operators. Tg^(s) for the allowed values of K.and q constitute 
a complete,set of operators in the space of (2s+l)x(2s+l) matrices. They 
obey,the relations.
*  C ' T ^ t J  f a ) ) »  S K k /  £
~ k K '  £)cj/ * ...(6.7)
We can now expand the density matrices.p^(s^) and p ( s ) .introduced in
section (id) using the operators T^ (s)9 thus defining the statistical
spin tensors p„ (s ) and p (s ) given by (Pe57)9 
Zldl 1 ^2^2 d
ft,,: fe') ^  t  C  f- ^  ...(6.3)
f  k f l z  ( S i )  " t  [  Cs O ]  “
(polarization of the target and product nuclei is not. considered)0
Using eqso (l.l6)9 (6„7) and (608) we obtain the following relations between
the proton polarization and the.tensors p„ (s ) (Go6o )9
2q2
f w  ( £ >  =  j = >  fio ( z ) =  ’ fji,, ( r ) = + ' y ( S :f:'< ^y)/..(6.io)
Furthermore using equations (ld2) and (6.9) we can,write9
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A g>   Acs,
4 +- z
where,
A(S
I K d
f k . a ,  Z ) ^ f c q  (SD
A %
A5Z.
A / z  , ,
(T T A
.(6.11)
(6.12)
4 (y-n-tf-y
1 Z  ( T T t ) ^ ? f ( ^  =  3  I s ;  1 Z < ? ,  ^  J ^  >  ,.. (6„13)
X  < ^ / 5 > s z <5z f T  I A o < s ( C 5 , > < k / 3 S 2 G 2 ( T
and T is the transition matrix for the (d9p) reaction
da . da -rz and —d^ dft
The quantities
da 4? denote the proton differential cross-section corresponding, 
o
respectively9 to an unpolarized beam and to a deuteron beam with
For K = 1 the tensorpolarization described by the tensor pT/. (s.. )
1
p (s ) can be used to define the deuteron efficiency vector Pe(l) by 
ill ±
means of the equations9 
£-
(6.lit)
APPENDIX 3.1
An infinite core potential ^np(r) "with radius a can be understood as
C
the limit of a soft core potential Vn (r) defined9 for instance, as9
. . C  f C  n  <  ck
K r «  = j
[ V  6 0  si > o o o (6»i5)
when the positive constant C tends to + c o \ For any finite value of C , 
sufficiently large,we may write a Schrodinger equation9
( f  +  +  b I  )  3 cc°  (t) -
such that
c ^ + oo ^  9 =  Zs ,  » ...(6.17)
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1 al ->
potential V (r). The function D (K)9 introduced in eq0 (3.15), for
the hard-core potential is now defined as ,
i UtjriK-*-v (*)<p‘K ‘m  ■
C - A + o o y  ...(6.18)
We can now use eq0 (6.16) on the right-hand side of eq0 (6.18) and transform
a1(C) a (C)
the resulting integral according to eqQ (3.l6) since <f> and Vcf> are
s.L s1
assumed to he continuous functions at all points for finite values of C, 
Hence-we can write
D ® Cs,). x ™  [- (6f + Z )  (Z  4 /®,co6e)),
A +'c’°  I 1 rc0 O O \ O  O 19 /
a1(C) _ a. (C)
where d  is the momentum representative of the wavefunction <|> and
si si
taking the limit we obtain eqQ (3.17)o
APPENDIX 3q2c
We first consider the operation of the gradient,operator V on the 
irreducible.tensor <j>(r)Y^ (r) where <j> is an arbitrary differentiable function 
of r and is a spherical harmonic 0 Since the gradient operator is 
itself a first rank tensor we can write
 >
Z  ^  A  I j  . ...(6.20)
\ /
v < f > ( * ) Y j t (7^
where the irreducible tensors of rank J 9 are given by (Ro57)»
 s. v -yy. f
Y  =  Z _  ( Y ™ '  A m I T  M )  Y  f / Z )  ] Z  •
\ X l fM  /A ‘m /  ooo(6o2l)
O O o
The vectors are the spherical basis vectors and therefore they satisfy 
the relation9
ylA y  /  o.o(6o22)
where are the spherical components of the gradient,, It can be proved
(Ro57) that the coefficients Cj£»M in eQ.° (6.20) are given by
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Z A A 1  ^ M-m. <p(^n■), ...(6.23)
A
where the operators are defined as
=  -  ( f o d O ^ ' o )  ~ + Z i ( ' - ( V 7 )  Z  V\KJUI'aA : d i ) i (6.21*)
Because of the C-coefficient in this equation £f can only take the values 
£* = £ + h  Substituting eq. (6.2^) into eq. (6.20) one obtains the well 
known gradient formula (Be33, Ro57)° Using eqs. (6.22), (6.21) and (6.20)
one also obtains, ~ ./ x\ f
- z .  y  c - r '  f  cJfJ f a y ™  &).
^  .00(6.25)
Our aim is to determine the matrix elements of the operator T^(v) introduced 
in eq. (3o97) between states of sharp angular momentum. Using this equation 
and also eq. (6.^5) we write
(v) cj) (ji)Y™ (7t) = Z  Y / 1 2 4
I-Jl p  . , , . . ^  j y / 0” '
x  (-> j .  ( * .  y  / / v j v : ,  c A i ( p t y j ,  (jt). _ (e.
Substituting eq. (6.25) into the right-hand side of eq. (6.26) and using
eqs. (6.1 ) and (6.1+) we find that,
(I
t>) <p WY7W - Z r,;//
/\ ■ /\ J  \  s / W > 11
x (SrnZAir™*) crj/ ^  (p3)Yr/ Q?)
(6.27)
If we now introduce the operators g^?^ defined as
C'JIIjP  ~  ~  ( S  °  ^  °  ^ ' ° )  ’ ...(6.28)
we can rewrite eq. (6.27) in the following form;
_  I9I+ -
X V  A
TV Jl
X(Aw2A|A Y Y cM o  (Jt"o)(J>'oAO^ ,/oS j Y y J P (A)Yj'  ^9.',
A  -
n j Y  J l f '  -.(6.29)
In this equation £f must have the parity of A, hence its possible values
are £ and £ hk 2 . For £’ = £- 2 and £ + 2, £ ,? can only take, respectively,
the values £ - 1 and £ + 1. When V  = £s the allowed values of £” are
£ Hh 1. Since
1y\
%
A
'+A£ ib i J t
~>
« A .  +  Y t L
A - A A  A j l  y ~ (6.30)
we obtain
Y  z U a A  , A - a
+     —  *>
Q ? - 2 £  ^ A ~ 2 £ - a 3 a ~ a A  A 2 +  ^  A n  y z
f S  _  A? a  -  a  &  2.A A i t ± ‘l)
P-xA? jM-a^a-aI ^M+a 3aW/x x/o'z
Q ? + 2  £  Y - ^ 2  A W  3 £  AnA
A t Y  *1 Ajz 
A z s 3 a A
y z 
JZU+2)
A n  n z
(6.31)
(6.32)
(6.33)2 n
where the operators 0 ^  ^  were defined for £f =£ and £ + 2, We notice 
that, the product g^^t? §£»»£ on right-hand side of eq. (6.29) is 
independent of £?? for the allowed values of £* and £”. Therefore summing
over £n we can write 
Y d  /\ . I v s<r*L
J ~> A
(/?)- (A0 A 0 I2 0 ) Y  (2-0 A'ol £ o )
A
X  (£~m 2  A  | £  ,yn/) [ o ^ y  0  ( Y  Y Y )  •
Finally using eq. (3.98) we obtain,
(6.31+)
9 f ( T ) Y Z ) Y  # )  =  Y z a J A O
X  j£,
x ( k o A W j A o j  c ^
'YYV>
(6.35)
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T A B L E  1
a) Deuteron optical parameters*
rc V a r0
W* a* r» Vso Wso
Mgl 1.5 50 0.59 1.5 16 0.59 1.5 1+ 0
Mg2 1.3 121 0.738 I0O83 15.5 0.652 1.1+26 ll+ 0
Mg3 ' 1.3 ll+l+.U 0.738 1.083 17.1 0.652 1.1+26 15 0 5 0
Sil 1.3 188 0.651 l.OVr 16.6 O.56I+ 1.518 11.21 0
Si2 1.3 188 0.651 l.Oi+7 16.6 0.561+ 1.518 0 0
Cal 1.25 109 0 7 0.809 1.031 10.3 0.596 1.508 8.16 0
Ca2 1.3 111.5 0.809 1.031 10.3 0.596 1.508 8.16 0
Ca3 1.3 110.5 0.809 1.031 10.3 0.596 1.508 8.16 0
Cal+ 3.03 109.5 0.809 1.031 10.3 0.596 1.508 8.16 0
Ca5 1.3 109.5 0.809 1.031 10.3 0.596 1.508 0 0
Til 1.3 89.5^ 0.772*+ 1.175 12.28 0.7021 1.1+1+19 12.05 7o37
Fel 1.3 97 0.81 1.15 19.5 0.68 1.31+ 6 0
Fe2 . 1.3 93 0o8l 1.15 19.5 0.68 1.31+ 6 0
Fe3 1.3 97 0.81 1.15 19.5 0.68 1.31+ 0 0
Fek 1.3' 93 0.8l 1.15 19.5 0.68 1.31+ 0 0
Fe5 1.3 91.5 0.81 1.15 19.5 0.68 1.31+ 0 0
Nil 1.3 102 0.735 1.119 12.63 0.81+2 1.261 6.37 0
Ni2 1.3 102 0.735 1.119 12.63 0.81+2 1.261 6.37 0
Ni3 1.3 92.5 0.81 1.15 . 19.5 0.68 1.31+ 6 0
Sri 1.3 95.7 0.81 1.15 20.3 0.68 1.31+ 6 0
Zrl 1.3 90 0.61+ 1.23 12 0.93 1.18 0 0
Pbl 1.3 105 . 0.81 1.15 13 0.68 1.31+ 7 0
* In the various parts of this Table r 9 r , r' and r are given in
a r\
fm and V, W ’, V , W and V in MeV.9 9 so so n
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b) Proton optical parameters
rc V a r0 W» a* r*
Y
so wso
Mgl 1.25 1+5 O.65 1.25 10 0.1+7 1.25 8 0
Mg2 ' 1.25 1+5 O.65 1.25 10 0.1+7 1.25 7 0
Mg 3 1.25 48 O.65 1.25 10 0.1+7 1.25 7 0
Sil 1.25 1+7 0.65 ' 1.25 9 0.1+7 1.25 8.5 0
Si2 1.25 1+7 O.65 1.25 9 0.1+7 1.25 0 0
Cal 1.25 53 0.65 1.2 11 0.1+7 1.25 8 0
Ca2 1.25 5*+ O.65 1.2 11 0.1+7 1.25 8 0
Ca3 1.25 52.2 O065 1.2 11 0.1+7 1.25 8 0
Cal+ 1.25 51.2 O.65 1.2 11 0.1+7 1.25 8 0
Ca5 1.25 51.2 O.65 1.2 11 0.1+7 1.25 0 0
Til 1.25 51.178 0.6199 1.2 9.2233 0.6091 1.31+ 7.715 1.993
Fel 1.25 1+7.7 O.65 1.25 13 0.1+7 1.25 8 0
Fe2 1.25 1+5-5 O.65 1.25 12.5 0.1+7 1.25 8 0
Fe3 1.25 1+7.7 0.65 1.25 13 0.1+7 1.25 0 0
Fel+ 1.25 1+5.5 O.65 1.25 11.5 0.1+7 1.25 0 0
Fe5 1.25 1+2.8 O.65 1.25 11.5 0.1+7 1.25 0 0
Nil 1.25 50.13 0.65 1.25 12.1 0.1+7 1.25 5 0
Ni2 1.25 50.13 O.65 1.25 21+.2 0.1+7 1.25 5 0
Sri 1.25 52.6 O.65 1.25 11+.7 0.1+7 1.25 7.5 0
Zrl 1.25 50 O.65 1.25 12.5 0.1+7 1.25 0 0
Pbl 1.25 51+.7 O065 1.25 10 0.76 1.25 6 0
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c) Neutron parameters
The parameters of the Woods-Saxon potential which generates the
reaction form factor (see section (5°l) and in particular eqs0 (5«5)
and (506)) are r = 1 02 fm. a = 0o65 and VS0 = 6 MeV in all DWBAn * n n
calculations in the present work except those corresponding to the set
of optical parameters listed "below;
Ca5 0.65 1.2 7 °32
Til O065 1.25 8
Fel to Fe5 O065 lo25 9o5
Ni3 0o 65 1.25 9o5
Zrl Oo 65 lc25 7
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Figure
2»1
2.2.
3.1
Description Page
Diagram showing the two angular momentum couplings in 28
the D-state part of the deuteron internal wavefunction 
corresponding to eqs. (2.6) and (2.8). The spins s^ 
and of the proton and neutron are added to the orbital 
angular momentum L = 2 of relative motion in order to
give a total angular momentum s^ = 1.
Plot of the coefficients b » given "by eq. (2.37) for 37x,
0 < Z < 6. Each curve corresponds to a certain value
of V  1 the "broken curves to j  = I - g and the full curves
tO  j  = I + go
Plot of the function (a^ + K^ )jLJ^(K)/N where N is given by 57
eq. (3.10) and is the radial part of the deuteron S-state 
wavefunction in momentum space (see eq. (3.20)). The two 
sets of curves (a) and (b) represent the Hulthen and Sugawara 
phenomenological wavefunction (Hu57) given in eqs. (3.52) and 
(3.5 )^ with p(-e,-e) = 1.70U fm; set (a) corresponds to no 
hard-core and to P^ = 3S^  and 5% and set (b) to a hard-core 
with radius 0.58.1 fin and to the same values of P^. Curve (c) 
represents the same quantity and is extracted from the phenom­
enological deuteron wavefunction of McGee (Mc66) which has 
p(-£,-£) = 1.7^9 fto9 ot = 0.2338 fm ^ and P^ = 7%°
2 2Plot of the function (a + K )$P(K)/N where N is given by eq. 59
(3.10) and JLjT5 is the radial part of the deuteron D-state wave­
function in momentum space. The sets of curves (a)9(b) and
(c) in this Figure and in Fig. (3.1) correspond to the same 
deuteron phenomenological wavefunctions.
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Plot of the ratio A P - „ The set of curves (a) 60
and (b) in this Figure and in Figs, (3.1) and (3.2) 
correspond to the same wavefunctions» Curve (c) is 
extracted from the Yamaguchi wavefunction {Y&5k) described 
by ecjSo (3.^)9 (3«^5) and (3 ,^ 7),
Plot of the functions (a2 + K2)jL^(K)/N for L = 0 and 2, 68
2
against K » They are extracted from the Hulthen and 
Sugawara wavefunctions with p = I.70U flu, P^ = 5% and with 
no hard-core - curves (a) and (a*) - and with a hard-core 
radius of 0.561 fm - curves (b) and (b*)• Besides (a)9(b)
and (a*)9(b*) correspond respectively to the S and D-waves.
The units on the left and right of the figure correspond 
respectively to the S and D radial wavefunctions«
DWBA fit to the proton differential cross-section and 112
88, \ 89
polarization m  the reaction Sr (d9p)Sr to the E„ = 1.05 MeV 
level at E^ = 11 MeVo Data from ref (Lu65). The optical 
model parameters used in the calculation are those of set 
Sri in Table 1. The broken and solid curves correspond 
respectively to the contributions from the S-state only and 
from the S+D states of the deuteron as specified in section (5.2).
2b 25Theoretical angular distributions for.the reaction Mg (d9p)Mg 111*
to.the = O.58 MeV level at E^ ='15 MeV. Curves (a) and (b) 
correspond respectively to the DWBA parameters of set Mgl and 
Mg2.
kn, . kl
DWBA fit for the reaction Ca (d9p)Ca to the E^ = 1.95 and 116
3.95 MeV levels at E^ = 12 MeV. Data from ref (Le6i+)0 
The optical model parameters are those of set Ca^l.
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DWBA fit to the same transitions of Fig» (5®3) hut at 
= 9 MeV« The optical parameters are those of set 
Ca^ -2 and the data is from ref (Le6^)„
Theoretical angular distributions for the reaction 
Ni^(d9p)Ni^‘L to the ground state and E = CL29 MeV
X
levels at E^ = 10 MeV„ The DWBA calculations were per­
formed with the optical parameters of set Nil„
Theoretical angular distributions for the same transitions 
of Fig® (5®5) and at the same deuteron energy obtained using 
the optical parameters of set Wi2o The only difference 
between the two sets is in the value of W^ which in set Ni2 
has twice the value corresponding to set Nil„ However this 
variation implies a significant change in the angular distrib­
ution at large angles. The lower part of the figure contains 
a fit to the differential cross-section in the reaction 
Pb206(d9p)Pb20T to the Q = 1**51 MeV level at Ed = lk MeV 
obtained with the parameters of set Pbl„ The data is from 
ref (Sa66)»
2lj. 25
Angular distributions for the reaction Mg (d9p)Mg to the 
ground state and E = 0„98 MeV levels at E, = 10,1 MeVo
X CL
The experimental points are from ref (Mi62) and the curves 
shown are smooth curves drawn through the data0 They are 
normalized at their main peaks in order to emphasize the 
small angle j-dependence,, Below the Figure contains the 
DWBA curves obtained with the parameters of set Mg3«
.28
Theoretical angular distributions for the reaction Si (d9p)Si
to the E = 1 o28 and 2„03 MeV levels at E, = 1 3  MeV« The x d
optical model parameters are those of set.Silo
5.10.
5.11,
5.12c
5.13.
rage
Theoretical angular distributions for the same transition of 127
Fig. (5*8) and at the same energy obtained by excluding the 
spin-orbit terms in the optical potentials used in the cal­
culations of the preceding Figure (set Si2). The full curves
3+ 5+ . '
—  9 D and —  9 D are respectively the difference between the S
+ +
3 5and the S+D curves for the ”  and ~  transitions. Hence they 
represent the effect of the D-state on the DWBA angular dist­
ributions. The S/D ratio introduced in the text is the ratio 
between the magnitude of the S and D curves at their main peaks.
U0/ % ^1DWBA fits to the Ca (d9p)Ca ground state transition at 129
E^ = 10 and 12 MeV. The data is from ref (Le6U)-and the 
calculations for 10 and 12 MeV correspond,respectively^to the
parameters of set. Ca3 and Cai+o The Figure contains also the
curves corresponding to the D-state effect on the calculated 
differential cross-sections.
Theoretical angular distributions for the same transition of 131
Fig. (5ol0) at E^ = 12 MeV; (a) without spin-orbit forces
(set of parameters Ca5)9 (b) using a radial cutoff at k 032 fm
in the calculations corresponding to curves (a). It is
apparent that the use of a radial cutoff leads to an increase
in the magnitude of the D-state effect.
DWBA fits to the angular distribution in the reaction Fe^(p9d)Fe^ 13U
to the E = 0.93 and 1.38 MeV levels at E = 18.5 MeV. The x p
data is from ref (GI65) and the calculations correspond to the 
parameters of set Fel.
This Figure contains the same angular distributions of 136
Fig. (5.12). However the curves corresponding to the two values 
of j were normalized at their main peaks in order to emphasize 
the j-dependent effects.
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5.14,
5-15.
5.16.
5.17.
5.18.
DWBA fits to the angular distributions in the reaction 137
Fe^(p,d)Fe^ to the E^ = 0.93 and 1.38 MeV levels at
E = 22ck MeV. The data is from ref (GI65) and the cal-*
P
culations correspond to the parameters Fe2.
DWBA fits to the angular distributions in the reaction 139
Ni^(p,d)Ni^ to the E =0.58 and 2.59 MeV levels at
X
E^■= 27-5 MeV. The data is from ref (GI65) and the cal­
culations correspond to the parameters Ni3.
k6 / \ hiTheoretical angular distributions for the reaction Ti (d,p)Ti il+lj.
to the E = 0.l6, 2.65 and 2.87 MeV levels at E = 9-15 MeV.
X &
The DWBA curves all correspond to the parameters of set 
Til (Al64). The Figure contains also the curves corresponding
to the D-state effect on the angular distribution for the two
levels.
Theoretical angular distributions for the same transitions of 1)45
Fig. (5-13) and at the same energy obtained with the parameters
Fe3 which correspond to the supression of the spin-orbit forces
5”from the optical potentials of set Fel. Curves —  , D and 
7”—  , D represent, respectively, the D-state effect on the angular
2 -
. . .  5 7
distributions for the ~  and 75* transitions. Curves (c),
7” . o .for the —  transition, were obtained with the same optical
model parameters but only the contribution^? = 5 in the
D-state part of the scattering amplitude was retained in the
calculation (see, for example, eq. (2.35))» Although the
contributions from other values of V  were not included the
resulting S+D curve is almost the same as the other S+D
7” o .
distribution, for the —  transition, in the same Figure.
Angular distributions for the same transitions of Fig. (5-17) ll+7
and at the same proton incident energy. The curves corresponding
203
5-19-
5-20.
5-21.
■rage
to the two values of j were normalized at the main peak 
in order to emphasize the j-dependent effects. The set 
of curves (a) and (c) correspond to the parameters of 
set Fe3. The S+D curves (d) were obtained with the 
parameters Fe3 plus a proton spin-orbit force with the 
strength of 8 MeV. Curves (e) and (d) correspond to 
the set of optical parameters Fel.
Theoretical angular distributions for the same transitions 1^9
of Fig. (5ol7) and at the same proton energy. Curves (a)
and,(b) correspond, respectively, to the use of a radial
cutoff of U.68 fm in the calculations which give curves
(a) and (b) of Fig. (5-17)- The curves (c) and (d) were
obtained with the.same optical model parameters and cutoff
radius. However we have only included the contribution
A
from the neutron operator (see eqs. (1+.70) and (U.73)) 
in the calculation of the D-state effect. It is apparent
that in both calculations this effect is strongly j-dependent.
Theoretical angular distributions for the same transitions 151
of Fig. (5-17) and at the same proton energy. The optical 
model parameters were again those of set Fe3 but we have only
A
0 0 0retained the contribution from the neutron operator to the 
D-state effect and no radial cutoff was included into the 
calculation. The resulting S+D curves for the two values of 
j do not show the characteristic small angle j-dependence found 
in the calculations of Figs. (5-19) and (5-17).
Plot of the functions R^/2y where 0^?^ are the operators 153
defined in eq. (3.120). These functions are proportional to 
the quantities Q^t (r) introduced in eq. (l+.7^ ). The radial 
form factor R0. in this figure.is the one used in the DWBA
- 20t+ -
5.22.
5.23.
5.2 o^
5-25.
5-26.
calculations for the ~  transition of Fig. (5-17).
Curves (l), (3) and (5) correspond, respectively, to
£? = 1,3 and 5» For £* = 5 we used the radial form factor
7"correspondmg to the DWBA calculations for the —  transition 
of Figo (5»17)o It is clear that "beyond the cutoff radius 
R = U.68 fm used in the calculations of Fig. (5-19) the 
curve with £v = 5 has a considerably larger magnitude than 
those corresponding to the other values of J,'.
Theoretical angular distributions for the reaction Fe^(p,d)Fe^ 155 
to the levels E =0.93 and 1.38 MeV at E = 22.*+ and 27.5 MeV.x p
The optical model potentials do not include spin-orbit forces.
They correspond respectively to sets,FeU'and Fe5 for
E = 22.1* and 27-5. MeV.
P
Logarithmic plot of the functions A—  and A ° given by 163
£ 1
eqs. (5.20) to (5»23)?for 0 < I < 6 against B^ and for a 
fixed value of R = 6 fm.
Logarithmic plot of the same functions represented in Fig. (5.23) against
R and for a fixed value of B = 1 2  MeV. -^ 1+
n
90 / \ 91Theoretical angular distributions for the reaction Zr (d,p)Zr 9 183 
to the E = 2.21 MeV level at E = 15 MeV. Curves (a) and (b)
X CL
correspond, respectively, to the assumption that the transition
. 9 7is “  and ~  » The optical model parameters are those of.set
Zrl.
Theoretical angular distributions for the quantities P(g) and 176
P6(l) defined in eqs. (5.29) to (5»23) for the reaction
Fe^(p,d)Fe^^ to the 0.93 and 1.83 MeV levels at E = 18.5 MeV.
P
o £
The magnitude of the quantities P and P corresponds to the 
ficticious inverse reactions Fe'^(d,p)Fe'^. The optical model
- 205 -
rage
parameters are those of set Fe3° Each graph contains the 
curves corresponding to the two values of j o
5o27» Theoretical angular distributions for the deuteron efficiency 179
ItO, , i f l
vector m  the reaction Ca (d9pJCa to the = 1<>95 and 
3»95 MeV levels at E^ = 12 MeVo Optical model parameters of 
set Calo
5o28„ Theoretical angular distributions for the proton polarization 180
for the same transitions of Figo (5«27) and at the same 
deuteron energy.. The DWBA calculations were also obtained 
with the same optical model parameters.
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NOTE
The article inserted after this page appeared in Physical 
Review Letters, Volume 19, Number J, page 36*+ and is presented as 
subsidiary matter with the present thesis.It was published 
conjointly with Dr. R.C.Johnson who suggested the subject of the 
present work and made preliminary investigations concerning the 
D-State effect in (d,p) and (p9d) reactions. These studies were 
published in the articles denoted as references J066 and J067 
in the text of the thesis. The basic approximation to the radial 
part of the deuteron D -State wave function in momentum space 
(described by eq.(lb) in the following article and by eq.(3.87) 
ir^ /ihe text of the thesis) was suggested to the author of the 
present thesis by Dr. R.C.Johnson. Subsequently this approximation 
and.its use in the DWBA theory werestudied in detail (see Chapter 3). 
The algol code referred in the article and succintly described in 
the begining of Chapter 5 was written by the author of the present 
thesis. The same applies to the DWBA equations of section *+.5 for 
the D -State part of the (d,p) reaction scattering amplitude which 
are the basic formulas for that code. The choice of the reactions 
analysed in the article and the interpretation of the DWBA results 
for the D -State effect is the conjoint work of both authors.
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EFFECTS OF THE DEUTERON D STATE AND J  DEPENDENCE IN (d,p) AND (pfd) REACTIONS
R. C. Johnson and F. D. Santos* .
Physics Department, University of Surrey, London, England 
(Received 10 July 1967)
It is  shown that the D component of the deuteron internal wave function gives r ise  to 
corrections to the direct reaction theory of (d , p ) and (p , d ) reactions which depend strong­
ly on the angular momentum of the transferred neutrons. For an orbital angular momen­
tum transfer of 3 the corrections are large and give an important contribution to the J  de­
pendence observed in the reactions Fe56(/>,tf)Fe55 and Ni57(/>,d)Ni56.
In the distorted-wave Born approximation 
(DWBA) of ( d , p ) and ( p , d )  reactions1 the inter­
nal wave function of the deuteron (pj  appears 
as a factor in the transition matrix elem ent.
In all published calculations to date <p^  has been 
assumed to be purely S state. We present here 
DWBA calculations which include contributions 
from the D -state component of Despite 
the sm allness of the D -state probability2 Pjp 
(~7 %), we find that the D state g ives r ise  to 
important corrections in many ca ses . On the 
basis of these calculations we suggest that a 
quantitative understanding of the spin depen­
dence of (p , d ) angular distributions (J  depen­
dence)3 w ill require the inclusion of D -state  
effects.
The deuteron wave function appears in 
the DWBA matrix element in the combination 
V n p V d >  where V np is  the n - p  potential. The 
evaluation of the matrix elem ent does not r e ­
quire, therefore, a detailed model for Vnp , 
but only an accurate functional form for cpp.
For medium energy { d , p ) and { p , d )  reactions 
it has been shown that the form4 (norm aliza­
tion and phase as in Johnson5) .
( jn)1/2(k2 +y2)U0(k) =JV[ l - ( £ /£ ) 2], 
Ti2y2/ M  = Binding energy of deuteron,
(la)
for UQ(k), the radial part of the 5 component 
of (fid in momentum space, gives an adequate 
account of the contribution of UQ(k) to the DWBA 
matrix elem ent.6 We have used an analogous 
approximation for Uz(k), the radial part of the
D component of <pg in momentum space: 
( i ”)1/2(k2+y2W # )  = pW(fc/y)2. (lb)
In calculations in which the D state is  neglect­
ed, the param eters in Eq. (la) are usually tak­
en to be0
W H/(2y)1/2 = 1.222, /3h = 7y. (2)
In the calculations presented here we have used  
param eters extracted from the wave functions 
of Yamaguchi,7 which corresponds to PjD~4%-  
These param eters are
N/(2y)l,2 = 1.244, £ = 5.76, p = 0.028 11. (3)
The differences (~3 %) between these values 
and the equivalent param eters extracted from  
the Hamada-Johnston8 wave function (Pj)~7 %) 
are negligible for our purposes.
Goldfarb9 has pointed out that because N  and 
£ in Eqs. (2) and (3) are different, the D state 
m odifies the DWBA predictions even if the ex­
plicit contribution from U2(k) is  neglected.
We find, however, that the latter contribution 
produces a muchTarger effect in general. In 
this paper calculations corresponding to zero  
D state w ill refer to the param eters given in 
Eq. (3).
An Algol code has been written which incor­
porates the D -state contribution into a standard 
DWBA calculation. The accuracy of the code 
has been checked against calculations by oth­
e r s ,10*11 and against suitably chosen plane-wave
3 6 4
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FIG. 1. (a) Angular distributions for the reaction  
Fe5e(£ ,d )F e55 for a proton energy of 18.5 MeV. Data 
points (Ref. 11) are shown, as cro sses  (L =3, J = -|,
Q -  —10.35 MeV) and dots (L =3, J = f ,  Q = -9 .8 9  MeV). 
Experimental errors are not shown, (b) DWBA calcu­
lations with D state included, (c) DWBA calculations 
with D state excluded. The normalization of theoreti­
cal and experimental points has been adjusted to give 
the s a m e /7/2 a n d /5//2 peak cross sections.
calculations.
Our results so far have been confined to (d , p ) 
and ( p , d )  reactions with deuteron kinetic ener­
gies le s s  than 20 MeV. In each case we have 
used local deuteron and proton optical-m odel 
param eters taken from fits to elastic sca tter­
ing in the appropriate energy region. In most 
cases the parameters have been used previous­
ly in a recent analysis of the reaction. We have 
followed the usual procedure and generated the 
neutron wave function in a Woods-Saxon w ell 
with depth adjusted to give the correct neutron 
separation energy.
We find that D-state effects depend strongly 
on I, the orbital angular momentum of the trans­
ferred neutron. We remark that this is  in strik ­
ing contradiction to the predictions of plane-
wave theory.5>12 For I = 3, D -state effects de­
pend strongly on j  = J ± f . (For the spin-zero  
targets considered here j  is, identical to J, the 
spin of the residual nucleus.1) Results for the 
reaction Fe 56( p , d ) F e 55, Ep = 18 MeV, are shown 
in Fig. 1. In these calculations the deuteron 
and proton optical potentials were taken from  
Dickens and Perey13 (set B) and P erey ,14 and • 
the parameters of the neutron w ell were r0 = 1.25 
F, a = 0 .6 5 F , VS0 = 9.5M eV . The features 
of these results which we wish to emphasize 
is  the relationship between the / 7/2 and / 5/2 cross  
sections (J  dependence).3 It is  known10 that 
reasonable modifications of the parameters 
of the DWBA calculations do not lead to a J  
dependence in quantitative agreement with ex­
periment if D -state effects are neglected. It 
can be seen from Fig. 1 that the main effect 
of the D state is  to make the / 7/2 cross section  
fa ll off much le s s  rapidly with angle beyond 
the main peak, in agreement with experim ent.10 
[A sim ilar effect for different energy and tar­
get is  shown in Fig. 2(c).] The effect of the 
D state on t h e /5/2 cross section is  very much
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FIG. 2. D -sta te  effects as function o fL . Data points 
are shown as dots and cro sses , (a) Sr88(<2,£)Sr89, L  = 0, 
Ed = 11 MeV, Q = 3.11 MeV [E. J. Ludwig and D. W. 
M iller, Phys. Rev. 138, B364 (1965)]. (b) Ca40(d,/>)Ca41, 
L = 1, J  = i ,  Ed = 12 MeV, Q = 2.19 MeV [L. L. Lee et a l., 
Phys. Rev. 136,- B971 (1964)]. Ca40(d,p)Ca41, L  =3, J  
= ] ,  £ ^ = 1 2  MeV, Q = 6.14 MeV (Lee et a l., op. cit.).
The solid  and broken theoretical curves have, in each 
case, the sam e normalization relative to experiment.
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sm aller. We obtain sim ilar results for the 
same reaction at 22.5 MeV,10 and for 1 = 2 tran­
sitions in the reaction Ni57(/),£?)Ni56 at 27.5 
MeV.10 We emphasize that it is  not claimed  
here that D -state effects give a complete ac­
count of these observations. The fit to the f 5/2 
cross section in Fig. 1 is  rather poor. Our 
results do show, however, that the D state 
introduces, in a natural way, J-dependent e f­
fects  of the type first observed around the main 
peak in I = 3 reactions by Sherr, Rost, and Rick­
ey .3 Close inspection of the curves in Fig. 1(b) 
indicates that a shift of both the / 5/2 a n d /7/2. 
theoretical curves by about 6° towards sm all­
er angles would give a very good fit to the peak 
cro ss  sections. Previous attempts to explain 
J dependence within the framework of the DWBA 
have been confined mainly to modifications 
of th e /5/2 predictions.3,10,15,16
For 1 = 0 [Fig. 2(a)], D -state effects are found 
to be sm all, in agreement with the suggestions 
of Ref. 5. For 1 = 1 [Fig. 2(b)], D -state effects  
are quite large beyond the first cro ss-sectio n  
minimum. Unlike the 1 = 3 ca ses , a strong 
J dependence at sm all angles is  not obtained. 
This is  in agreement with experim ent.17 The 
DWBA calculations in Fig. 2 correspond to 
deuteron and proton optical potentials taken 
from Perey and Perey18 and Ref. ljj^Fig. 2(a)], 
and Perey and Perey19 and Ref. 11 [F igs. 2(b) 
and 2(c)]. The neutron-well param eters were 
r0 = 1 . 2 F ,  <2 = 0.65 F, 7 S0 = 6MeV,  in all c a s ­
es . We note [Fig. 2(b)] that D -state effects  
alone do not appear to give r ise  to the type 
of large-angle J dependence fir s t  observed in 
1= 1 (d,p) reactions by Lee and Schiffer.17
A detailed analysis of the qualitative features 
of the D -state effects shown in F igs. 1 and 2 
shows that they can be understood in term s  
of admixtures of amplitudes characterized by 
orbital-angular-momentum transfers V  sa t is ­
fying I' =1,1 + 2 (j = Z + |) ,  and V =1,1-2 (j = / - | ) .  
Details of this analysis, which also indicates
that D-state effects are probably sensitive to 
the shape of the neutron wave function in the 
nuclear surface, will be published elsewhere. 
Finally, we remark that the form (lb) is cer- 
thinly inaccurate for &_1«  range of Vnp> and 
in the absence of full-finite-range D-state cal­
culations, this must be borne in mind in a sses ­
sing our results.
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